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EMPLOYMENT POTENTIAL OF MICRO &
SMALL ENTERPRISES
WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
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Highlights of Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi's Mann Ki Baat

P

rime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, in
his Mann Ki Baat aired on 24
November 2019, spoke about a number
of issues ranging from the importance of
National Cadet Corps to the Supreme
Court judgement on the Ayodhya issue.
Interacting with callers, the Prime Minister
urged the citizens to visit the North East.
He also appealed to the school boards
and management to ensure that Fit India
Week is celebrated in all schools. He
saluted the spirit of the Armed Forces
urging citizens to actively participate in
the Armed Forces Flag Day. Answering a
query on whether he had the ambition of
becoming a politician, the Prime
Ministerrecalled his childhood and said
that he never thought of becoming one,
but since he has already shouldered
responsibilities of a politician, he now
aspires to serve the nation to the best of
his abilities. Below are the excerpts of the
entire Mann Ki Baat episode.
 Every year, the fourth Sunday of the
month of November is celebrated as
NCC Day. NCC means, cultivating
the qualities of leadership, patriotism,
selfless service discipline & hard
work as an integral part of one's
character; the thrilling journey of
imbibing them into one's habits.
 I have always had a certain fondness
for the Himalayas. But even then I will
urge the people of India that if you
love nature, dense forests, waterfalls,
If you want to see a unique type of
environment, then I tell everyone to
go to the North East. I always tell this
fact and because of this I hope
tourism will also increase a lot in the
North East; the economy will also
benefit a lot and the dream of 'Ek
Bharat! Shrestha Bharat!' will also get
strengthened there.
 Every child goes through multiple
phases in life. Sometimes one wants
to become this, sometimes one wants
to become that, but it is true that I
never had the desire to go into
politics, nor ever thought about it, but
now that I have reached here,I keep
thinking how can work for the welfare
of the country with all my heart, and
the mere thought that 'Where would I
have been if I hadn't been here?'
should never enter my thought. Now,
wherever I am, I should live life to the
fullest and I should wholeheartedly
work ceaselessly for my country, not
worrying whether it is day, or night. I
have now dedicated myself for this
purpose only.
 Armed Forces Flag Day is celebrated
on the 7th of December. This is the
day when we pay homage to our
brave soldiers, for their valour, their
sacrifices; we also contribute. Only a
sense of respect does not suffice.
Participation is also necessary and
every citizen should come forward on
the 7th of December and everyone
should possess the flag of the Armed
Forces on that day; everyone should
also contribute. Come. On this
occasion, let us express our gratitude
for the indomitable courage, valour
and spirit of dedication of our Armed
Forces and remember the brave
soldiers.







I appeal to the school boards and
management of all the states of the
country that Fit India Week should be
celebrated in every school, in the
month of December. This will
inculcate the habit of fitness in our
daily routine. In the Fit India
Movement, schedules have been
drawn for ranking schools in
accordance with fitness. The schools
that achieve this ranking will also be
able to use the 'Fit India' logo and
flag. The Schools can declare
themselves as Fit by visiting the Fit
India portal. Fit India three star and
Fit India five star ratings will also be
given. I appeal that all schools should
enroll in the Fit India ranking system
and Fit India should become innate to
our temperament. That it become a
mass
movement
and
bring
awareness is what we must strive for!
I happened to glance at a comment
on the MyGov portal a few days ago.
Mr Ramesh Sharma from Nagaon in
Assam writes, that a festival is being
celebrated on Brahmaputra river. It's
called Brahmaputra Pushkar. This
festival was held between 4th and
16th November, and people had
come from all corners of the country
to take part in this Brahmaputra
Pushkar. My dear countrymen,
Pushkaram,
Pushkaraalu,
Pushkaraha. - have you ever heard
these terms? Do you know what
these are? Let me tell you. These are
the different names by which festivals
organized on 12 different rivers
across the country are called. One
river every year…that means it would
recur on that particular river after 12
years…and this festival is held
sequentially every year in 12 different
rivers spread across the country
…and it lasts for 12 long days. Just
like the Kumbh festival, this too,
encourages the concept of national
unity. And echoes the philosophy of
"Ek Bharat-Shreshth Bharat" (One
India Best India)…Pushkaram is a
festival in which the greatness of the
river, the glory of the river, the
importance of the river in our
lives…all these are brought forth
naturally.
Our forefathers put a lot of emphasis
on nature, on environment, on water,
on land, on forests. They understood
the importance of rivers, and tried to
inculcate a positive mindset towards
rivers in the society. They constantly
strove to conflate the river with the







cultural stream, the stream of
tradition, and with the society. And the
interesting thing is that, not only did it
bring the society closer to the rivers, it
also brought people closer to each
other. In a way, you can travel to all
these 12 places, as part of a tourist
circuit as well. Here I would like to
appreciate the warmth and hospitality
of the people of Assam, who acted as
wonderful hosts for pilgrims from all
over the country.
The love and sense of entitlement
with which my young friends
complain to me, instruct me or give
suggestions to me - I really am
gladdened by them. After the last
exam interaction, many people have
written in with suggestions to make it
more effective. It will be my
endeavour to hold this discussion on
exams in the beginning or middle of
January. Student friends across the
country have two opportunities. One,
they can become part of this through
their respective schools. Alternatively,
they can be part of the program being
conducted here in Delhi. Students
participating in the Delhi event will be
selected through the MyGov portal.
In the last edition of Man Ki Baat, we
had discussed the 2010 Allahabad
High Court Judgment on the Ayodhya
issue. And I have referred to how we
had maintained peace and harmony
back then. Whether it was before the
verdict, or after the verdict. This time
too, when the Supreme Court
pronounced its judgment on 9th
November, 130 crore Indians once
again proved, that for them, national
interest is supreme. The values of
peace, unity and goodwill are
paramount in our country.
Hundreds of languages have
blossomed and flourished in our
country for centuries. At the same
time, we are also concerned about
the possible extinction of these
languages and dialects. Recently I
read a story from Dhaarchulaa in
Uttaraakhand. There are many
people of the Rang community who
inhabit
Dhaarchulaa
in
Pithauraagarh.
They
converse
among one another in the Ranglo
language. They are quite saddened
by the fact that the number of people
who speak this language is rapidly
dwindling. And then, one fine day,
they got together and resolved to
save their language. And in no time,
people from the Rang community







joined in. You will be amazed to hear
that there are only a handful of
people in this community. Roughly,
their number is estimated to be
around ten thousand. But in order to
save the Ranglo language, everyone
contributed their mite. Be it an 84
year old elderly man Diwan Singh, or
a 22 year old youth Vaishali
Garbyaal. Be it a professor or a
trader, everyone contributed - in
whatever way they could. In this
mission, ample use was also made of
the social media. Many WhatsApp
groups were formed. Hundreds of
people were connected to this
mission through these groups. This
language does not have a script. It
finds usage only in the spoken form.
So, people started posting stories,
poems and songs. They started
correcting each other's language. So,
in a way WhatsApp became a kind of
classroom, where everyone was a
student and a teacher at the same
time.
Another important thing to note is that
the United Nations has declared 2019
as the "International Year of
Indigenous Languages". That means,
efforts are being made to conserve
those languages which are on the
verge of extinction.
Just the other day, I was reading a
story in the media on scuba divers.
This is a story that can be inspiring for
all Indians. One day, these scuba
divers, who impart training in
Vishakhapattanam, were obstructed
by plastic bottles and pouches on
their way back from sea on
Mangamaripetta
beach.
While
cleaning the litter, they found the
matter grave. They were appalled at
the way our sea is being littered with
garbage. For the last many days,
these divers go up to 100 mts. away
from the coast; dive deep and take
out the garbage lying around. And I
am told that just within 13 days ie 2
weeks, they have removed more than
4000kg of plastic waste from the sea.
This small beginning by the divers is
being transformed into a big
mission.They are being helped by
local people now. Local fishermen
have also started to help them by all
means. Pondering over, taking
inspiration from these scuba divers, if
we too, take a pledge to rid our
surroundings of plastic waste,
"Plastic Free India" can become a
new example for the whole world.
26th of November is special for the
whole country. This is especially
important for our republic since we
celebrate this day as Constitution
Day. Our constitution guards the
rights and dignity of every citizen
which has been ensured owing to the
farsightedness of the architects of our
constitution. I pray that the
'Constitution Day' reinforces our
obligation towards upholding the
constitutional ideals and values thus
contributing to nation building. After
all, this was the dream of the makers
of our constitution.
- pmindia.gov.in
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Annexure-A

Tentative Calendar of Staff Selection Commission

Government of India

Ministry of Human Resource
Development
(Department of School Education & Literacy)

Directorate of Adult Education
The following posts in the Directorate of Adult Education (DAE),
New Delhi, a Subordinate Office of the Department of School
Education and Literacy, Ministry of Human Resource Development
is proposed to be filled by transfer on deputation (including shortterm contract).
WWW
Name of the Post: Deputy Director WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
Pay Scale: Pay Band-3, Rs. 15600-39100 with Grade Pay of Rs.
6600 Revised Pay Level -11.
Period of Deputation: Period of deputation (including short-term
contract) including period of Deputation (including short-term
contract) in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this
appointment in the same or some other organizations or department
of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to be exceed four
years.
Age: Shall not be exceeding fifty-six (56) years as on the closing
date of the receipt of applications.
Eligibility/Educational Qualifications: Deputation (including
short-term contract)
Officers under the Central Government or State Governments or
Universities or recognized research institutions or autonomous
bodies or statutory organizations or public sector undertakings,- (a)
(i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or
department; or (ii) with five years' service in the grade rendered after
appointment thereto on a regular basis in the pay band-3, Rs.
15600-39100/- with grade pay of Rs. 5400/- or equivalent in the
parent cadre or department; and
(b) possessing educational qualifications' and experience as under:Essential:(i) Master's Degree from a recognized University or
Institute. (ii) Degree or Diploma in Education or Adult Education or
Sociology or Psychology or Statistics from a recognized University
or Institute. (iii) five years' experience in conducting research or
evaluation of adult education or production of literacy materials or
books in a Government department or university or commercial
organization or training of personnel in adult education including
functional literacy programme.
Desirable: Doctorate Degree in Education or Adult Education from
a recognized University or Institute.
Note: The term of appointment on deputation shall be governed by
the instructions issued by DoPT vide OM NO. 6/8/2009-Estt.(Pay-II)
dated 17.6.2010 or as amended from time to time by the
Department of Personnel and Training.
The applications in the prescribed proforma (in duplicate) should
indicate name of the post applied for along with the complete and
up-to-date last five years Annual Confidential Reports (ACRs) duly
attested by an Officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the
Government of India within 60 days of the date of publication of
this advertisement to: Under Secretary (AE), Room No. 403, C
Wing, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi-110001.
(Shah Faiz Ahmed)
Under Secretary to the Government of India
011-2338-5745
Annexure-B
Curriculum Vitae Proforma
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Name and address (in Block letters):
Date of Birth (in Christian era):
Date of retirement under Central/State Government rules:
Educational Qualifications:
Whether educational and other qualifications required for the
post are satisfied (If any qualification has been treated as
equivalent to the one prescribed in the Rules state the authority
for the same)

Qualifications/
Experience required

Qualifications/Experience
possessed by the Officer

Essential (1) (2) (3)
Desired
(1) (2)
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you
above, you meet the requirements of the post:
7. Details of Employment in chronological order: Enclosed a
separate sheet duly authenticated by your signature, if the
space below is insufficient.
Office/
Institution

Post
Held

From

To Scale of Pay
and basic
pay

Nature of
duties (in
details)

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or Temporary or Quasi
Permanent or Permanent.
9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract
basis, please state
a.The date of initial appointment
b. Period of appointment on deputation/contract
c. Name of the parent office/organisation to which you belong
10. Additional details about present employment
Please state whether working under (indicate the name of your
employer against the relevant column).
11. Please state whether you are working in the same Department

3

(Examinations to be held during the period 1.1.2020 to 31.03.2021)
S
No.

Name of Examination

Date of
Advt.

Closing
Date

Date of Exam

1

Combined Graduate Level
Examination-2019 (Tier-I)

22.10.2019

22.11.2019

2 to 11 March, 2020
(CBE)*

2

Combined Higher Secondary
(10+2) Examination-2019 (Tier-I)

03.12.2019

10.01.2020

16 to 27 March,2020
(CBE)*

3

Junior Engineer (Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical and Quantity Surveying and
Contract) Examination-2019 (Paper-I)

13.08.2019

12.09.2019

30.03.2020 to
02.04.2020 (CBE)*

4

Junior Hindi Translator, Junior Translator,
Senior Hindi Translator and Hindi
Pradhyapak Examination-2019 (Paper-II)

---

---

16.02.2020 (DES)**

5

Stenographer Grade ‘C’ & ‘D’
Examination-2019

17.09.2019

16.10.2019

5 to 7 May, 2020
(CBE)*

6

Examination for Selection Posts
Phase-VIII/ 2020∧

17.01.2019

14.02.2020

10.06.2020 to
12.06.2020 (CBE)*

7

Junior Engineer (Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical and Quantity Surveying and
Contract) Examination-2019 (Paper-II)

---

---

21.06.2020

8

SI in Delhi Police, CAPFs and ASI in
CISF Examination -2019 (Paper-II)

---

---

21.06.2020 (DES)**

9

Combined Graduate Level
Examination-2019 (Tier-II) & (Tier-III)

---

---

22.06.2020 to
25.06.2020 (CBE)*

10

Combined Higher Secondary (10+2)
Examination-2019 (Tier-II)

---

---

28.06.2020 (DES)**

11

Sub-Inspector in Delhi Police and
CAPFs Examination-2020 (Paper-I)

17.04.2020

16.05.2020

28.09.2020 to
01.10 2020 (CBE)*

12

Junior Hindi Translator, Junior Translator,
Senior Hindi Translator and Hindi
Pradhyapak Examination-2020 (Paper-I)

17.04.2020

16.05.2020

01.10.2020 (CBE)*

13

Multi Tasking (Non-Technical)
Staff Examination-2020 (Paper-I)

02.06.2020

15.07. 2020 26.10.2020 to
13.11.2020 (CBE)*

14

Stenographer Grade ‘C’ & ‘D’
Examination-2020

04.08.2020

03.09.2020

01.12.2020 to
03.12.2020 (CBE)*

15

Junior Hindi Translator, Junior Translator,
Senior Hindi Translator and Hindi
Pradhyapak Examination-2020 (Paper-II)

---

---

January, 2021 (DES)**

16

Junior Engineer (Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical and Quantity Surveying and
Contract) Examination-2020 (Paper-I)

04.08.2020

03.09.2020

February, 2021
(CBE)*

17

Combined Graduate Level
Examination-2020 (Tier-I)

15.09.2020

15.10.2020

To be notified later
(CBE)*

18

Combined Higher Secondary (10+2)
Examination-2020 (Tier-I)

30.11.2020

15.12.2020

To be notified later
(CBE)*

19

Sub-Inspector in Delhi Police and
CAPFs Examination-2020 (Paper-II)

---

---

01.03.2021

20

Multi Tasking (Non-Technical)
Staff Examination-2020 (Paper-II)

---

---

01.03. 2021 (DES)**

(Source: Staff Selection Commission)
Under Secretary (P & PI)
(*) - CBE – Computer Bases Examination
(**) - DES- Descriptive Paper
(∧) - Selection Post Examination
(++) - Non-Mandated Examination
and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder
grade.
12. Are you in revised scale of pay? If yes, give the
date from which the revision took place and
also indicate the pre-revised scale.
13. Total emoluments per month now drawn.
14. Additional information, if any, which you would
like to mention is support of your suitability for
the post. (This among other things may provide
information with regard to
1. Additional academic qualifications
2. Professional training and
3. Work experience over and above prescribed
in the Vacancy Circular/ Advertisement)
(Note Enclose of separate sheet, if the space is
insufficient).
15. Please state whether you are applying for
deputation/Absorption. (Officers under
Central/State Governments are only eligible for
"Absorption").
16. Whether belongs to SC/ST
17. Remarks (The candidates may indicate
information with regard to
(i) Research publications and reports and
special projects (ii) Awards/Scholarship/
Official Appreciation (iii) Affiliation with the
professional bodies/institutions/societies
and (iv) any other information.
(Note enclose a separate sheet if the space is
insufficient).
I have carefully gone through the vacancy
circular/advertisement and I am well aware that the

Curriculum vitae duly supported by documents
submitted by me will also be assessed by the
selection committee at the time of selection for the
post.
Date: .................................
Signature of the Candidate
Address: ......................................
Countersigned
(Employer with seal)
Certificate to be furnished by the Employer/
Head of the Office/Forwarding Authority
Certified that the particulars furnished by
Shri/Smt./Km/.................... are correct and he/she
possesses the required educational qualifications
and experience mentioned in the vacancy circular.
Also certified that:
(i) There is no vigilance case pending/
contemplated against him/her.
(ii) His/her complete ACR dossier/ACRs for the
last 5 years duly attested (on each page) by an
officer of the rank of an Under Secretary or
above to the Govt. of India are enclosed.
(iii) His/her integrity is beyond doubt.
(iv) No major/minor penalties have been imposed
on him/her during the last 10 years is enclosed.
(Strike out which is not applicable).
Date______
Place______
Signature.........................
Name & Designation with SEAL
EN 36/74
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Government of India

Office/Institution

Ministry of Defence
Applications are invited for filing up 01 post of Senior Private Secretary (Group 'B'
Gazetted) in Level 8 (Rs. 47600-151100) in the pay matrix at Headquarters Andaman
& Nicobar Command, Port Blair on Deputation (Including Short Term Contract) basis
from the officers holding the post in Stenographer Cadre. The eligibility conditions for
applicants are as under: (i) Officers from Stenographer Cadre under the Central Government or State
Government or Union Territories or Public Sector Undertakings or Recognized
Research Institutions or Universities or Semi-Govt. or Statutory or Autonomous
organization.
(a) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or
(b) with two years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on
regular basis in the Level 7 (Rs.44900-142400) in the pay matrix or equivalent in
the parent cadre or department.
Note 1: The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in direct line of
promotion will not be eligible for consideration for appointment on
deputation/absorption. Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for
WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
appointment by promotion.
Note 2: Period of deputation (Including Short Term Contract) including the period of
deputation (Including Short Term Contract) in another ex-cadre post held immediately
preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or department of
the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed three years. The maximum age
limit for appointment by deputation (Including Short Term Contract) shall not be
exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
2. The terms and conditions of deputation will be governed by the DoP&T's OM No.
6/8/2009-Estt(Pay-ll) dated 17 June 2010, as amended from time to time.
3. It is requested that the applications (in duplicate) duly completed in all respects in
the given Proforma alongwith the complete and upto date Confidential Reports/APARs
for the preceding five years of the officers, who could be spared in the event of their
selection duly countersigned by the employer may be sent to the office of the Principal
Director (Pers), Headquarters Integrated Defence Staff, Room No. 46, Kashmir
House, New Delhi - 110011, within 60 days of the issue of this advertisement.
Applications received after the last date or without the confidential reports/APARs or
otherwise found incomplete in any respect will not be considered. While forwarding the
applications, it may be verified and certified that the particulars furnished by the officers
are correct and that no disciplinary and vigilance case is pending or being
contemplated against the officer. The details of major/minor penalties imposed on the
officer during the last 10 years may also be furnished. Integrity of the officer may also
be certified and 'NOC' from Cadre Controlling Authority may also be enclosed.
(Biswajit Guha)
Under Secretary to Government of India
APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF SENIOR PRIVATE SECRETARY AT
HEADQUARTERS ANDAMAN & NICOBAR COMMAND, PORT BLAIR
Part-I
1.

Name and address
(in Block Letters)

:

2.

Date of Birth
(in Christian Era)

:

3.

Date of Retirement under Central/
State Government Rules

4.

Educational qualifications
(enclosed copy of Certificates)

5.

Whether qualifications required for
the post are satisfied. (If any qualifications have been treated as
equivalent to the prescribed in the
rules, state the authority for the same)

Post
Held

From

To

Pay
Level

8.

Nature of present employment i.e.
adhoc or permanent.

:

9.

In case the present employment is
held on deputation, please state
(a) The date of initial appointment
(b) Period of appointment on
deputation
(c) Name of the parent office/
Organisation to which you belong

:

10.

Please state whether you are working
in the same Department and are in the
feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.

:

11.

Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If
yes, give the date from which the
revision took place and also indicate
the pre-revised scale.

:

12.

Total emoluments per month now drawn

:

13.

Additional information, if any, which you
would like to mention in support of your
suitability for the post. (This among other
things may provide information with regard
to (i) additional academic qualifications
(ii) professional training and (iii) work
experience over and above prescribed in
the Vacancy Circular/Advertisement)
(Note. - Enclose a separate sheet, if the
space is insufficient).

:

14.

Whether belongs to SC/ST

:

Nature of duties
(in detail)

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the Bio Data duly supported by documents submitted by me will also be assessed
by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post.
Place:
Date:
Signature of the Candidate
Address: _______________
Tele No.________________
COUNTERSIGNATURE
The particulars above are verified as correct. It is certified that no disciplinary/vigilance
case is pending against the officer and no major/minor penalty has been imposed on
him/her during the last 10 years.
(Signature and Designation of the
Forwarding Authority with seal)

PHOTO
Date:
Place:

Part II

:

Qualifications / Experience required

Qualifications/Experience
possessed by the officer

Essential
(a)
(b)
(c)
6.

Please state clearly whether in the
light of entries made by you above,
you meet the requirements of the post.

:

7.

Details of Employment, in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet, duly
authenticated by your signature if the space is insufficient.
Government of India

Ministry of Human Resource Development
Department of Higher Education
Applications are invited for the post of Secretary, Auroville Foundation in the pay
scale of Rs.1,44,200-2,18,200/- (level 14) (equivalent corresponding Pay Scale of
PB-4 - Rs. 37,400-67,000 + Grade Pay of Rs. 10,000 as per 6th CPC).
The post shall have a tenure of three years extendable by another 3 years or upto the
attainment of age of 65 years, whichever is earlier. The age limit for a person
outsourced from open market and/or appointed on contract basis shall be 62 years. For
deputation/ Foreign Service age limit shall be 56 years. Date for computing age shall
be the closing date for receipt of application as notified.
Job description: The Secretary is the Principal Executive Officer of the Auroville
Foundation and functions under the Chairman of Governing Board of Auroville
Foundation.
Eligibility Conditions: 1. Officers of the services under the Union, the States and the
Union Territories holding posts corresponding to that of Joint Secretary in the Central
Government in the parent cadre/department on regular basis for a minimum period of
3 years.
2. Officers serving on the establishment of Auroville Foundation in posts corresponding
to that of Director/Deputy Secretary in the Central Government on regular basis for a
minimum period of 8 years.
3. Persons serving in the Universities recognized by the Central Government, the

(To be filled by Cadre Controlling Authority of the Applicant)
OFFICE OF ................................................................
1. Certified that the particulars given above by the applicant are correct as per records
available in the Department / Office of ................................................
2. It is also certified that Shri/Smt/Ms ............................... is clear from vigilance angle
and no disciplinary proceedings are pending or contemplated against him/her.
3. It is also certified that the integrity of Shri/Smt/Ms .............................. is ...............
4. The attested copies of the Annual Confidential Reports (ACRs)/Annual Performance
Appraisal Reports (APARs) for the last 05 years i.e. .......................................................
are enclosed along with NRC for the period(s) ........................................................ [If
ACR/APAR for a period more than 3 months is not recorded then ACRs/APARs prior to
2013-14 for the matching period need to be forwarded along with No Report Certificate
(NRC)].
5. It is hereby, certified further that this Department/officer shall have no objection to the
relieving of the said officer, in case Shri/Smt/Ms .......................................................... is
selected for the post of Sr. PS at HQ A&NC.
Place:
Date:
davp 10132/11/0002/1920

(Name, Signature & Telephone No.)
EN 36/53

institutions declared by the Central Government as "Deemed Universities" and the
institutions recognized by the Central Government as institutions of higher education,
research and training in analogous posts on regular basis for a minimum period of 3 years.
4. Persons having superannuated on having attained the prescribed age of retirement
or have retired honourably on voluntary basis from (1) services under the Union, the
States and the Union Territories and (2) Universities, Deemed Universities and
recognized institutions of higher education, research and training; and
5. Persons serving in institutions of higher learning, research and/or training other than
those mentioned in para 4 above.
6. Possessing 10 years of working experience in administration including financial
administration or 10 years of teaching and or research and administrative experience
as Reader or in equivalent post in an approved university or an approved institution of
higher learning, and/or training.
For further details and application proforma, please log on to:
Website: https://mhrd.gov.in/advertisments
Closing date for receipt of applications is 10th December, 2019.
The applications in the prescribed proforma should reach to Shri Siljo V.K., Director
(ICC), Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Human Resource
Development, Room. No.212, C Wing, Shastri Bhawan, Dr. Rajendra Prasad
Road, New Delhi 110001 not later than 10th December, 2019, by email (scanned copy
of signed application) to vk.siljo@nic.in (or) Post (in a sealed envelope mentioning
"Application for the Post of Secretary, Auroville Foundation").
davp 21201/11/0018/1920
EN 36/40
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Government of India

‚¥ÅÿÊ No: 2-13/2019-Admn.

∑§ãŒ˝Ëÿ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ‚¥SÕÊŸ
Central Research Institute
∑§‚ÊÒ‹Ë Kasauli
Tel. No. (01792) 273189 & 273105
Fax No. (01792)-223377 & 272016
Website: www.crikasauli.nic.in, E-mail: director-crik-hp@gov.in
ABRIDGED NOTICE
Applications are invited for filling up of one post of Private
Secretary, General Central Service, Group 'B' Gazetted
(Ministerial) in the Pay Level-7 in the pay matrix, Rs. 44900-142400,
in Central Research Institute, Kasauli under Ministry of Health &
Family Welfare. The post is required to be filled by Composite
Method (deputation (including short term contract/Promotion)) from
Officers holding the post of Stenographers under the Central
Government or State Governments or Union Territory Administration
or Public Sector Undertakings or Universities or Recognized Research
Institutions or Autonomous Bodies or Statutory Organizations.
For detailed advertisement and proforma of application, interested
candidates may visit the official website of the Institute at
www.crikasauli.nic.in.
Duly complete applications through proper channel should reach to
the undersigned within 45 days of publication this Notice in
Employment News.
CENTRAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE,
(DR. Ajay Kumar Tahlan)
KASAULI (H.P.)-173204
DIRECTOR
davp 17132/11/0019/1920

WWW.JOBRIYA.IN

EN 36/42

Institute of Advanced Study in
Science and Technology
An Autonomous Institute under Department of Science
and Technology, Govt. of India, Paschim Boragaon
Garchuk, Guwahati-781035
Advt No. 223
Date: 20/11/2019

Call for applications/nominations for
appointment of Director
The Institute of Advanced Study in Science and Technology
(IASST), Guwahati, Assam is an autonomous research institute
under Department of Science and Technology, Govt. of India and is
carrying out interdisciplinary and inter institutional research work in
Physical Sciences, Life Sciences, Nano Sciences, Advanced
Materials etc. IASST Guwahati invites applications/nominations for
the post of Director. The ideal candidate will be a dynamic leader
with substantial experience and achievements in the area of
Physical Sciences or Life Sciences and with a clear vision for a
institute dedicated in these fields.
The Director will be appointed after obtaining the approval of the
Competent Authority based on the recommendations made by a
high level Search-Curn-Selection Committee. The Search-CumSelection Committee will consider applications received in
response to this advertisement as well as nominations received
from eminent academic persons tike fellows of prestigious national
science and technology academies, directors of national, R&D
laboratories and Vice-Chancellors of universities.
A. Name of the post: Director.
B. Pay: Pay level 15 with allowances as per Central Government
Rules.
C. Mode of Recruitment: Direct Recruitment/Deputation/ including
short term Contract.
D. Tenure : 3 to 5 years or on attaining the age of superannuation
as per extant Government instructions (60 years at present),
whichever is earlier.
E. Age: Not exceeding 56 years. The crucial date for determining
the age limit shall be 01July, 2019.
Details of the advertisement may be seen in institute website:
www.iasst.gov.in and DST Gol website: www.dst.gov.in.
Registrar, IASST
davp 36117/11/0014/1920
EN 36/71

Government of India

Telecom Disputes Settlement
& Appellate Tribunal
4th Floor, Room No.478, Hotel Samrat
Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-110021
Applications are invited from eligible candidates for
filling up the posts of Director (Level-13), Telecom
Disputes Settlement & Appellate Tribunal, New Delhi on
Deputation basis.
For eligibility conditions, application format and other
details, interested candidates may kindly visit TDSAT's
website www.tdsat.gov.in. The last date of receipt of
applications is 45 days from the date of publication of
this advertisement in the Employment News.
EN 36/81

(Sujit Gangopadhyay)
Administrative Officer

EN 36/62
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F.No. 15-8/2019/NIMHR/NI
Government of India
Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment

Government of India

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare

Department of Empowerment
Directorate General of Health Services
WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
of Persons with Disabilities
Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi
Phone
No.
23062459,
Website:www.dghs.gov.in
WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
(Divyangjan)
Appointment of Director, National Institute of Mental Health
Rehabilitation, Sehore, Madhya Pradesh
Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment (MSJ&,E). Department
of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan),
Government of India invites applications for the post of Director,
National Institute of Mental Health Rehabilitation (NIMHR), Sehore,
Madhya Pradesh, an autonomous body under the administrative
control of this Ministry. Post carries pay as per Level 14 of Pay
Matrix (Rs. 144200-211800) with admissible allowances and is to
be filled up on Deputation/Short Term Contract initially for a period
of 2 years which may be extended on yearly basis, after review of
the performance, up to 5 years.
Detailed advertisement, eligibility conditions and application format
etc. are available on the website of the Department www.disabilityaffairs.gov.in. Crucial date for determining upper age limit and
eligibility conditions will be 15.01.2020. The application in the
prescribed format, complete in all respects alongwith the required
documents should reach Shri Mrityunjay Jha, Deputy Secretary,
Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities,
Room No. 520, Pt. Deendayal Antyodaya Bhawan, C.G.O.
Complex, New Delhi- 03 on or before 15.01.2020. Applications
received after the closing date or without requisite documents will
not be considered, under any circumstances.
Mrityunjay Jha
Deputy Secretary to the Government of India
davp 38117/11/0046/1920
EN 36/37
F.No. 19-1(ISLRTC)Dir./2016/NI
Government of India
Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment

Advertisement No. ............................

ADVERTISEMENT FOR FILLING UP VACANCIES ON DEPUTATION BASIS
Applications are invited in the prescribed proforma for filling up 01 post of Research Officer (Nutrition &
Iodine Deficiency Disorders) in Pay Level-7 (Rs. 44900-142400) in Directorate General of Health
Services (Dte.GHS), Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, on deputation basis initially for a period of three
years which can be further extended as per Government of India instructions on the subject, from the
following:
2. The person selected will be governed by the terms and conditions of deputation laid down by Deptt. of
Personal and Training vide O.M. No. 6/8/2009-Esst. (Pay-II) dated 17.06.2010 as amended from time to
time.
3. The officers selected for appointment on deputation basis shall be entitled to draw pay/ pension (duty)
allowance in accordance with the existing instructions on the subject issued by the Government of India
from time to time.
4. The eligible and interested candidates may send their applications in the prescribed format through
proper channel so as to reach the Admin-I Section, Room No. 553-A Wing, Nirman Bhawan, New
Delhi-110011 within 45 days from the date of publication of this circular. While forwarding the
applications, the concerned Department may please ensure that the particulars of the candidate(s) are
verified and that he fulfils the eligibility conditions.
5. The application(s) should be forwarded alongwith ACR/APARs for the last 5 years duly attested by a
Group 'A' Officer, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate. A statement should also be enclosed in
case of each applicant that no minor/ major penalty has been imposed on the applicant during the last ten
years. Application received without aforesaid documents or after the prescribed date, shall be rejected.
6. For details terms & conditions including eligibility criteria and application format, kindly visit Dte.GHS
website i.e. www.dghs.gov.in
(Jitender Singh)
Dy. Director (Admn.)
Tel. No. 011-23062814
davp 17101/11/0007/1920
EN 36/41

Department of Empowerment
of Persons with Disabilities
(Divyangjan)
Appointment of Director, Indian Sign Language Research
and Training Centre, Delhi
Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment (MSJ&E), Department
of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan),
Government of India invites applications for the post of Director,
Indian Sign
Language Research and Training Centre
(ISLRTC), New Delhi, an autonomous body under the
administrative control of this Ministry. Post carries pay as per Level
14 of Pay Matrix (Rs. 144200-211800) with admissible allowances
and is to be filled up on Deputation/Short Term Contract initially for
a period of 2 years which may be extended on yearly basis, after
review of the performance, up to 5 years.
Detailed advertisement, eligibility conditions and application format
etc. are available on the website of the Department
www.disabilityaffairs.gov.in. and www.islrtc.nic.in. Crucial date
for determining upper age limit and eligibility conditions will be
15.01.2020. The application in the prescribed format, complete in
all respects alongwith the required documents should reach Shri
Mrityunjay Jha, Deputy Secretary, Department of
Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities, Room No. 520, Pt.
Deendayal Antyodaya Bhawan, C.G.O. Complex, New Delhi- 03
on or before 15.01.2020. Applications received after the closing
date or without requisite documents will not be considered, under
any circumstances.
Mrityunjay Jha
Deputy Secretary to the Government of India
davp 38117/11/0048/1920
EN 36/38

Bureau of Energy Efficiency
(A Statutory body under Ministry of Power
Government of India)
4th FIoor, Sewa Bhawan, R. K. Puram, New Delhi-110066
website: www.beeindia.gov.in, Ph: 011 -26766700

Invites application for Stenographer
BEE invites applications for one (01) post of Stenographer to be
filled on deputation basis in Level-6 (Rs.35400-112400) of pay
matrix + other allowances as per Central Government Rules. The
interested employees from Central Government departments,
fulfilling eligibility criteria, may apply within 45 days of
publication in Employment News. For further details, visit:
www.beeindia.gov.in.
Secretary
davp 34106/11/0048/1920

EN 36/55

National Power Training
Institute (N.R)
©UûÊ⁄U ¬ÍﬂË¸ÿ ¬ÈÁ‹‚
•∑§ÊŒ◊Ë
North Eastern
Police Academy
÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/ Govt. of India
ªÎ„U ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
Ministry of Home Affairs

©U◊‚Êﬂ/Umsaw
◊ÉÊÊ‹ÿ/Meghalaya - 793123
Tele-Fax-0364-2572038
Email: nepa-meg@nic.in
ADVERTISEMENT
1. The following posts will be
filled up on deputation basis:
(a) Assistant Director (Official
Language) on Deputation
(Including
Short
Term
Contract)/absorption in the Pay
Matrix Level-10.
(b) Deputy Assistant Director
(Outdoor)
by
deputation
(Including short term contract)
or re-employment of Armed
Forces personnel in the Pay
Matrix Level-7.
2.
Application
as
per
prescribed bio-data along with
all relevant documents should
reach the undersigned within
60 days from the date of
publication of this advertisement. The candidates who
apply for the post will not be
allowed to withdraw their
candidature subsequently.
3. For details regarding
eligibility, qualification, experiences, Biodata proforma, etc.,
kindly visit North Eastern
Police Academy's website
(http://nepa.gov.in/permanent
post.html).
(Limatemjen)
Joint Director
davp 19101/11/0020/1920
EN 36/54

(Ministry of Power, Govt. of India)
BTPS, CompIex, Badarpur, New Delhi-110044
ADMISSION-NOTICE
Ph.: 011-26940722, 26944198
NISE-MNRE SPONSORED 3 MONTH RESIDENTIAL SKILL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM ON

Solar PV Installer "Suryamitra" Programme
(Free of cost)
Eligibility: ITI (Electrical, Electronics, Wireman)/Diploma
(Electrical, Electronics, Mechanical)
Essential : 10th pass certificate as a age proof.
Age: (Min. 18 years Max. 30 years)
Course fee, Accommodation, Food: FREE (Not chargeable).
The ITI holders with above, female applicants and SC/ST/OBC
shall be given preference in the selection criteria.
Last date of submission of application by Post/by hand/Scan
copy by email is 25.12.19. Application Form can be downloaded
from our website www.npti.gov.in. Candidates with AADHAR
number can only apply.
Display of Merit List : 27.12.19
Screening test cum counseling for eligible candidates:
30.12.19.
Start of the Course: 31.12.19. For details please visit our website
www.npti.gov.in and contact at Email: suryamitra.
nptinr@gmail.com.
Contact No. 9953090277, 9716576213, 9818283269

∞Ÿ¬Ë≈UË•Êß¸U ∑§ ‚ÊÕ ¬Êﬂ⁄U ‚Ä≈U⁄U ∑§Ê ‚ÈÁŸÁ‡øÃ ‚ê¬ÍáÊ¸ Áﬂ∑§Ê‚
davp 34108/11/0009/1920

EN 36/86

Tribal Cooperative Marketing
Development Federation of India
Ltd. (TRIFED)
(Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Government of India)
NCUI Bldg., 2nd Floor, 3, Siri Institutional Area
August Kranti Marg, New Delhi-110016
Addendum to Adv. No. 32/39 of Employment News
(9-15 November, 2019)
Filling-up of various posts in TRIFED on direct
recruitment basis
With reference to Advertisement No. 32/39 published in the
Employment News (9-15 November, 2019) for filling up of various
posts in TRIFED on direct recruitment basis, it is to inform that the
last date of applying through on-line mode on www.trifed.in for all
the posts stands extended upto 5th January, 2020 upto 11.59 hrs.
Eligibility criteria and other terms and conditions for the above
posts are given in the revised detailed advertisement available
on TRIFED's website: http://www.trifed.in.
Sr. Manager (Pers & Admn)
davp 43104/11/0088/1920
EN 36/92
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Protection of Plant Varieties
and Farmers' Rights
Authority
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare, Government of India
S-2, 'A' Block, NASC Complex, DPS Marg, Opp. Todapur Village
New Delhi-110012
Tel: 011-25848127, 25842846 Fax: 011-25840478
Email : ppvfra-agri@nic.in Website : www.plantauthority.gov.in

Advertisement No. PPV&FRA/01-19/2019
The Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Authority invites applications for
filling up of the posts of Registrar (on deputation basis) & Financial Advisor on
direct recruitment basis at PPV&FR Authority.
AGE LIMIT FOR THE POSTS: Candidates should not exceed 56 years of age on the
closing date of the receipt of the application. The eligibility, educational qualifications,
experience and other conditions for the post is given below:1. REGISTRAR- (Number of post-1)- (Pay Scale- Rs. 1,23,100-2,15,900/- (Level13) and other admissible allowances as per Central Government Rules).
ESSENTIAL :
(1) Educational Qualification:- Master's degree in Agriculture with specialization in
Plant Breeding and Genetics/ Genetics/ Agricultural Botany/ Seed Science and
Technology or Forestry/ Horticulture with specialization on Plant Breeding and
Genetics.
(2) Experience:- Officers under Central or State Government or Union Territories or
PSUs or University or Statutory or Autonomous organizations or Indian Council of
Agricultural Research having proven managerial, legal or Intellectual Property Rights
or Agricultural development experience shall be eligible to hold office of Registrar.
The appointment shall be on deputation to be governed by DoPT rules on deputation
and as mentioned in the PPV&FR Act Rules & Regulation. Candidates should not
exceed 56 years of age on the closing date of the receipt of the application and
possessing the educational qualifications and the following experience.
(1) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department or
(2) With five years' service in grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular
basis in the scale of pay Rs. 78800 to 209200/- (Level-12).
(3) With ten years service in grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular
basis in the scale of pay Rs. 67700-208700 (level-11).
Desirable: Ph.D with at least three years of research experience in Seed
Development Programme/Intellectual Property Rights and Plant Varietal Improvement
activities/Tree Improvement.
2. FINANCIAL ADVISOR- (Number of post -1) (Pay Scale -Rs. 123100-215900 Pay
matrix and other admissible allowances as per Central Government Rules)
Level-13 as per 7th CPC pay matrix.
AGE LIMIT FOR THE POSTS : Candidates should not exceed 50 years of age on the
closing date of the receipt of the application. The eligibility, educational qualifications,
experience and other conditions for the post is given below:ESSENTIAL :
(1) Educational Qualification:- A bachelor's degree in Commerce/Finance,
Accounting from a recognized University or equivalent, Or Chartered Accountant/
MBA (Finance)/lCWA from a recognized University/Institute or equivalent.
(2) Experience:- Minimum 12 years of experience in group A {10 years in case of
holding qualification at (ii) above} in Group A of experience of which 2 years
experience of working in level-12 (Rs. 78800-209200) or 6 years experience in
level -11 (Rs. 67700-208700) of the pay matrix or equivalent in financial or
accounts management in the government or any institutes/organization of the
government.

www.employmentnews.gov.in

Desirable: Master degree in Commerce, Finance, Accounting, or Business
Administration from a recognized University or equivalent. Experience of MS Office and
accounting software.
Note 1: Qualifications are relaxable at the discretion of the PPV&FR Authority for
reasons to be recorded in writing in case of candidates otherwise well qualified.
Note 2: The qualifications regarding experience is/are relaxable at the discretion of the
PPV&FR Authority in the case of candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes or
Scheduled Tribes if at any stage of selection, the PPV&FR Authority is of the opinion
that sufficient number of candidates from these communities possessing the requisite
experience are not likely to be available to fill up the vacancy reserved for them.
Last date for receipt of applications is 45 days from the date of advertisement in
the Employment News.
The prescribed format is also available on the vvebsite www.plantauthority.gov.in
along with self attested copies of all testimonials/certificates and attested copies of
ACRs/APARs for the preceding 5 years may be sent to the Deputy Registrar & Incharge (Admin), Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Authority, S 2,
'A' Block, NASC Complex, DPS Marg, Opp. Todapur Village, New Delhi-110012.
Serving candidate should submit their application through proper channel.
While forwarding the application, the forwarding authority may verify that the particulars
furnished by the applicant are correct and that no vigilance case is either pending
and/or contemplated against him/her and also that no major/minor penalty has been
imposed on him/her during the last 10 years. The applications received without attested
copies of ACRs/APARs, Vigilance clearance certificate, integrity certificate and
statement of major/minor penalty, if any imposed during the last 10 years, or otherwise
will be considered as incomplete, or received after the last date of receipt of application
will not be entertained.
(R.S. Sengar)
Deputy
Registrar
&
In-charge
(Admin.)
WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
davp 01146/11/0007/1920
EN 36/87
Choudhary Charan Singh

National Institute of Agricultural Marketing, Jaipur
(An Autonomous Organization of Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers
Welfare, Govt. of India)
Phone : 0141-2795117, 2795135, 2795134
E-mail: pgdabm.niam@nic.in/niam.pgdabm@gmail.com

ADMISSION ANNOUNCEMENT
POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN MANAGEMENT
(AGRI-BUSINESS MANAGEMENT) PGDM (ABM) 2020 (20th Batch)
CCS NIAM, Jaipur invites applications for admission in Post Graduate Diploma in
Management (Agribusiness Management) for batch 2020-22 approved by AICTE.
The minimum qualifications for admission is a Bachelor's Degree in Agriculture or
Allied sciences or in any other discipline from any University or institute as recognized
by ICAR/UGC. The details such as eligibility, selection criteria, reservation, application
form, admission procedure and prospectus are placed on institute website www.ccs
niam.gov.in. The candidate must have valid score card of CAT 2019 or CMAT 2020.
The application form can be downloaded from the website and filled-in-form along with
DD of Rs. 1200/- (Rs. 600 for SC & ST Candidates) to be sent by post to Dean-PGDM
(ABM), CCS NIAM, Kota Road, Bambala, Sanganer, Jaipur-302033. DD should be
drawn in favour of Director General of CCS NIAM, Jaipur. Last date for receiving fiiledin-application form at CCS NIAM is 29.02.2020.
Dean-PGDM (ABM)
davp 01375/11/0002/1920
EN 36/52

Electronics Corporation of
India Limited
A Govt. of India (Department of Atomic Energy) Enterprise
ECIL Post, Hyderabad - 500 062
Email: gate_get_2018b@ecil.co.in
TEAM UP WITH ECIL FOR A BRIGHT CAREER
Electronics Corporation of India Limited, a leading Public Sector Company under
Department of Atomic Energy, Govt. of India, invites applications from Graduate
Engineers for the post of Graduate Engineer Trainee. The selection shall be through
GATE-2018 or GATE-2019 scores followed by interview. The brief details are as
follows:
SI. Discipline
No.

No. of
Posts

1
2
3

30
24
10
64*

ECE
MECH
CSE
Total

Upper Age
Limit As on
30.11.2019
25 Years#

Qualification

First Class Engineering Degree with
minimum 65% marks in aggregate
(Second Class with 55% for SC/STs)
from AICTE approved Colleges /
Recognized Indian Universities in the
relevant discipline.

(*) The vacancies are provisional and may vary depending on the organizational needs.
(#) Age Relaxations/Reservations will be followed as per the Govt., Guidelines for
SC/ST/OBC/ EWS and PWDs from time to time.
Stipend during Training period: Rs. 48,160/- p.m.
Online Application Registration starts on

06.12.2019 : 14:00 Hours

Last date for Online Application submission

04.01.2020: 16:00 Hours

Availability of the Interview Call Letter for
Download

Will be communicated through mail/
Website: http://careers.ecil.co.in only
to the shortlisted candidates.

Interview date

Will be communicated through mail/
Website: http://careers.ecil.co.in only
to the shortlisted candidates.

For complete details, please visit our website: http://careers.ecil.co.in or
www.ecil.co.in
Advt. No. 20/2019
SDGM & INCHARGE /HR
EN 36/59
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F.No.MoES/32/2/2019-Estt.

Government of India

Ministry of Earth Sciences
Prithvi Bhavan, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003
Subject: Filling up the post of Director, Indian National Centre for Ocean
Information Services (INCOIS), Hyderabad on deputation (including short-term
contract)/absorption failing which by Direct Recruitment (on tenure) basis.
The MoES invites applications for the post of Director, Indian National Centre for
Ocean Information Services (INCOIS), Hyderabad in the Pay Level 14 of Pay Matrix
(Rs. 144200 - 218200), an Autonomous Body under the Ministry of Earth Sciences
(MoES), Govt. of India, registered as a society under the Andhra Pradesh
(Telangana Area) Public Societies Registration Act 1350, Fasli at Hyderabad on
03.02.1999. The aims and objectives of INCOIS, Hyderabad are:– To establish, maintain and manage the systems for data acquisition, analysis
interpretation and archival for Ocean Information and Services.
– To undertake, aid, promote, guide and co-ordinate research in the field of ocean
information and services including satellite oceanography.
– To carryout surveys and acquire information using satellite technology, ships,
buoys, boats or any other platforms to generate information on fisheries,
minerals, oil, biology, hydrology, bathymetry, geology, meteorology, coastal
zone management and associated resources.
– To corporate and collaborate with other national and international institutions in
the field of ocean remote sensing, oceanography, atmospheric sciences/
meteorology and coastal zone management.
– To establish Early Warning System for Tsunami and Storm Surges.
– To support the research centers to conduct investigations in specified areas
related to oceanic processes, ocean atmospheric interaction, coastal zone
information, data synthesis, data analysis and data collection etc.
– The Government is looking for an eminent scientist for appointment as Director
of the Institute. The qualifications, experience, duties and other details for the
post of Director of INCOIS, Hyderabad are as follows:
Qualification & Experience : For deputation (including short-term contract)/
absorption for a period of five(5) years failing which by Direct Recruitment (on
tenure) basis for a period of five years.
Essential:I. Master's degree in Physics or Chemistry or Mathematics or Geophysics or
Geology or Oceanography or Atmospheric Sciences or any other subject
specified in the relevant field with at least first class (60%) at graduation as well
as post graduation level or at Bachelor's degree in Engineering or Technology
from a recognized University or equivalent with at least first class (60%).
II. 21 years' (18 years with Ph.D) experience in research and development, survey,
administration, planning, teaching (at graduate or post graduate level),
supervision or training in the relevant field.
Desirable:i) Ph. D in any branch of Science related in the relevant field or Master's degree in
Engineering or Technology from a recognized University.
ii) Experience in policy making, planning or management related activities or
management of projects in the relevant field.
Job Description: The Director who is the Chief Executive Officer of the INCOIS, is
responsible for formulation, development and implementation of various technology
mission mode programmes and other technical support activities implemented by
INCOIS. He is also responsible for formulation of planning, administration and
functioning of the Centre as well as for the execution of the in-house R&D activities.
Scale of Pay: The post of Director is in the Pay Level 14 of Pay Matrix (Rs. 144200
- 218200) and other allowances as per the rules of the Institute.
Age limit : For Direct recruits preferably below 50 years. Relaxation can be
considered in respect of exceptionally qualified or/ and experienced persons.
Note : The crucial date for determining the age limit shall be the closing date for
receipt of applications from candidates in India.
Method of Recruitment:
(iii) For Deputation (including short-term contract)/absorption
Officers under Central Government or State Government or Union Territory
Administration/including their attached and subordinate offices or Universities or
recognized research institutions or Public Sector Undertakings or Semi-Government
or Statutory or Autonomous Organisations and other Non-government bodies.
(i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or department Or
(ii) with 2 (two) years 'regular' service in posts in the Pay Level 13A of Pay Matrix
(Rs. 131100 -216600) in the parent cadre or department Or
(iii) with 3 (three) years 'regular' service in posts in the Pay Level 13 of Pay Matrix
(Rs. 123100 -215900)in the parent cadre or department.
Note 1:The period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre post
held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
organization/ department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed
three years, which can be extended further upto 5 years after seeking approval of
the Competent Authority as per Govt. of India norms.
The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall be 'Not exceeding 58
years' as on the last date of receipt of applications.
Note 2:For the purpose of appointment on deputation or absorption basis, the service
rendered on a regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006 (the date from
which the revised pay structure based on the Sixth Central Pay Commission
recommendation has been extended) shall be deemed to be service rendered in the
corresponding grade pay or pay scale extended based on the recommendations of
the Pay Commission except where there has been merger of more than one pre-
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revised scale of pay into one grade with a common grade pay or pay scale and
where this benefit will extend only for the post(s) for which that grade pay or pay
scale is the normal replacement grade without any up-gradation.
The Officer selected for deputation to this post will be on deputation for a period of
three years and will be governed by terms of deputation laid down in DoP&T OM
No.6/08/2009-Estt.(Pay II) dated I7th June, 2010 as amended from time to time and
pay will be regulated in accordance with the DoP&T O.M. No.1/29/91-Estt(Pay-II)
dated 5.1.1994 as amended from time to time.
(iv) For Direct Recruitment:
Direct recruitment (on tenure basis) for a period of five years or upto the age of
superannuation whichever is earlier subject to satisfactory performance.
Selection process: Interested persons are requested to send their application in
the pro-forma at Annexure-I. The application complete in all respects should be
addressed to the Deputy Secretary, (Estt.) Ministry of Earth Sciences, Prithvi
Bhavan, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003 within 6 weeks (42 days) (60 days for
those in Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland,
Tripura, Sikkim, Ladakh Division of Jammu and Kashmir State, Lahaul and Spiti
District and Pangi Sub Division of Chamba District of Himachal Pradesh, Andaman
and Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep) from the publication of the advertisement in
the Employment News. The Ministry may also invite nominations from the leading
scientists/experts, scientific Department/ organisations for consideration for the post.
The advertisement is also available on the website of Ministry of Earth Sciences i.e.
www.moes.gov.in/ INCOIS, Hyderabad http://www.incois.gov.in. /Department of
Personnel & Training www.persmin.nic.in
(R K B Patel)
Deputy Secretary (Estt.)
Tel: 011-24669515
F.No.MoES/32/2/2019-Estt.
Government of India
Ministry of Earth Sciences
Prithvi Bhavan, Lodhi Road
New Delhi-110 003
Annexure-I
FORMAT OF APPLICATION
1.

The applicants may please specify if he/she
wish to consider him/her for a specific method
of recruitment i.e. iv) deputation (including
short-term contract )/absorption basis only,
v) Direct Recruitment (on tenure) basis only.
vi) Both for deputation (including short-term
contract)/absorption failing which by Direct
Recruitment (on tenure) basis.

2.

Name in full (in block letters)

3.

Father's/Spouse's name

4.

(a) Date of Birth

Affix passport
size
photograph

Date

Month

Year

(b) Age as on closing date
5.

Nationality

6.

Religion

7.

Category (SC/ST/OBC/PH/General)

8.

Whether documentary proof from appropriate
authority in support of your claim being SC/
ST/OBC is enclosed (please tick)

9.

Address for correspondence
(in block letters with pin code)

Yes

No

10. Permanent address (in block letters)
11. Contact mobile number/e-mail id

mobile:
e-mail:

12. Educational Qualification (in chronological order from 10th standard onwards)
S. No.

Courses University/
Passed Institution/Board

Year of Subjects
Passing taken

Result with
Division/Class

13. Professional Training
Organization

Period
From

Details of Training
To

14. Employment records (in chronological order starting with the first job)
Name and address of
employer/institution

Period

From

Designation
of post held
and scale of pay

Nature of work
and level of
responsibilities

To
Continued on page 9
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Protection of Plant Varieties and
Farmers' Rights Authority
Government of India, Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare
Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare
S-2 , A-Block, NASC Complex, DPS Marg, Opp. Todapur Village
New Delhi-110 012
Tel: 011-25843808, 258431532, Fax: 011-25840478
e-mail: dr-ppvfra@nic.in
WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
Advertisement No. PPV&FRA/2 5-20/2015
Applications are invited for engagement of Consultants (Technical/Admin/
Accounts/Audit) on contract basis in the PPV & FR Authority with the following
qualifications as per detailed below:
S. Name of post Qualification/experience
L.

Number Monthly
of posts remuneration
(per month)

1. Consultant
Technical

(Ph.D in Genetics & Plant Breeding
have minimum 10 years experience
in relevant field)

03

Rs. 45,000/-

2. Consultant
Admin

(Retired Under Secretary level/
Section Office level)

01

Rs. 40,000/-

3. Consultant
Accounts &
Audit

(Retired Under Secretary level/
Section Office level)

01

Rs. 40,000/-

4. Consultant
Hindi

(Retired Under Secretary level/
Section Office level)

01

Rs. 40,000/-

Age limit for the posts: Candidates should not exceed 65 years of age for the post
on the closing date of the receipt of the application.
The initial appointment will be upto 31.03.2020, which may be extended based on the
performance.
The last date for receipt of application is 30 days from the date of advertisement in
the Employment News. The completed applications in the prescribed format
available in the official website www.plantauthority.gov.in. Duly filled in application
forms along with self certified testimonials shall be sent to Deputy Registrar & I/c
(Admin), PPV & FR Authority, S-2, A Block, NASC Complex, DPS Marg, New Delhi110012.
(R. S. Sengar)
Deputy Registrar & I/c (Admin)
davp 01146/11/0008/1920
EN 36/88
Continued from page 8

15. Details of Last Employment Held
(i) Permanent/Temporary/Ad-hoc
(ii) Scale of Pay and Basic Pay
(iii) Other allowances
(iv) Total Salary (ii+iii)
(v) Whether your organization is a Central
Government organization or State Government
organization or Central Autonomous Institution
or Central Government Undertaking or State
Government Undertaking or Statutory Body or
University or any other- please specify
In case this employment is held on deputation/
contract basis, please state,
d. the date of initial appointment.
e. period of appointment on deputation/contract
f. name of the parent office/organization/
service to which you belong
16. Details of research work/experience, if any
17. Specialization with reference to experience
desired for the post
18. Remarks- any other information you may wish
to add (list of publications, membership of
learned societies, awards and recognition, etc.)
19. Details of Enclosures
20. Declaration
I certify that the above information is correct and complete to the best of my
knowledge and belief and nothing has been concealed/distorted. If at any time I am
found to have concealed/distorted any material/information, my appointment shall
be liable to be summarily terminated without notice/compensation.
Place:
Date:
(Name and Signature of Candidate)
Certificate to be given by the Head of Organization/Office
Certified that the above particulars have been verified and found to be correct. It is
also certified that no disciplinary/vigilance proceedings are either pending or
contemplated against the officer. He/she has not been awarded any major/minor
penalty during the last 10 years. His/Her up-to-date CR Dossier (including
ACRs/APARs for the last 5 years) is enclosed. Integrity of the officer is also certified.
Place:
(Name and Signature of the Head of the
Date:
Organization/Office with Official Seal)
General Conditions:
V.
The Ministry reserves the right to cancel the recruitment without assigning any
reason.
VI. The prescribed essential qualifications are minimum and the mere possession
of the same does not entitle candidates to be called for interview. If the number
of applications received in response to advertisement is large, it shall not be
convenient/possible for the Search cum Selection Committee to interview all
the candidates. No correspondence shall be entertained with candidates who
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Central Forensic Science Laboratory
Central Bureau of Investigation
Kendriya Karyalaya Parisar
New Delhi - 110003
Applications are invited for the post of Multi-Tasking Staff (Technical) (Men &
Women) in Central Forensic Science Laboratory, (CBI), New Delhi under the Ministry
of Home Affairs, Govt. of India. The eligibility criteria and other details are given below:1. Name of the post :- Multi-Tasking Staff (Technical)
2. Description of duties :- To assist the reporting officer in Forensic Examination of
cases and other related work entrusted by Divisional Head.
3. Number of the post - Two
4. Mode of Recruitment : Direct Recruitment
5. Permanent :- Yes
6. Scale of Pay : - Rs. 5200-20,200/- Grade pay Rs. 1800/- Plus usual allowances
prescribed by Central Government time to time.
7. Age limit for Direct Recruits:- Between 18-25 ( Upper age is relaxable as per
Govt. of India Rules applicable from time to time) as on the date of application.
8. Name, designation, address & telephone number (if any) of the officer to whom
application should be sent the application.
Director, CFSL(CBI)
Block-4, 4th Floor, CGO Complex
Lodhi Road, New Delhi- 110003
Telephone No.2436 1396
9. Education and other qualification required for direct recruits:Essential Qualification : Matriculation or equivalent pass.
Desirable Qualification: One year experience of working in a Laboratory.
10. Categories :- UR
11. Place of Duty :- Delhi (Liable to be transferred anywhere in India under
CFSL(CBI).)
12. Date of written Examination and place of written examination will be intimated in
due course.
13. Any other relevant information :a. The application should reach at the aforesaid address within 15 days of issue
of the advertisement failing which the application would be rejected.
b. All applicants should enclose attested copies of certificates and mark sheet along
with experience certificates.
(N.B. Bardhan)
Director
CFSL (CBI), New Delhi
APPLICATION FORM
1. Post Applied for :________________________________________
2. Name of Applicant:______________________________________
3. Father's Name:_________________________________________
Photo
4. Residential Address:_____________________________________
5. Permanent Address:_____________________________________
6. Mobile No.:____________________________________________
7. Religion:_____________________ Nationality:____________________
8. Category:__________________________________________________
9. Educational Qualifications:-:____________________________________
Qualificaton

Board/
University

Year of Passing

Total Marks

Percentage

9.
Experience (if any) :-______________________________________
Note:- Attested copies of Certificates must be attached.
Date :______________
Place:______________
(Signature)
davp 19131/11/0001/1920
EN 36/68

are not called for interview/selected for appointment. Canvassing in any form
will result in disqualification of candidature.
VII. Experience will be counted after completion of essential academic
qualifications.
VIII. How To Apply: Applications should be neatly typed on thick plain paper (A-4
size 210 x 297 mm) in the prescribed format given below:
a. Candidates working in Government/Semi-Government Department/Public
Sector Undertaking/Autonomous/Statutory organization should apply through
proper channel.
b. Copies of certificates in support of educational qualifications, date of birth,
and experience should be attached with the application. Candidates will have
to produce the original certificates as and when required.
c. Applications received after the closing date or received incomplete in any
respect are liable to be summarily rejected. No representation against such
rejection shall be entertained.
d. Completed applications should be sent to the Deputy Secretary (Estt.),
Ministry of Earth Sciences, Prithvi Bhavan, Lodhi Road, New Delhi 110003, by Registered Post in a cover super scribed "Application For the
Post of Director, INCOIS, Hyderabad" within 42 days (60 days for those in
Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland, Tripura,
Sikkim, Ladakh Division of Jammu and Kashmir State, Lahaul and Spiti District
and Pangi Sub Division of Chamba District of Himachal Pradesh, Andaman
and Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep) from the date of publication of this
advertisement in Employment News/leading newspapers.
This advertisement is also available Oil the website of Ministry of Earth
Sciences i.e. www.moes.gov.in/DoP&T's website www.persmin.nic.in &
INCOIS website http://www.incois.gov.in.
(R K B Patel)
Deputy Secretary
davp 12101/11/0002/1920
EN 36/84
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F.No. MoES/40/3/2019-Estt.
Government of India

Ministry of Earth Sciences
Prithvi Bhavan, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003
Subject: Filling up the post of Director, National Centre for Earth Science
Studies (NCESS), Thiruvananthapuram on deputation (including short-term
contract)/absorption failing which by Direct Recruitment (on tenure) basis.
The MoES invites applications for the post of Director, National Centre for Earth
Science Studies (NCESS), Thiruvananthapuram in the Pay Level 14 of Pay Matrix
(Rs. 144200 - 218200), an Autonomous Body under the Ministry of Earth Sciences
(MoES), Govt. of India, registered as a society under the 12th Travancore-Cochin
Literary Scientific and Charitable Societies Registration Act, 1955. The Scientific and
research interest of NCESS is quite broad encompassing land, ocean and
atmospheric studies with a primary mission to foster multidisciplinary research in
emerging areas of solid earth science, provide services by utilizing this knowledge
for earth science applications. The main aim and objectives of NCESS,
Thiruvananthapuram are as under: – To conduct and promote basic and applied advanced research in the frontier
areas of Earth Sciences particularly crustal evolution and geodynamics,
quaternary evolution processes and depositional processes, weathering and
surface processes and coastal dynamics.
– To provide a greater fillip to the activities of the Institute and to give it a National
and International status for landslides and coastal erosion mitigation, coastal
zone management, resource evaluation and environmental impact
assessment.
– To carry out inter-disciplinary research in collaboration with other Research
Institutions, National Laboratories and various science departments of
Universities, etc.
– To conduct studies relating to Climate Change and monitor trace gases in
atmosphere and changes in radiation budget and study the emission of
greenhouse gases from different ecological zones.
– To prepare the Natural Resources Data Base for Resources Management
including evaluate terrain at the river basin and watershed level, and use/land
cover and landscape alterations including development of societal application
of earth sciences.
Qualification & Experience : For deputation (including short-term
contract)/absorption for a period of five (5) years failing which by Direct
Recruitment (on tenure) basis for a period of five years.
Essential:i) Master's degree in Physics or Chemistry or Geophysics or Geology or
Oceanography or Atmospheric Sciences or any other subject specified in the
relevant field with at least first class (60%) at graduation as well as post
graduation level or at Bachelor's degree in Engineering or Technology from a
recognized University or equivalent with at least first class (60%).
ii) 21 years' (18 years with Ph.D) experience in research and development, survey,
administration, planning, teaching (at graduate or post graduate level),
supervision or training in the relevant field.
Desirable:i) Ph. D in any branch of Science related in the relevant field or Master's degree in
Engineering or Technology from a recognized University.
ii) Experience in policy making, planning or management related activities or
management of projects in the relevant field.
Job Description: The Director, who is the Chief Executive Officer of the Institute,
shall be responsible for formulation and implementation of programs relating to front
ranking mission mode research programs in the area of Solid Earth Research
(crustal evolution and geodynamics, quaternary evolution processes, sedimentology
and depositional processes, weathering and surface processes and coastal
dynamics) Earth Science Applications (landslides and coastal erosion mitigation,
coastal zone management, resource evaluation and environmental impact
assessment). He is also responsible for the day-to-day management of NCESS
activities and overall administration of the Institute.
Scale of Pay: The post of Director is in the Pay Level 14 of Pay Matrix (Rs. 144200
- 218200) and other allowances as per the rules of the Institute.
Age limit : For Direct recruits preferably below 50 years. Relaxation can be
considered in respect of exceptionally qualified or/ and experienced persons.
Note : The crucial date for determining the age limit shall be the closing date for
receipt of applications from candidates in India.
Method of Recruitment:
(i) For Deputation (including short-term contracts)/absorption
Officers under Central Government or State Government or Union Territory
Administration/including their attached and subordinate offices or Universities or
recognized research institutions or Public Sector Undertakings or Semi-Government
or Statutory or Autonomous Organisations and other Non-government bodies.
(i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or department Or
(ii) with 2 (two) years 'regular' service in posts in the Pay Level 13A of Pay Matrix
(Rs. 131100 -216600) in the parent cadre or department Or
(iii) with 3 (three) years 'regular' service in posts in the Pay Level 13 of Pay Matrix
(Rs. 123100 -215900) in the parent cadre or department.
Note 1:-The period of deputation including the period of deputation in another excadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
organization/ department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed
three years, which can be extended further upto 5 years after seeking approval of
the Competent Authority as per Govt. of India norms.
The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall be 'Not exceeding 58
years' as on the last date of receipt of applications.
Note 2:- For the purpose of appointment on deputation or absorption basis, the

service rendered on a regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006 (the date
from which the revised pay structure based on the Sixth Central Pay Commission
recommendation has been extended) shall be deemed to be service rendered in the
corresponding grade pay or pay scale extended based on the recommendations of
the Pay Commission except where there has been merger of more than one prerevised scale of pay into one grade with a common grade pay or pay scale and
where this benefit will extend only for the post(s) for which that grade pay or pay
scale is the normal replacement grade without any up-gradation.
2. The Officer selected for deputation to this post will be on deputation for a period
of three years and will be governed by terms of deputation laid down in DoP&T OM
No.6/08/2009-Estt.(Pay II) dated 17th June, 2010 as amended from time to time and
pay will be regulated in accordance with the DoP&T O.M. No. 1/29/91 -Estt (Pay-II)
dated 5.1.1994 as amended from time to time.
(ii) For Direct Recruitment: Direct recruitment (on tenure basis) for a period of five
years or upto the age of superannuation whichever is earlier subject to satisfactory
performance.
Selection process: Interested persons are requested to send their application in
the pro-forma at Annexure-I. The application complete in all respects should be
addressed to the Deputy Secretary, (Estt.) Ministry of Earth Sciences, Prithvi
Bhavan, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003 within 6 weeks (42 days) (60 days for
those in Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland,
Tripura, Sikkim, Ladakh Division of Jammu and Kashmir State, Lahaul and Spiti
District and Pangi Sub Division of Chamba District of Himachal Pradesh, Andaman
and Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep) from the publication of the advertisement in
the Employment News. The Ministry may also invite nominations from the leading
scientists/experts, scientific Department/organisations for consideration for the post.
The advertisement is also available on the website of Ministry of Earth Sciences i.e.
www.moes.gov.in/NCESS, Thiruvananthapuram www.cess.res.in./Department of
Personnel & Training www.persmin.nic.in
(R K B Patel)
Deputy Secretary (Estt.)
Tel: 011-24669515
F.No.MoES/40/3/2019-Estt.
Government of India

Ministry of Earth Sciences
Prithvi Bhavan, Lodhi Road
New Delhi-110 003
Annexure-I
FORMAT OF APPLICATION
1.

The applicants may please specify if he/she
wish to consider him/her for a specific method
of recruitment i.e. i) deputation (including
short-term contract )/absorption basis only,
ii) Direct Recruitment (on tenure) basis only.
iiii) Both for deputation (including short-term
contract)/absorption failing which by Direct
Recruitment (on tenure) basis.

2.

Name in full (in block letters)

3.

Father's/Spouse's name

4.

(a) Date of Birth

Affix passport
size
photograph

Date

Month

Year

(b) Age as on closing date
5.

Nationality

6.

Religion

7.

Category (SC/ST/OBC/PH/General)

8.

Whether documentary proof from appropriate
authority in support of your claim being SC/
ST/OBC is enclosed (please tick)

9.

Address for correspondence
(in block letters with pin code)

Yes

No

10. Permanent address (in block letters)
11. Contact mobile number/e-mail id

mobile:
e-mail:

12. Educational Qualification (in chronological order from 10th standard onwards)
S. No.

Courses University/
Passed Institution/Board

Year of Subjects
Passing taken

Result with
Division/Class

13. Professional Training
Organization

Period
From

Details of Training
To

Continued on page 11
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14. Employment records (in chronological order starting with the first job)
Name and address of
employer/institution

11

Period

From

Designation
of post held
and scale of pay

Nature of work
and level of
responsibilities

To

15. Details of Last Employment Held
(i) Permanent/Temporary/Ad-hoc
(ii) Scale of Pay and Basic Pay
(iii) Other allowances
(iv) Total Salary (ii+iii)
(v) Whether your organization is a Central
Government organization or State Government
organization or Central Autonomous Institution
or Central Government Undertaking or State
Government Undertaking or Statutory Body or
University or any other- please specify
In case this employment is held on deputation/
contract basis, please state,
a. the date of initial appointment.
b. period of appointment on deputation/contract
c. name of the parent office/organization/
service to which you belong
16. Details of research work/experience, if any
17. Specialization with reference to experience
desired for the post
18. Remarks- any other information you may wish
to add (list of publications, membership of
learned societies, awards and recognition, etc.)
19. Details of Enclosures
20. Declaration
I certify that the above information is correct and complete to the best of my
knowledge and belief and nothing has been concealed/distorted. If at any time I am
found to have concealed/distorted any material/information, my appointment shall
be liable to be summarily terminated without notice/compensation.
Place:
Date:
(Name and Signature of Candidate)
Certificate to be given by the Head of Organization/Office
Certified that the above particulars have been verified and found to be correct. It is
also certified that no disciplinary/vigilance proceedings are either pending or
contemplated against the officer. He/she has not been awarded any major/minor
penalty during the last 10 years. His/Her up-to-date CR Dossier (including
ACRs/APARs for the last 5 years) is enclosed. Integrity of the officer is also certified.
Place:
(Name and Signature of the Head of the
Date:
Organization/Office with Official Seal)
General Conditions:
I.
The Ministry reserves the right to cancel the recruitment without assigning any
reason.
II.
The prescribed essential qualifications are minimum and the mere possession
of the same does not entitle candidates to be called for interview. If the number
of applications received in response to advertisement is large, it shall not be
convenient/possible for the Search cum Selection Committee to interview all
the candidates. No correspondence shall be entertained with candidates who
are not called for interview/selected for appointment. Canvassing in any form
will result in disqualification of candidature.
III. Experience will be counted after completion of essential academic
qualifications.
IV. How To Apply: Applications should be neatly typed on thick plain paper (A-4
size 210 x 297 mm) in the prescribed format given below:
a. Candidates working in Government/Semi-Governinent Department/Public
Sector Undertaking/Autonomous/Statutory organization should apply through
proper channel.
b. Copies of certificates in support of educational qualifications, date of birth,
and experience should be attached with the application. Candidates will have
to produce the original certificates as and when required.
c. Applications received after the closing date or received incomplete in any
respect are liable to be summarily rejected. No representation against such
rejection shall be entertained.
d. Completed applications should be sent to the Deputy Secretary (Estt.),
Ministry of Earth Sciences, Prithvi Bhavan, Lodhi Road, New Delhi 110003, by Registered Post in a cover super scribed "Application for the
Post of Director, NCESS, Thiruvananthapuram" within 42 days (60 days
for those in Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur,
Nagaland, Tripura, Sikkim, Ladakh Division of Jammu and Kashmir State,
Lahaul and Spiti District and Pangi Sub Division of Chamba District of
Himachal Pradesh, Andaman and Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep) from the
date of publication of this advertisement in Employment News/leading
newspapers.
This advertisement is also available on the website DoP&T's website
www.persmin.nic.in & NCESS website www.cess.res.in.
(R K B Patel)
Deputy Secretary
davp 12101/11/0004/1920
EN 36/85

Ministry of Development of N.E. Region
North Eastern Council Secretariat
Nongrim Hills, Shillong-793003
No.ADMN-12015(11)/6/2017-ADMN Vol.II
Dated: 19th November, 2019
The North Eastern Council Secretariat is looking for the services of a suitable officer for
filling up the post of Under Secretary (Planning) on deputation basis. The pay and
other terms and conditions of deputation will be regulated in accordance with DOPTs
O&M No.6/8/2009-Estt.(Pay-II) dt.17.06.2010 as amended from time to lime. Cadre
authorities/Heads of Departments are requested to forward applications of eligible and
willing candidates whose services can be spared on deputation immediately so as to
reach the Deputy Secretary (Admn.) within 60 days from the date of publication of
this advertisement in the Employment News. The details of post, eligibility criteria,
job requirement, age limit, qualification and experience required for the post are
indicated in Annexure-I below. For Application Forms/Curriculum Vitae Proforma
(Annexure-II) and other necessary details, the candidates are advised to visit and
download from the NEC Website http://necouncil.gov.in.
LIST OF ENCLOSURES TO BE ACCOMPANIED WITH THE APPLICATION.
1. Application in the prescribed format - Annexure-II duly completed, signed by the
candidate and countersigned by the Cadre/Appointing authority.
2. Attested copies of ACRs for the last 5(five) years duly attested on each page with
seal by an officer in the rank of Under Secretary to the Government of India or
equivalent.
3. Integrity Certificate.
4. Vigilance Clearance.
5. Major or minor penalty certificate for the last 10 years of his service.
6. A certificate to the effect that the particulars furnished by the candidate have been
verified and found correct as per service records.
7. Cadre clearance certificate.
(L. Beimopha)
Deputy Secretary (Admn.)
NEC Secretariat,
Nongrim Hills, Shillong : 793003
Ph. No. : 2522647
ANNEXURE-I
1 (a)

Name of
the Post

Under Secretary (Planning)

(b)

No. of
post

1 (One) post

(c)

Scale of
pay

Rs. 10000-325-15200/- (5th CPC)/PB-3 Rs. 15,600-39,000 +
GP Rs. 6,600/- (6th CPC) corresponding to level 11 of Pay
Matrix of 7th CPC.

(d)

Method of
Recruitment
and Eligibility

Deputation
1. Officers under the Central Government or State Government
or Union Territories :-

Criteria.

(a) (i)
(ii)

holding analogous posts on regular basis in the
the parent cadre or department; or
with five years' service in the grade rendered after
appointment thereto on a regular basis in posts in
the scale of pay of Rs. 8000-13500/-(5th CPC)/
PB-3 Rs. 15,600-39,100 + Grade Pay Rs. 5,400/(6th CPC) corresponding to level 10 of pay matrix
of 7th CPC or equivalent in the parent cadre or
department; and

(b) possessing the following educational qualifications and
experience:
(i)

Master's Degree in Statistics or Operations Research
or Mathematics or Economics (with Statistics) or
Commerce (with Statistics) from a recognised
University or equivalent.

(ii)

Five year's experience in the economic planning
and formulation of development schemes/projects.
2.
The Departmental Research Officer (Planning) with
five years' regular service in the grade shall also be
considered alongwith outsiders and in case he is
selected for appointment to the post the same shall
be deemed to have been filled by promotion.
(The Departmental Officers in the feeder category who
are in the direct line of promotion will not be eligible for
consideration for appointment on deputation. Similarly
deputationist shall not be eligible for consideration for
appointment by promotion. Period of deputation including
period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or
some other Organisation or Department of the Central
Government shall ordinarily not exceed three years.
The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation
shall be not exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of
the receipt of applications).
(e)

Job
requirement

He/She will work in Planning Division of NEC Secretariat
for compilation of Five Years Plans, scrutiny of schemes,
analysis and interpretation of statistical data, preparation
of plan papers/agenda papers and others tasks as
assigned by Planning Adviser/Director (Planning) from
time to time. He/She will act as an intermediary officer
between the Director (Planning) & Research Officer
(Planning) and below level officers/officials. He/She will
play an active role in Parliament - related matters, coordination with sectors, correspondence regarding
planning matters.
EN 36/90
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National Investigation Agency
Ministry of Home Affairs
Government of India
OPPOSITE CGO COMPLEX, LODHI ROAD, NEW DELHI
No. E-95/003/Depu-Inspr-SI/2019/NIA/14647
NOTICE FOR DEPUTATION TO NIA AS INSPECTOR AND SUB INSPECTOR
Nominations are invited for the post of Inspector and Sub Inspector on deputation
basis in National Investigation Agency (NIA). Details of posts and vacancies are as
under:
Srl Post with Pay Scale
No.
i)

ii)

Vacancy Proposed Place of posting
depending on vacancies
WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
Inspector
30
Delhi, Lucknow, Guwahati,
Pay Scale - Pay Matrix Level - 7
Kolkata, Mumbai, Hyderabad
(PB-2 with GP Rs. 4600/- pre-revised)
Kochi, Jammu, Raipur and
Chandigarh

Sub Inspector
41
Pay Scale - Pay Matrix Level - 6
(PB-2 with GP Rs. 4200/- pre-revised)

-do-

2. The eligibility criteria (educational qualifications, experience, etc.) are furnished in
the given Annexure-I & l‘A’ (Available in NIA website www.nia.gov.in/ recruitmentnotice.htm). The candidates who apply for the post will not be allowed to
withdraw their candidature subsequently.
3. The nominations of eligible officials alongwith following documents should reach to
the SP(Adm), NIA HQ, Opposite CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003
through proper channel within 01 month from the date of publication of this item
in ‘Employment News’.
i) Bio-data in prescribed proforma (Annexure-ll) (available at NIA website
www.nia.gov.in/recruitment-notice.htm) duly countersigned by the competent
authority.
ii) Up to date APAR dossier from the year 2014-15 to 2018-19 (in case photocopies
are being sent, it may be ensured that the same are attested on each page with
rubber stamp by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the
Government of India).
iii) Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate issued by the respective department.
iv) The details of major/minor penalties imposed on the official during the last 10
years.
4. Applications received after the last date, or incomplete applications in any respect
or those not accompanied by the documents/information as per para 3 above will not
be considered. The Cadre Authorities may ascertain that the particulars sent by the
officials are correct as per the records.
5. The eligibility criteria and application form as well as Recruitment Rules are also
available on NIA website www.nia.gov.in (available in NIA website www.nia.gov.in/
recruitment-notice.htm).
6. The MHA policy/guidelines dated 22.11.2016 issued regarding deputation of
combatised CAPFs personnel to other organization will be followed for deputation of
combatised CAPFs personnel in the above posts of the NIA.
(N. K. Tyagi)
Superintendent of Police (Adm)
NIA HQrs, New Delhi
011-24368837 (O)
011-24368801 (Fax)
Annexure-l
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR THE POST OF INSPECTOR
1. Name of the post

Inspector

2. Nos. of post

30* Post for deputation
(*subject to variation depending on vacancies)

3. Classification
of the post

General Central Service, Group - 'B', Non-Gazetted
Non-Ministerial

4. Scale of pay

Level-7 in Pay Matrix
(pre-revised PB-2 (Rs. 9300-34800/-) with Grade pay
Rs. 4600/-).

5. DA, HRA, TPT &
other allowances

As admissible under the Central Government orders from
time to time.

6. Special Security
Allowance

20% of basic pay.

7. Eligibility Criteria (a) The officers of the Central Government or State Governfor deputation/
ment or Union Territories:absorption to NIA (i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent
cadre or department; or
(ii) With 5 years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on regular basis in post in the Pay Band-2 of
Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay Rs. 4200/- in the parent
cadre or department; and
(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and
experience:(i) Bachelors' degree in any discipline from a recognized
university; and
(ii) Two years’ experience in handling of cases of investigation of criminal cases, or intelligence work or operations or

Information Technology cases or Training in counter terrorism.
Note 1: - The departmental officers in the feeder category
who are in the direct line of promotion shall not be eligible
for consideration for appointment on deputation. Similarly,
deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for
appointment by promotion.
(Period of deputation, including period of deputation in
another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this
appointment in the same or some other organization or
department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to
exceed 03 years. The maximum age limit for appointment by
deputation shall be not exceeding 56 years as on the closing
date of receipt of application)
Note 2:- For the purpose of appointment on deputation or
absorption basis, the service rendered on a regular basis by
an officer prior to 1st January 2006, the date from which the
revised pay structure based on the 6th Central Pay
Commission recommendation has been extended) shall be
deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding grade
pay or pay scale extended based on the recommendations of
the said Pay Commission except where there has been
merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into one
grade with a common grade pay or pay scale, and where this
benefit shall extend only for the post for which that grade pay
or pay scale is the normal replacement grade without any
upgradation.

8. Nature of duties

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

9. Deputation

The other terms and conditions of deputation will be governed as laid down in the Govt. of India, DoP&T OM No.
6/08/2009-Estt (Pay-II) dated 17.06.2010 as amended from
time to time.

Accompany to CIO (Chief Investigation Officer).
Part of raid/search/seizure team.
Part of witness examination team.
Securing crime scene.
Execution of summon and warrant.
Deal with court matter time to time.
Collection of intelligence.
Ground verifiation of intelligence inputs.
Analysis of intelligence.
Deal with court matter time to time.
Any other duty assigned by Superior Authority time to time.

Note : The MHA policy/guidelines dated 22.11.2016 issued regarding deputation of
combatised CAPFs personnel to other organization will be followed for deputation of
combatised CAPFs personnel in the above posts of the NIA.
Annexure-l-A
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR THE POST OF SUB INSPECTOR
1. Name of the post

Sub Inspector

2. Nos. of post

41* Post for deputation
(*subject to variation depending on vacancies)

3. Classification
of the post

General Central Service, Group - 'B', Non-Gazetted
Non-Ministerial

4. Scale of pay

Pay Matrix Level-6 (Rs. 35,400/- to 1,12,400/-)
(pre-revised PB-2 (Rs. 9300-34800/-) with Grade pay
Rs. 4200/-).

5. DA, HRA, TPT &
other allowances

As admissible under the Central Government orders from
time to time.

6. Special Security
Allowance

20% of basic pay.

7. Eligibility Criteria (a) The officers of the Central Government or State Governfor deputation/
ment or Union Territories:absorption to NIA (i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent
cadre or department; or
(ii) With 6 years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on regular basis in the Pay Band-1 of
Rs. 5200-20200 with Grade Pay Rs. 2800/- in the parent
cadre or department; and
(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and
experience:(i) Bachelors' degree in any discipline from a recognized
university; and
(ii) Experience of two years in handling of cases of investigation of criminal cases, or intelligence work or operations or
Information Technology cases or Training in counter terrorism.
Note 1:- The departmental officers in the feeder category who
are in the direct line of promotion shall not be eligible for
consideration for appointment on deputation.
Continued on page 13
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SAINIK SCHOOL NAGROTA-JAMMU (J&K)

Continued from page 12
Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration
for appointment by promotion.
(Period of deputation, including period of deputation in
another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this
appointment in the same or some other organization or
department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to
exceed 03 years. The maximum age limit for appointment by
deputation shall be not exceeding 56 years as on the closing
date of receipt of applications)
Note 2:- For the purpose of appointment on deputation or
absorption basis, the service rendered on a regular basis by
an officer prior to 1st January 2006, the date from which the
revised pay structure based on the 6th Central Pay
Commission recommendation has been extended) shall be
deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding grade
pay or pay scale extended based on the recommendations of
the said Pay Commission except where there has been
merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into one
grade with a common grade pay or pay scale, and where this
benefit shall extend only for the post for which that grade pay
or pay scale is the normal replacement grade without any
upgradation.

WWW.JOBRIYA.IN

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

8. Nature of duties

9. Deputation

Accompany to CIO (Chief Investigation Officer).
Part of raid/search/seizure team.
Part of witness examination team.
Securing crime scene.
Execution of summon and warrant.
Deal with court matter time to time.
Collection of intelligence.
Ground verifiation of intelligence inputs.
Analysis of intelligence.
Guarding/security of accused while in custody.
Any other duty assigned by Superior Authority time to time.

(A Residential School under Sainik Schools Society, MoD
Govt. of India)
RECRUITMENT
1. Applications are invited from suitable candidates for the following regular posts as
per the details given against each. Age for Librarian should be between 21 and 35 yrs
& for other posts between 18 and 50 yrs as on 01 Jan 2020:Post & Vacancy

Scale of Pay

Essential Qualification

Librarian - 01 (Regular)

Level-7, Rs. 44900-142400
(Pre-revised PB-2,
Rs. 9300-34800 + GP
Rs. 4600/-)

Graduate with degree /
diploma in Library Science
from a recognized
institution.

LDC - 02 (Regular)

Level-2, Rs. 19900-63200
(Pre-revised PB-1,
Rs. 5200-20200 + GP
Rs.1900/-)

1. Matriculation.
2. Typing speed of at least
40 words per minute.
3. Proficiency in computer
MS Word, Power Point, MS
Excel.

General Employees - 02 Level-1, Rs. 18000-56900
(Regular)
(Pre-revised PB-1,
Rs. 5200-20200 + GP
Rs.1800/-)

NCERT
F. No. 11-04/2019-20/E-III/RECTT. (D)

The other terms and conditions of deputation will be governed as laid down in the Govt. of India, DoP&T OM No.
6/08/2009-Estt (Pay-II) dated 17.06.2010 as amended from
time to time.

National Council of Educational Research
and Training
Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi-110016
20th November 2019
CORRIGENDUM

ANNEXURE-II

CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA
POST APPLIED FOR ................................................
1. Name and Address (in Block letters) :
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) :
3. Date of retirement under Central/State
Government Rules
4. Educational Qualifications
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied.
(If any qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed
in the Rules, state the authority for the same)
Qualifications/Experience required

Qualifications/Experience
possessed by the officer

Reference advertisement published in the Employment News dated 02-08th
November, 2019 for certain posts of NCERT at page 26-27, the educational
qualification for the post of Computer Operator Gr.-I may be read as "M. Sc.
(Electronics) or M.Sc. (Computer Science) or B. Tech in Computer Science or MCA.
The rest of the terms and conditions remains the same.
The candidates are advised to check the NCERT website regularly for updates.
Under Secretary
EN 36/36
(E.III Section)
13. Total emoluments per month now drawn
14.

Additional information, if any, which you would like to
mention in support of your suitability for the post
(This among other things may provide information with
regard to (i) additional academic qualifications
(ii) professional training and (iii) work experience over and
above prescribed in the vacancy circular/advertisement).
(Note-enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient).

15.

Please state whether you are applying for deputation
(ISTC)/absorption/re-employment basis (Officers under
Central/State Governments are only eligible for Absorption.
Candidates of non-Government organizations are eligible
only for short term contract)

16.

Whether belongs to SC/ST

17.

Remarks
(The candidates may indicate information with regard to
(i) Research publications and reports and special projects
(ii) Awards/Scholarship/Officials Appreciation (iii) Affiliation
with the professional bodies/ institution/ societies and
(iv) any other information.
(Note - Enclose a separate sheet if the space is insufficient)

Essential
Desired
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made
by you above, you meet the requirement of the post
7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Post held

From To

Scale of Pay and
basic pay

Nature of Duties
(in detail)

8.

Nature of present employment i.e. ad hoc or
Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent

9.

In case the present employment is held on
deputation/contract basis, please state(a) The date of initial appointment
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/ contract
(c) Name of the parent office/organization to which you belong

10. Additional details about present employment:
Please state whether working under (indicate the
name of your employer against the relevant column)
a) Central Government
b) State Government
c) Autonomous Organization
d) Government Undertaking
e) Universities
f) Others
11.

Please state whether you are working in the
same Department and are in the feeder grade
or feeder to feeder grade.

12. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the
date from which the revision took place and also
indicate the pre-revised scale.

Matriculation

2. Last date for receipt of application forms is within 15 days from the date of
publication of advertisement. For further details and application form etc, LOG ON to
School Website www.sainikschoolnagrota.com under the Head "Notices".
(Pawan)
Lt Col
EN 36/63
Offg Principal

Note : The MHA policy/guidelines dated 22.11.2016 issued regarding deputation of
combatised CAPFs personnel to other organization will be followed for deputation of
combatised CAPFs personnel in the above posts of the NIA.

Office/
Institution

13

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular / advertisement and I am well aware
that the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by documents submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post.
Signature of the Candidate
Address
Date :
Contact No.
Countersigned
(Employer with Seal)
Certificate to be given by the Head of the Office of the Applicant
I. Certified that particulars furnished by Shri/Smt/Km ____________________ have
been verified from his/her record and found correct.
II. No vigilance case is either pending/contemplated against Shri/Smt/Km
_________. His/her integrity is certified.
III. No major/minor penalty was imposed on Shri/Smt/Km ___________________ for
the last 10 years as per records of the Ministry/Department.
Signature of the Head of Office with Seal
davp 19133/11/0015/1920

EN 36/69
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Govt. of NCT of Delhi

Delhi Subordinate Services
Selection Board
FC-18, Institutional Area, Karkardooma, Delhi - 110092
http://.dsssb.delhi.gov.in

Ministry of Human Resource Development
Government of India
Farogh-e-Urdu Bhawan, FC-33/9, Institutional Area
Jasola, New Delhi- 110025, Ph.: 49539000

F.55 (1498)/EXAM/DSSSB/2019/2610-14

Advertisement Notice- 02/2019
Applications are invited for filling up one Group ‘A’ post of Principal Publication Officer
by transfer on deputation including short-term contract basis on foreign service terms.
Name of post

No. of Pay Band +
vacan- Grade Pay
cies

Method of recruitment & deployment

Principal
Publication
Officer
(PPO)

01

Deputation/Short-term B.L.V., H.H.,
contract. Transfer
B.L., O.A.,
liabilities all over India. O.L.
Initial at Hyderabad.

Pay Matrix
Level-12,
(Rs. 78800209200)

Post indentified for PwD

Eligibility conditions are as under:
Essential:
A) Officers of the Central/State Governments, Research Institutions/Universities/
Autonomous Bodies.
i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis or ii) 5 years regular service in the Pay
Matrix Level-11, Rs. 67700-208700.
B) Possessing the essential qualifications and experience prescribed below.
i) Master’s degree in Urdu of a recognized University or equivalent.
ii) 10 years experience in publication work including experience of research/teaching,
editorial and translation work, technique of printing and production of books.
Desirable:
Preference will be given to the candidates possessing qualification M.A. in Arabic or
Persian.
Age: Not exceeding 56 years.
Last date of submission: 30 days from the date of publication in the Employment
News.
For application format and instruction, please refer website of NCPUL i.e.
www.urducouncil.nic.in.
EN 36/58
Director, NCPUL

Dated: 21/11/2019

NOTICE OF EXAM / PHYSICAL ENDURANCE TEST OF THE CANDIDATES FOR
THE POST OF FIRE OPERATOR (ONLY FOR MALE) (POST CODE -18/19)
IN DELHI FIRE SERVICE.
The Physical Endurance Test of Post of Fire Operator (Only for Male) (Post Code 18/19)
is scheduled to be held from 06.01.2020 onwards at East Vinod Nagar Sports Complex
Mayur Vihar, Phase-II near Neelam Mata Mandir, Delhi and from 03.02.2020 onwards
both at Chhattrasal Stadium Model Town Delhi and East Vinod Nagar Sports Complex
Mayur Vihar, Phase-II near Neelam Mata Mandir, Delhi.
Roll number wise schedule of E-admit cards for the above mentioned post code will be
uploaded on the website of DSSSB i.e. http ://dsssb.delhi.gov.in in due course.
Candidates are advised to visit the website of the Board regularly for further information
and detailed instructions.
DEPUTY SECRETARY (EXAM)
EN 36/66
DSSSB

No.12023/02/2019-E.II
Government of India

Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare
Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and
Farmers Welfare
This Department's vacancy circular for filling up one post of Additional
Commissioner (Crops) on deputation basis, which was published in
Employment News dated 1-7 June, 2019 is withdrawn due to
administrative reason.
(Sunil Kumar Swarnkar)
Under Secretary to the Government of India
EN 36/30

Tel No. 23383053

Continued from page 14
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Central University of
South Bihar

(Established under Central Universities Act, 2009)
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Advt. No. CUSB/Advt./36/2019 dated 27/11/2019
Start date of Online submission of application : 27/11/2019
Last date of Online submission of application: 18/12/2019
Last date of receipt of Print Copy of application:23/12/2019

Online Applications are invited from the eligible candidates, in the prescribed Application Proforma, for the following posts shown against
the Department to be filled up on regular/contract/re-employment after superannuation basis:
Name of the post

Basic Pay as per 7th CPC

WWW.JOBRIYA.IN

Professor *

National Institute of
Technology
Kurukshetra

Level 14

Associate Professor *

Level 13A

Assistant Professor

Level 10

School/Department

(Under the Ministry of HRD,
Govt. of India)
Kurukshetra- 136 119
(Haryana)
Advt. No. 33/2019
Recruitment of
Non-Teaching Posts
The National Institute of
Technology, Kurukshetra invites
applications in the prescribed
format from the Indian Nationals
for the recruitment of the
following Non-Teaching Posts in
the Institute
1. Name of the post: Registrar
No. of Post: 01
Level in the Pay Matrix: Level14 (Rs. 144200-218200)
Category: UR
2. Name of the post: Sr.
Students Activity & Sports
Officer
No. of Post: 01
Level in the Pay Matrix: Level12 (Rs. 78800-209200)
Category: OBC
The application form and
Instruction
sheet
having
qualifications & experience,
upper age limit and other
conditions etc. required for the
above
post(s)
can
be
downloaded from Institute's
website www.nitkkr.ac.in. The
candidates who had applied
earlier for the post of Registrar
in response to Advt. No.02/2017
are required to apply afresh
and they are required to
pay
Rs. 300/- as application
fee subject to fulfilling the
eligibility conditions. The filled
in application should be
accompanied by non-refundable
application fee of Rs. 300/- or
Rs. 500/- as the case may
be. The application fee may
be paid online through SBI
Collect or Crossed Demand
Draft drawn in favour of
"Director, National Institute of
Technology,
Kurukshetra"
payable at SBI, NIT Kurukshetra
or any other Nationalized Bank
at Kurukshetra. SC, ST and
PwD applicants are exempted
from application fees.
Applications duly filled in all
respects along with self
attested
photocopies'
of
certificates and the prescribed
application
fee/online
fee
payment receipt should reach
"The
Registrar,
National
Institute
of
Technology,
Kurukshetra-136119
(Haryana) on or before 10.01.2020
by 5:30 p.m. Applications
received after last date due
to Postal delay or any other
reasons will not be considered.
Incomplete applications will
not be entertained.
Registrar I/c
EN 36/91

Appointment for Faculty Positions

Total No. Name of the Post and No. of Vacant Position
of Posts

School of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science
Department of Mathematics

02

Professor

Associate Professor Assistant Professor

OBC-01

-

UR-01

Department of Statistics

02

SC-01

OBC-01

-

Department of Computer Science (M.Sc.)

03

PwD-01

UR-01, OBC-01

-

02

-

Department of Life Science

03

OBC-01

UR-01, ST-01

EWS-01

Department of Environmental Sciences

01

-

-

EWS-01#

Department of Geology

03

OBC-01

EWS-01#, PwD-01

Department of Geography

07

SC-01

UR-01, OBC-01

UR-02, OBC-01, EWS-01

Department of Development Studies

01

-

EWS-01

-

Department of Economic Studies and Policy

01

-

-

EWS-01#

Department of Political Studies

01

-

-

EWS-01 #

School of Physical and Chemical Sciences
Department of Chemistry

-

OBC-01, EWS-01#

School of Earth, Biological and Environmental Sciences

School of Social Sciences and Policy

Department of Sociological Studies

01

UR-01

-

-

Department of Historical Studies and Archaeology

04

UR-01

SC-01, PwD-01

OBC-01

02

OBC-01

SC-01

-

06

SC-01

SC-01, PwD-01

UR-01, EWS-02#

Department of Hindi

01

-

EWS-01

-

Department of English

01

OBC-01

-

-

01

-

OBC-01

-

02

-

OBC-01

EWS-01#

01

-

-

EWS-01#

Department of Physical Education

01

ST-01

-

-

Department of Teacher Education

01

-

EWS-01

-

02

-

-

UR-01, ST-01

School of Human Sciences
Department of Psychological Sciences
School of Law & Governance
Department of Law and Governance
School of Languages and Literature

School of Media, Arts & Aesthetics
Department of Mass Communication and Media
School of Management
Department of Commerce & Business Studies
School of Health Sciences
Department of Pharmacy
School of Education

Pedagogy of Language (English)
Pedagogy of Social Science (Geography)

01

-

-

OBC-01

Pedagogy of Social Science (History)

01

-

-

UR-01

Pedagogy of Science (Physics)

01

-

-

EWS-01

Pedagogy of Science (Botany/Plant Science)

01

-

-

ST-01

Pedagogy of Science (Zoology/Animal Science)

01

-

-

SC-01

Pedagogy of Mathematics

01

-

-

UR-01

Perspective of Education/Foundation Course

01

-

-

UR-01

Open

01

-

-

EWS-01

Fine Arts (Preferably with B.Ed.)

01

-

-

SC-01

Performing Arts (Music/Drama/Theatre)

01

-

-

UR-01

01

-

-

UR-01

(Preferably with B.Ed.)
Physical Education (Preferably with B.Ed.)

[UR = Unreserved; OBC = Other Backward Class; SC= Scheduled Caste; ST= Scheduled Tribe; EWS=Economically Weaker
Sections; PwD=Person with Divyang]
N.B. Any changes/amendments/addendum/corrigendum/updates/notice in this regard shall be posted on the University website only.
#
All the candidates who had applied for this post against Advertisement No. CUSB/Advt./35/2019 dated 08.03.2019, need to apply afresh
with required EWS certificate but need not to pay application fee.
*

Interested applicants already employed under the CCS (Pension) Rules, 1972 or on Indentical pension scheme before
01.01.2004 will be considered on long term deputation upto 10 years or 65 years of age, whichever is earlier. Superannuated
teachers will be considered for re-employment on contract basis upto the age of 70 years.

Minimum qualifications and Pay (as per 7th CPC): As per UGC Regulations, 2018 and applicable guidelines/ regulations of the
respective regulatory body, if any for the concerned discipline.
˜
For details of advertisement and filling of online application form, visit University Website: www.cusb.ac.in
˜
In case the University receives large number of applications for a particular post, in such a situation the University reserves the right to
restrict the candidates to be called for interview to a reasonable number on the basis of academic score which may be higher than the
minimum prescribed as decided by duly constituted Screening Committee/s and approved by the Competent Authority.
˜
Application Fee: Rs. 2,000/- for General, OBC, EWS category and Rs. 1,000/- for SC/ST/PWD (Divyang)/Female candidates. Fee
must be submitted through Online Mode i.e. SBl collect only.
˜
University reserves the right to consider and invite exceptionally suitable candidates in absentia.
The printed copy of online filled application form, complete in all respects along with all enclosures and fee receipt must reach The
Assistant Registrar, Recruitment Cell, Central University of South Bihar, SH - 7, Gaya Panchanpur Road, Village - Karhara, Post Fatehpur, PS - Tekari, Gaya - 824 236 (Bihar) latest by 23rd December, 2019 by Speed post/Registered Post/Courier only.
Registrar
davp 21268/11/0001/1920
EN 36/70
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Office of the Cantonment Board: Shillong
No. 04/EC/CB/SHG/ GEN ESST/VOL-XVI/DE/727

Dated: 18th November 2019

EMPLOYMENT NOTICE
Applications are invited from the eligible candidates for the following posts in Shillong Cantonment Board
as per details given here as under:
SI. Name &
No. No. of Post

Qualification:
Essential/Desirable

Category Age limit

Pay Scale

1.

Desirable: Primary
School passed

07-UR,
06-ST

18 to 25 years.
Relaxable to
reserved category
as per Govt
Rules.

Level-1 (in the pay matrix
of Revised Pay Structure)
plus allowances as
admissible.

Safaiwala 13 post

WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
2.

Fitter (water
supply)01 post

Essential: Primary
School Standard
passed with Trade
test pass as fitter
(water supply)

01-UR

18 to 25 years

Level-2 (in the pay matrix
of Revised Pay Structure)
plus allowances as
admissible.

3.

Chowkidar02 post

Desirable: Below
Matriculation/ HSLC
etc.

02-UR

18 to 25 years

Level-1 (in the pay matrix
of Revised Pay Structure)
plus allowances as
admissible.

4.

Lower
Division
Assistant 01 post

Essential qualification:
HSLC/SSSLC or
equivalent.
Desirable: Knowledge
of computer and
typing in English.

01-UR

18 to 25 years

Level-5 (in the pay matrix
of Revised Pay Structure)
plus allowances as
admissible.

EN 36/14

Chandigarh Administration
Department of Urban Planning
(Town Planning Wing)
Filling up of one post of Superintendent Grade II Group-'B'
post on deputation basis.
Recommendations are invited from amongst the officials of the
Central Government/State Governments/Union Territory Administration holding analogous posts, for filling up of 01 (one) post of
Superintendent Grade - II Group-'B' post having age not more
than 56 years on deputation basis in the Department of Urban
Planning (Town Planning Wing), Chandigarh Administration, U.T.,
Secretariat Building, Sector-9, Chandigarh -160009 as follows:-.
Sr. No. Name of Post
1

Pay Scale

No. of Post

Superintendent Rs. 10300-34800 +
01 (one)
Grade-II
Rs. 4800/- GP with initial
(Group-B)
start of Rs. 18250/-

Eligibility:- Deputation: Officials of the Central Government/State Government/Union
Territory Administrations:
(A) (I) Holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent
cadre/department; or
(II) With two years service in the grade rendered after appointment
thereto on a regular basis in posts in Pay Band-2 Rs. 9300- 34800
plus Grade pay of Rs. 4600/- or equivalent in the parent cadre or
department; and
(B) Posssessing the following educational qualifications and
experience:
(i) Bachelor's Degree from a recognized University/Institute;
(ii) 3 years' experience in administration or establishment or
accounts in a Government Office.
Note 1. The departmental Officers in the feeder category who are
in the direct line of promotion will not be eligible for consideration
for appointment on deputation. Similarly, deputationists shall not be
eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion.
Note 2. Period of deputation including period of deputation in
another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment
in the same or some other Organization/Department of the Central
Government shall ordinarily not to exceed three years. The
maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not be
exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
Standard terms and conditions of the Govt. employees on
deputation with Chandigarh Administration.
1. Period of deputation : One year in the first instance & to be
extended from time to time or reduced according to recruitment.
2. Pay : He will draw pay in his own scale of pay without any
deputation allowance.
3. DA, Local Allowance : According to the Punjab Rules so long
the employees of Chd. Admn. are also governed by these rules.
4. T.A. joining time & Transfer T.A. : According to the rules of
Govt. to which deputed i.e. Chd. Admn.
5. Leave & pension : The Rules of the parent Govt.
6. Leave Travel concession, medical concession & accommodation : According to parent Deptt.
7. Leave Salary and pension contribution :- The allocation of
leave salary and pension charges payable by this Administration
will be regulated under the rules of the parent Govt.
Necessary recommendation alongwith following documents of
the recommendees should reach on the address mentioned
below latest by 31.12.2019 :a. Integrity Certificate.
b. Whether any Vigilance enquiry is pending against the
concerned official.

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.
For all the posts, where age limit is prescribed, cutoff date for determining age is 19.12.2019.
Age relaxation for reserved category will be considered as per Govt. norms & guidelines.
2.
The application form can be downloaded from the office website i.e. www.cbshillong.org.in/
forms.html. No other application form shall be accepted other than the one uploaded in the Board's
website.
3.
Application completed in all respects i.e with Xerox attested copies of certificates, Age Proof
certificate (attested), four self addressed stamped envelopes, one self addressed post card and two
colour passport size photograph should be submitted to the Chief Executive Officer, Shillong
Cantonment Board in a sealed envelope clearly mentioning the post applied for and through
registered post only.
4.
Separate forms are to be used for application for different post.
5.
D.D of Rs. 100/- (Rs. 50/- for candidates belonging to ST/SC/OBC) drawn in favour of "Chief
Executive Officer, Shillong Cantonment Board" should be enclosed alongwith the applications.
6.
Completed application form should be addressed to "The Chief Executive Officer, Shillong
Cantonment Board, 13 Pine Walk Area, Shillong-793001". The post applied for should be
superscribed on the envelope. Applications should be sent through registered post only.
7.
The last date for receipt of application is 19.12.2019. Applications received after the last date will not
be entertained. This office will not be responsible for non-receipt/late receipt of any application send
by the candidates due to postal delay.
8.
For applications from outside the state of Meghalaya and Assam, the last date will be
02.01.2020. Application received after the last date will not be entertained.
9.
The written test/Skill test/Physical test/Interview venue will be intimated later. The written test will be
conducted in English medium only.
10. The decision of the office as to eligibility or otherwise of a candidate will be final. The office reserves
the right to reject or accept any candidature without assigning any reason thereof.
11. Other terms and conditions, please refer to www.cbshillong.org.in.
12. Scheme of examination will be uploaded subsequently in the Board's website. The applicants are
requested to check the Board's website regularly.
Chief Executive Officer,
EN 36/6
Shillong Cantonment

Institute of Life Sciences
An Autonomous Institute under the Dept. of Biotechnology, Ministry of Science &
Technology, Govt. of India, Bhubaneswar-751023, India

Ph.D. PROGRAM
Advt No. : 16/2019
Date: 20.11.2019
Institute of Life Sciences (ILS), Bhubaneswar, engaged in advanced research in modern
biology invites applications from Indian nationals for the Ph.D. program in 1) Cancer Biology
2) Infectious Disease Biology 3) Plant Biotechnology and 4) Human Genetics . Details of
advertisement and application forms are available at www.ils.res.in.
Important dates :
z
Last date of receiving applications: 31st December, 2019.
z
Date of display of short-listed candidates in ILS website: 10th January, 2020.
z
Date of interview: 2nd week of February, 2020.
EN 36/29
Administrative Officer

DISCLAIMER

c.

Statement of penalties imposed if any.

d.

Last five years ACR's/attested photocopies thereof in
respect of the officials.

e.

Bio-data of the each official duly signed by the official.

f. Consent of the official to work on transfer on deputation in
Chd. Administration.
The suitable and willing officials must apply through proper channel,
latest by 31.12.2019. The complete application alongwith all the
requisite documents as enlisted above may be forwarded to the
Chief Architect, Department of Urban Planning, Chandigarh
Administration, 2nd Floor, U.T., Secretariat Building, Sector-9,
Chandigarh - 160009. The above advertisement also available at
the website http://chdpr.gov.in.

EN 36/8

The views expressed by the
authors in the articles published
in the Employment News are their
own. They do not necessarily
reflect the views of the
government or the organisations
they work for. The contents of the
advertisements published in the
Employment News belong to the
organisation
or
their
representatives. The Employment
News is in no way responsible for
any liability arising out of the
contents/text
of
these
advertisements.
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No. Q/ CAD/578/10/2019
Government of India

No. A-12011/36/2011-ADM
Government of India
Department of Personnel & Training

Ministry of External Affairs

Lal Bahadur Shastri National
Academy of Administration

New Delhi
Subject: Filling up of the post of Assistant Library & Information Officer (ALIO) in
Level-7 in the Pay Matrix on deputation basis in the Library & Information Cadre
of the Ministry of External Affairs.
It is proposed to fill one post of Assistant Library & Information Officer (ALIO) in the
Library & Informtion Cadre of the Ministry on deputation basis for a period of three
years initially from amongst officers holding analogous posts on a regular basis in the
parent cadre or department; or Officers with five years' regular service in posts in Level
6 in the Pay Matrix Rs. 35400-112400/- or equivalent, working in Central Government/
State Government/Union Territories/Autonomous/Statutory Organisation/Public Sector
Undertakings/University or Recognised Research institutions; and possesing the
following educational qualifications and experience:Educational Qualification :WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
a) Essential :I) Bachelor's degree in Library Science or Library & Information Science from a
recognised University or Institute;
II) Two years' professional experience in a Library under the Central Government or
State Government or autonomous or statutory organisation or public sector undertaking
or University or recognised research or educational institution.
b) Desirable :(i) Master's Degree in Library Science or Library and Information Science from a
recognised University or Institute; or
(ii) Diploma in Computer Applications from a recognised University or Institute; or
(iii) Certificate Course of six months duration in one or two foreign languages other
than English from a recognised University or Institute; or
(iv) One year experience of indexing, abstracting and retrieval of documents or
information using library management software from a recognised Library.
2. The period of deputation (including short term contract) including period of
deputation (including short term contract) in another ex-cadre post held immediately
preceding this appointment in the same or some other organisation/Department of the
Central Government shall not exceed three years. Persons above 56 years of age (as
on closing date of receipt of applications) shall normally not be considered for the
above posts.
3. It is requested that above-mentioned requirement may please be circulated /
advertised to the entire field / sources, including Attached/Subordinate Offices
(amongst all the eligible Officers of various Ministries/ Department) concerned.
Interested applicants may send their applications through proper channel in the given
proforma in duplicate to the undersigned within a period of 2 months from the date
of publication of this Advt. in the Employment News. Application received after the
last date or otherwise incomplete are not likely to be considered.
4. Pay of the selected officers shall be fixed in the scale of the post in accordance with
rules prescribed by the Government.
5. The following papers/document may also please be sent along with
nomination:i. Statement of Bio-data in the prescibed proforma (as per Annexure) in duplicate duly
signed and forwarded through proper channel.
ii. Attested copies of the CR dossiers for the last five years attested (on each page) by
an Officer not below the rank of Under Secretary.
iii. Vigilance Clearance Certificate.
iv. Integrity Certificate.
v. A statement of major/minor penalty, if any, imposed on the officer during the last 10
years.
vi. Cadre Clearance Certificate.
(Saloni Sahai)
Under Secretary (Cadre)
Room No. 4092, B Wing, Jawaharlal Nehru Bhawan
Ministry of External Affairs
Tel.: 49015368
Annexure
CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name & Designation :
Date of Birth :
Photo
Date of retirement:
Educational Qualifications :
(Please provide a copy of degree with application)
5. Whether Educational and other qualification required for the post are satisfied. (If any
qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules, state the
authority for the same)
Qualification/
Qualification/Experience possessed
Experience required by the Officer
Essential
Desired
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the
requirement of the post :
7. Details of employment in the chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly
authenticated by the Department, if space below is insufficient.
Department/ Post held
Institution/
Organization

From

To

Scale of Pay
and basic
therein

Nature of
duties
performed

8. Details of current employment;
9. In case the present employment is held on deputation /contract basis, please state:
(a) The date of initial appointment :

Mussoorie
Applications are invited for the appointment to the post of Public Relation Officer in
Level 7 (Rs. 44900 - 142400) in the Pay Matrix on deputation (including short-term
contract) or absorption basis. Eligibility conditions i.e. qualifications and experience,
period of deputation and duties etc. are as indicated below:
Name of the Post : Public Relation Officer (No. of post: 1)
Pay Band & Grade Pay : Level 7 (Rs. 44900-142400) in the Pay Matrix (VII CPC)
(Pay Band-2 Rs. 9300 - 34800 + Grade Pay Rs. 4600)
Method of recruitment : Deputation (including short-term contract) or
Absorption Classification : General Central Services, Group 'B' (Gazetted)
Ministerial
Officers of the Central Government or State Governments or Union Territories or
Universities or Public Sector Undertakings or Statutory bodies or Autonomous bodies
or Recognized Research Institutes or Semi-Government Organisations :(a) (i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre/department; or
(ii) With atleast five years' regular service in the pay band - 2, pay scale of rupees
9300-34800 with grade pay of rupees 4200 (pre-revised) [Level - 6 in Pay Matrix
(Rs. 35400-112400)] or equivalent in the parent cadre/department; and
(b) Possessing educational qualifications and experience prescribed below:
Essential Qualifications :
(i) A Bachelors Degree from a recognized university.
(ii) Diploma in Public Relation from a recognized University or Institute or two years
experience in the field of Public Relation of a Department of Central or State
Governments.
(iii) 10th pass with Hindi and English as a subject.
(iv) Knowledge of basic computer operations like MS Word, Excel and Power Point.
Note 1. Qualifications are relaxable at the discretion of the UPSC, for reasons to be
recorded in writing, in case of candidates otherwise well qualified.
Note 2. The qualification regarding experience is relaxable at the discretion of the
UPSC, for reasons to be recorded in writing in the case of candidates belonging to the
Scheduled Castes or the Scheduled Tribes, if at any stage of selection, the UPSC is
of the opinion that sufficient number of candidates from these communities
possessing the requisite experience are not likely to be available to fill up the posts
reserved for them.
Age Limit :
The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation (including short-term contract)
shall be not exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
Period of Deputation :
Period of deputation (including short term contract) including period of deputation in
another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or
some other organisation or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not
exceed three years.
Duties and responsibilities of the post include :
To receive VVIPs, VIPs, Foreign delegation and other Senior Officer, Allotment of
Guest Rooms, Upkeep of executive hostel as well as guest rooms, Liaison with the
Academy Faculty. To organize visits and round to the Academy of various institutes
and visitors and brief them about the Academy. Liasoning with and answering
enquiries from individuals and other organization.
Willing candidates are required to submit their applications in triplicate in the
prescribed proforma along with Integrity Certificate, Cadre Clearance, Vigilance
Clearance, Major/Minor Penalty imposed during the last 10 years in original duly
signed by the competent authority and the complete and upto-date ACR dossiers (or
photocopies of ACRs for the last 5 years duly attested on each page by Group "A"
Gazetted Officer) of the officer who would be spared in the event of his/her selection
may be sent to this office within 60 days from the date of publication in the
Employment Newspaper. Application received after the last date or without the CRs
(or attested photocopies of the CRs) or otherwise found incomplete will not be
considered.
Note: The details of the vacancy along with prescribed form are available on the
LBSNAA Website http://lbsnaa.gov.in.
(Nandini Paliwal)
Deputy Director (Sr.) &
EN 36/20
Incharge Administration
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract :
(c) Name of the parent office/organisation to which you belong :
10. Additional details about present employment :
Please state whether working under (indicate the name of your employer against the
relevant column) :
a) Central Government b) State Government
c) Autonomous Organization d) Government Undertaking
e) Universities f) Others
11. Basic Pay, Pay Scale & Grade Pay:
12. Details of publication, if any:
13. Language known:
14. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your
suitability for the post:
15. Whether belong to SC/ST:
16. Remarks :
I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by documents submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post.
Date : .............................
(Signature of the Candidate)
Name : ....................................
Address : ................................
Tel : (O) ..................................
(R) ..........................................
(M) ..........................................
E-mail ID : ..............................
Continued on page 19
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National Capital Region Transport
Corporation Ltd.
(A joint venture of Govt. of India and participating State Govts.)
7/6, Siri Fort Institutional Area
August Kranti Marg, New Delhi-110049
VACANCY NOTICE
(No. 46/2019, 47/2019 & 48/2019)
NCRTC invites applications from experienced persons for the following postsS.
N.

Post & Pay-scale

No. of
posts &
Category

Max. Qualification
Age *
(Yrs.)

Min.
Experience
(Yrs.)

1.

DGM/Building Construction
Rs. 70000-200000/-

01 (UR)

55

Degree in Civil Engineering

12

2.

Sr. DGM/Environment
Rs. 80000-220000/-, or

01 (UR)

50

Degree in Civil/ Environmental Engineering and

12

PG Diploma/Degree in
Environmental Engineering.

10

DGM/Environment
WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
Rs. 70000-200000/-, or
Manager/ Environment
Rs. 60000-180000/3.

Junior Engineer-II (Civil)
Rs. 27500-97350/-

40
40 (UR-17 30
OBC-10
EWS-04
SC-06
ST-03)

8
Diploma in Civil
Engineering (Essential)

3

-

* As on 01.12.2019.
Post S.N. 1 will be filled on Immediate Absorption basis from Govt. Org./PSUs and S.N. 2 & 3 will be
filled on Direct Recruitment basis.
Reservation to PWD & Ex-Servicemen will be given as per GOI Rules.
Number of posts are subject to change as per the Project requirement.
Last date of receipt of application will be 15 days from the date of issue of vacancy notice or
as mentioned in the detailed vacancy notice on NCRTC website.
This is an indicative advertisement. For more detail about experience, eligibility criteria, application
form, information regarding addition/ deletion of posts/ disciplines, amendments and corrigendum,
kindly visit "Career" section of NCRTC website : www.ncrtc.in.
EN 36/1
Group General Manager/HR
F. No. 12026/1/2018-Ec.Ad. (Admn. I)
Government of India

Ministry of Commerce
& Industry
Office of the Economic Adviser
Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi 110011
Subject:- Filling up the 3 posts of Economic Officers on deputation basis in the
Office of the Economic Adviser under Department for Promotion of Industry and
Internal Trade.
Three(3) posts of Economic Officer in the Office of the Economic Adviser, Department
for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade. Group 'B' Gazetted in Pay Matrix Level
7 (Rs. 44,900- 1,42,400) is proposed to be filled up by transfer on deputation basis.
The qualification and experience required for the post and other details are given in
Annexure-l.
2. It is requested that the applications of eligible officers in prescribed form (Annexurell), may be sent through proper channel to Deputy Director (Admn.), Office of the
Economic Adviser, Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Room No. 534-B, Udyog
Bhawan, New Delhi 110011 within 60 days from the date of publication of this
advt in the Employment News/Rogar Samachar together with the following
supporting documents:
(i) Up-to-date CR dossiers of the applicant or clear photocopies of their CRs for the
last 3 years duly attested a Group 'A' officer (not below the rank of Under
Secretary to the Government of India)
(ii) A statement showing major or minor penalties, if any, imposed on the officer
during the last service period.
(iii) Integrity Certificate/Vigilance clearance in respect of the officer.
(iv) Cadre clearance in respect of the officer.
3. Applications received after the closing date for receipt of applications or received
without CR dossiers (or attested photocopies of CRs) and other
documents/information mentioned in para 2 above or otherwise found incomplete will
liable to be rejected. Officers who apply for the post will not be allowed to withdraw
their candidature subsequently. While forwarding the applicants, it may please be
verified and certified that the particulars furnished by the officers are correct. It may
also be confirmed that in the event of selection for appointment, the officer concerned
will be relieved of his duties.
Continued from page 18
Certificate to be furnished by the Employer/Head of Office/Forwarding Authority
Certified that the particular furnished by ------------- are correct and he/she possesses
educational qualifications and experience mentioned in the circular.
Also certified that :
I. There is no vigilance case pending/contemplated against him/her.
II. Attested copies of complete ACRs dossiers for the last 5 years attested (on each
page) by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Government of India
are enclosed.
III. His/Her integrity is beyond doubt.
IV. No major/minor penalties has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years/
lists of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is enclosed.
(Strike out whichever is not applicable)
V. Cadre Clearances Certificate from Cadre Controlling Authority is enclosed.
Date :
Signature :
Place :
Name & Designation :
EN 36/4

EN 36/10

4. Pay of the officer selected on deputation will be regulated in accordance with
relevant instructions of the Department of Personnel & Training as amended from time
to time.
(Abu Huzaifa)
Deputy Director (Admn)
Tele: 23062697
Annexure-I
1. Name of the post : Economic Officer Group 'B' Gazetted (Non Ministerial)
2. Ministry/Department/ Office : Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Department for
Promotion of Industry and Industrial Trade, Office of the Economic Adviser
3. No. of Vacancies : 3 (Three)
4. Pay scale/Pay Matrix : Level 7 (Rs. 44,900 - 1,42,400)
5. Method of recruitment: By Deputation or absorption
6. Eligibility & Age limit : (a) Officers of the Central Government:
(i) Holding analogous posts on a regular basis in the present cadre/ Department; or (ii)
With three years regular service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a
regular basis in the pay Matrix of Level - 6 (Rs. 35,400-1,12,400/-) or equivalent in the
parent cadre/ department ; and
(b) Possessing educational qualification and experience as prescribed for direct
recruitment in column seven.
The Departmental Officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of promotion
shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation as absorption.
Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by
promotion.
The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation/ absorption shall not be
exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
7. Educational and other qualifications required: (i) Master's Degree in Economics
or Commerce of a recognized University or equivalent; (ii) Two years experience of
Economic Research/Investigation.
Desirable: Experience of Research in the field of Industrial Development.
8. Period of Deputation : Period of deputation including the period of deputation in
another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding the appointment in the same or
some other Organization/Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not
exceed three years.
9. Last date: The last date for receipt of application form is 60 days from the date of
publication of this advertisement.
Annexure-II
1. Name of the Candidate (in block letters):.........................................................
2. Father's/Husband Name :.................................................................................
3. Date of Birth : ...................................................................................................
4. Date of retirement:.............................................................................................
5. Present post held with date from which held:...................................................
6. Educational Qualifications:................................................................................
7. Pay Scale of the post held and pay drawn at present :....................................
8. Details of Service/Experience in various posts:................................................
9. Date from which in continuous Government Service:.......................................
10. Whether belongs to SC/ST/OBC:......................................................................
11. Address for correspondence:............................................................................
12. Permanent Residential Address:.......................................................................
Date:
Signature of the Candidate
Place
CERTIFICATE
(To be given by Head of Department)
Certified that the particulars have been verified and earned to be correct.
EN 36/2
Signature of Head of Department
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Rampur Raza Library, Rampur
(An Autonomous Organization under
the Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India)
Applications are invited for the recruitment to the post of Director of
Rampur Raza Library, Rampur as per details given here under:
Salary: Level 14 (Rs. 144200- 218200/-)
Term of appointment: On Contract for a period of three years.
Which may be extended up to five years or more by Chairman,
Rampur Raza Library Board with the approval of Government of
India.
Requirements:
i) A renowned scholar in Arabic/Persian/Urdu/Islamic Studies/
Medieval Indian History.
ii) Degree of Ph.D. in any of the above subjects/fields from a
recognized University.
iii) Degree/Diploma in Urdu/Persian/Arabic Language from a
recognized University/Institute.
iv) At least 15 years' experience of teaching/research/administration
in a comparable Library, University or other recognized teaching
Institution.
The selected candidate should be less than 62 years of age as on
date of advertisement.
Application with cover letter, resume, attested copies of academic
and experience certificates and a recent photograph may be sent by
registered post should reach up to 31st December 2019 to
Additional Chief Secretary to the Governor of U.P. Raj Bhawan,
Lucknow (UP), Pin- 226027. Serving Officials should apply through
proper channel.
For further details please see Raj Bhawan website
www.upgovernor.nic.in/Rampur Raza Library website www.raza
library.gov.in/Ministry of Culture website www.indiaculture.nic.in.
(Prof. Syed Hasan Abbas)
EN 36/75
Director

EN 36/18

Government of National Capital
Territory of Delhi
Department of Training & Technical Education
Muni Maya Ram Marg: Pitampura, Delhi
(Secretariat Branch)
E-mail: ddsbtte@gmail.com, Tel: 011-27325467
No. F.8(60)/2018-SB/2424

Recruitment Notice
Applications are invited for one post of Controller, Board of
Technical Education, GNCTD on deputation (including Short
Term Contract) basis.
The eligibility criteria (educational qualifications, experience
etc.) and application form (Annexure-l) are available on
Department of Training and Technical Education, GNCTD
website i.e. http://tte.delhigovt.nic.in
The applications of eligible officers alongwith all necessary
documents should reach to the Deputy Director (SB),
Department of Training and Technical Education, GNCTD,
Muni Maya Ram Marg, Pitampura, Delhi-110034 only through
proper channel within 60 days from the date of publication of
this item in "Employment News".

EN 36/5

(Ashwani Kumar Kansal)
Deputy Director (SB)
e-mail- ddsbtte@gmail.com

EN 36/27

DISCLAIMER
The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the Employment News are their own. They do not
necessarily reflect the views of the government or the organisations they work for. The contents of the
advertisements published in the Employment News belong to the organisation or their representatives. The
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Á◊Á‚‹ ‚¥ÅÿÊ- A-12011/03/2018-DGCD(Esst)
÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U (Government of India)
ªÎ„U ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ (Ministry of Home Affairs)

Institute of Hotel Management Catering
Technology & Applied Nutrition

◊„UÊÁŸŒ‡ÊÊ‹ÿ-•ÁÇŸ‡Ê◊Ÿ ‚ﬂÊ, ŸÊªÁ⁄U∑§ ‚È⁄UˇÊÊ ∞ﬂ¥ ªÎ„U ⁄UˇÊ∑§

(An Autonomous Body under Ministry of Tourism, Government of India)
Near M.S. Building & SKSJI Hostel, SJP Campus, Bangalore - 560 001
E-Mail: ihmbengaluru@gmail.com, Website: www.ihmbangalore.kar.nic.in

Directorate General Fire Service,
Civil Defence & Home Guards
•ÁÇŸ •ŸÈ÷Êª (Fire Cell)

EMPLOYMENT NOTIFICATION

Subject:- Filling up of two posts of Associate Professor in National Fire Service
College, Nagpur under the Ministry of Home Affairs on deputation basis.
The Ministry of Home Affairs requires the services of a suitable officer for filling up the
2 posts of Associate Professor in National Fire Service College, Nagpur under the
Ministry of Home Affairs on deputation (Including short-term contract).
2. The Posts of Associate Professor are General Central Service, Group A, Gazetted,
Non-Ministerial at Pay Band-4 (Rs. 37400-67000/-) with Grade Pay of Rs. 9000 plus
usual allowances as the admissible. Pay of the officers selected would be fixed as per
the existing instructions of the Government of India.
3. The eligibility criteria for deputation (including Short-Term Contract) for the post of
Associate Professor are to be governed in accordance with the University Grants
Commission norms as on date. The grades from which deputation to the post of
Associate Professor is to be made is as under:(a) Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Union Territories or
Public Sector Undertakings or recognised research Institution or Universities or SemiGovernment or Statutory or autonomous organisations:
(i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or
(ii) Assistant Professor in the discipline of Fire or Civil or Electrical or Mechanical,
completing three years of regular service in the Academic Grade Pay of Rs. 8000 in
the parent cadre or department; and
(b) Possessing the following educational qualification and experience:
Essential:
(i) Ph.D. Degree with First Class Bachelor's or Master's Degree in Fire or Civil or
Electrical or Mechanical branch of Engineering and Technology; and
(ii) Experience of eight years in teaching or training, research or industry at the level
of Lecturer or equivalent grade, excluding period spent on obtaining the research
degree.
Desirable:
(i) Teaching, research, industrial or professional experience' in a reputed organization;
(ii) Published work, such as research papers, patents filed or obtained, books or
technical reports;
(iii) Experience of guiding the project work or dissertation of Post Graduate or
Research Students or supervising Research and Development projects in industry.
Note 1:- The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion shall not be eligible for consideration of appointment on deputation.
Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for appointment by promotion.
Note 2:- The Period of deputation (including short term contract) (including period of
deputation) in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in
the same or some other organisation or department of the Central Government shall
ordinarily not to exceed three years.
Note 3:- The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall be not exceeding
fifty-six years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
4. Officers who volunteer and are sponsored by their Ministry/Department/State
Governments/UTs Administration etc. for the post will not be permitted to withdraw their
names later.
5. The nominations of eligible officers along with their Application (in duplicate) duly
countersigned by the competent authority in the prescribed proforma (Annexure-I)
along with Annual Confidential Reports/APARs in original or their attested copies duly
attested with rubber stamp on each page by an officer not below the rank of Under
Secretary for the last five years of the Officer who could be spared immediately in the
event of their selection may be sent to the Directorate General Fire Service, Civil
Defence & Home Guards (Fire Cell), East Block-7, Level-VlI, R.K. Puram, New Delhi110066 within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement. While
forwarding the names, an integrity certificate, Major/Minor Penalty Certificate and a
certificate that no disciplinary action/proceeding vigilance case is either pending or
being contemplated against the Officer may also be attached.
6. Application received after the last date or application incomplete in any respect or
those not accompanied by the document/information mentioned in Para 5 above will
not be considered. The cadre Authorities may ascertain that the particulars sent by the
officer are correct as per the service record.

Director General Fire Service, Civil Defence & Home Guards
Annexure-I

Bio-Data/Curriculum Vitae Proforma
1. Name of the post applied for:2. Name and Address in Block Letters.
3. Date of Birth (in Christian era).
4. Date of retirement under Central/State Government rules.
5. Educational Qualifications.
6. Whether educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied.
(If any qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules,
state the authority for the same.)
Qualifications/Experience required
as mentioned in the advertisement/
Vacancy Circular
Essential

Qualifications/Experience possessed
by the Officer
Essential

(A)

(A)

(B)

(B)

Desirable

Desirable

(A)

(A)

(B)

(B)

7. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the
requisite Essential Qualifications and work experience of the post.

Invites application for the post of "Assistant Lecturer" (Regular) and "Teaching
Associate" (on contract basis) from suitable and eligible candidates.
1. Assistant Lecturer - Regular *
Name of the Post: Assistant Lecturer - 4 Nos - (UR -1, OBC- 1, SC- 1 & ST-1)
Scale of Pay: Pay Level 6 ( As per 7th CPC Rs. 35400 - 112400)
Educational & Others Qualifications :
Category : A
Educational Qualifications : Post Graduate in Hospitality / Tourism or MBA from a
recognized University/ Institute. And (+) Full Time Degree /Full time three years
Diploma in Hotel Administration/Hospitality Management/Hotel Management/
Hospitality Administration/ Culinary Arts/ Culinary Science with minimum of 55%
marks in aggregate or its equivalent grade from : (i) NCHMCT OR NCHMCT affiliated
institute. OR (ii) An institute approved by AICTE. OR (iii) An institute approved by
the State Board of Technical Education. OR (iv) An Institute affiliated to University
duly recognized by UGC. OR (v) Central /State /Deemed to be University recognized
by UGC. OR (vi) Equivalent degree / diploma of foreign university/ institution
recognized by AIU.
Desirable Qualification : 1. PhD degree. 2. Six months working experience in a 3
star or above category hotel.
Mandatory Qualification: Candidate should have qualified NHTET with prescribed
percentage, conducted by NCHMCT
Category B
Educational Qualifications : Full time Bachelor's Degree in Hospitality / Hotel
Administration/Hotel Management/Culinary Art from a recognized University/ Institute
securing not less than 55% marks in aggregate and at least 2 years of hospitality
industry experience and also should have qualified NHTET with prescribed
percentage, conducted by NCHMCT.
Common clauses for Category A & B
1. The period of service rendered as a teacher at UG and above level of Hospitality
on contract basis (full time) shall be reckoned as valid experience for above
purpose.
2. Those having Ph.D degree in Hospitality related subjects from a recognized
University/Institute after above prescribed qualification, need not to qualify NHTET.
Age Limit : Not exceeding 35 years (as on 01.12.2019). Upper age limit is relaxable
up to 5 years in case of SC/ST and department candidates and as specified for other
categories by Govt. from time to time.
Method of Selection : Skill Test & Interview.
2. Teaching Associates - on contractual basis
Name of the Post : Teaching Associates - 3 Nos
Associateship amount: Consolidated Rs. 25000/- per month
Educational & Others Qualifications : Essential Qualification: Full time Bachelor's
Degree in Hospitality & Hotel Administration / Hotel Management after 10+2 from a
Recognized University and full time Master's degree in Hospitality & Hotel
Administration / Hotel Management securing not less than 60% marks in aggregate
either in bachelors or master's degree. OR Full time Bachelor's Degree in Hospitality
& Hotel Administration / Hotel Management after 10+2 from a Recognized University
securing not less than 60% marks in aggregate with at least 2 years industry
experience. AND Must have qualified NHTET conduct by NCHMCT with prescribed
Continued on page 23

8. Details of Employment, in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet, duly
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/Instt./Orgn.
Post Held
From
To
Level in the Nature of
Pay Matrix
Duties
9. Nature of present employment i.e. adhoc or temporary or quasi-permanent or
permanent.
10. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state.
(a) The date of initial appointment.
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract.
(c) Name of the parent office/organisation to which you belong.
11. Additional details about present employment. Please state whether working under.
(a) Central Government.
(b) State Government.
(c) Autonomous Organisation.
(d) Government Undertaking.
(e) University.
12. Are you in Revised Scale of pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took
place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.
13. Total emoluments per month now drawn.
14. Additional information, if any which you would like to mention in support of your
suitability for the post. Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient.
15. Whether belongs to SC/ST.
16. Remarks.
Date:- _______________
Signature of the Candidate
Countersigned:- ___________
(Employer with Seal)
Address:- _____________
Contact No./Mobile No. __________________

Certificate to be given by Head of Office of the Applicant
1. Certified that the particulars furnished by Shri/Smt./Ku. .....................................have
been verified from his/her record and found correct.
2. No vigilance case is either pending or contemplated against Shri/Smt./
Ku. ................................His her integrity is certified.
3. No major /minor penalty was imposed on Shri/Smt./Ku. .................................for the
last 10 years as per the records in the ministry/department
..............................................................................
EN 36/25

Signature of the Head of Office with seal
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iv) Examination of Soil Survey Report and use of such data for land and water related
projects.
÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/Government of India
v) Collection, compilation and analysis of rainfall, runoff, and sediment sponsored/
Scheme/Programme relating to Natural Resource Management/Rainfed Farming
System.
vi) Assisting in coordination with National Rainfed Area Authority (NRAA), Ministry of
Environment, Forests & Climate Change (MoEF&CC),Ministry of Water
Resources, River Development & Ganga Rejuvenation, Department of Land
WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
Resources etc. on technical matters relating to water, Watershed Development &
∑Î§Á·, ‚„U∑§ÊÁ⁄UÃÊ ∞ﬂ¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ Áﬂ÷Êª
Land Degradation etc.
Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare
vii) Handling of matters relating to Climate Change and its impact on various sectors
∑Î§Á· ÷ﬂŸ, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹Ë
of agricultural development and suggesting measures for adaptation and
Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi
mitigation.
Vacancy Circular
Dated /ÁŒŸÊ¥∑§ : 20/11/2019
4. Regulation of pay and other terms of deputation : - The pay of the selected
Subject: Filling up one post of Senior Technical Assistant Grade -I (Soil
candidate will be regulated under the provisions contained in the DoP&T O.M. No.
Conservation) (General Central Service, Group-'B' Non-Gazetted, Non-ministerial) in
6/8/2009-Estt.(Pay-ll) dated 17/06/2010 as amended from time to time.
the Department of Agriculture, Co-operation and Farmer's Welfare in Level-7 (Rs.
5. Age-limit:- The maximum age-limit for appointment under deputation (including
44900-142400/-) of the Pay Matrix( pre revised PB-2 Rs. 9300-34800/- with Grade
short term contract) shall be not exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt
Pay of Rs. 4600/-) on composite method i.e. Deputation (including short term contract)
of applications.
plus promotion basis.
6. Period of deputation: - Period of deputation (including short term contract)
It is proposed to fill up one post of Senior Technical Assistant Grade - I (Soil
including period of deputation (including short term contract) in another ex-cadre post
Conservation) (General Central Service, Group-'B' Non-Gazetted, Non-ministerial) in
held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or other organizations or
the Department of Agriculture, Co-operation and Farmer's Welfare in Level-7 (Rs.
departments of the Central Govt. shall ordinarily not to exceed three years.
44900-142400/-) of the Pay Matrix (pre revised PB-2 Rs. 9300-34800/- with Grade
7. Application (in triplicate) may be submitted only in the prescribed proforma
Pay of Rs. 4600/-) on composite method i.e. Deputation (including short term contract)
(Annexure-l) of the eligible candidates whose services can be spared immediately on
plus promotion basis.
selection, together with the certificate from the Forwarding Authority (in proforma
2. Eligibility Conditions : Composite method i.e. Deputation (including short
Annexure-lI) along with the following documents:
term contract) plus promotion:
(i) cadre clearance; (ii) Integrity certificate (iii) List of major/ minor penalties imposed
Officers under the Central or State Governments or Public Sector Undertakings or
if any, on the official during the last 10 years; (if no penalty has been imposed a
Agricultural Universities or recognised research institutions or councils / semi'Nil' certificate should be enclosed). (iv) Vigilance clearance certificate. (v) Attested
government or statutory or autonomous bodies: photocopies of the ACRs for the last five years (2013-14 to 2017-18) (attested on each
(A) (i) Holding analogous posts on a regular basis in the parent cadre or department;
page by an officer not below the rank of an Under Secretary to the Government of
India).
or
Complete advertisement, Bio-data format (Annexure-l) and certificate format for CC,
(ii) With five years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a
IC, VC & MMP (Annexure-ll).etc. can be downloaded from the Department of
regular basis in Level- 6 (Rs. 35400- 112400/-) of the pay matrix (pre revised pay
Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare's website:- www.agricoop.nic.in
band-2 of Rs. 9300-34800/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/- or equivalent) in the parent
(Link-Recruitment -Vacancies).
cadre or department; and
The required documents mentioned at the end of Annexure, may be forwarded to Sh.
(B) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:
Sunil Kumar Swarnkar, Under Secretary (Pers.-ll), Room No. 37, Ground Floor,
(I) Master's Degree in Agronomy or Agriculture with Agronomy as a subject or
F-Wing, Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi -110001, within 60 days of the publication of
Agricultural Chemistry or Soil Science or Agricultural Extension or Agricultural
the circular in the Employment News/ Rozgar Samachar. Applications not
Economics or Agricultural Botany or Botany or Forestry or Degree in Agricultural
forwarded through proper channel or those received without the requisite
Engineering of a recognized university/institute; Or
certificates and necessary documents will not be entertained.
(II) (i) B. Sc. Degree in Agriculture from a recognised University or Institute; (ii) three
8. The candidates who apply for the post will not be allowed to withdraw their
years experience in the field of soil and water conservation, rainfed farming system,
candidature subsequently.
(Sunil Kumar Swarnkar)
problem land reclamation, agro-forestry.
Under Secretary(Pers.-ll)
The Departmental Senior Technical Assistant Grade - II (Soil Conservation) in LevelDepartment of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare
6 (Rs. 35400-112400/-) of the pay matrix (pre revised pay band-2 of Rs. 9300-34800/EN 36/31
Tel. No. 011-23383053
with Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/-) with five years regular service in the grade and
possessing the educational qualifications as prescribed in the para 2(B) above will
also be considered alongwith Deputationists and in case he is selected for
appointment to the post, the same shall be deemed to have been filled by promotion.
Note 1:- Departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion shall not be eligible for appointment on deputation. Similarly, the
deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion.
Note 2 :- For the purpose of appointment on deputation basis, the service rendered
on a regular basis by an Officer prior to 1st January, 2006 or the date from which the
revised pay structure based on the 6th Central Pay Commission recommendation has
been extended, shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding grade
pay or pay scale extended based on the recommendation of the Commission except
where there has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into one
grade with a common grade pay or pay scale, and where this benefit will extend only
for the post(s) for which that grade pay or pay scale is the normal replacement grade
without any upgradation.
3. List of duties/responsibilities attached to the post of Senior Technical
Assistant Grade -I (Soil Conservation) are as underi) To assist Assistant Soil Conservation Officer/Assistant Commissioner
(NRM/RFS) in discharging their duties.
ii) First level technical scrutiny of Detailed Project Report relating to soil & water
conservation programmes including design and cost estimates, reclamation and
development of Alkali and Acid Soils, project relating to rainfed agriculture,
etc.
iii) Examinations of the Annual Progress Reports (APR), quarterly and monthly
progress reports received from States for watershed development programmes
being implemented in different States.

∑Î§Á· ∞ﬂ¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
Ministry of Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare

Continued from page 22
percentage to qualify for Teaching Associate. However the candidate having Ph.D in
Hospitality/Hotel Management topic needs not to qualify the prescribed NHTET.
Age Limit : Not exceeding 30 years (as on 01.12.2019)
Upper age limit is relaxable up to 5 years in case of SC/ST and department candidates
and as specified for other categories by Govt. from time to time.
* The above post is under New Pension Scheme as per rules as applicable.
Other Instructions :
Interested candidates who fulfill the prescribed conditions may apply to the Principal,
Institute of Hotel Management, Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition,
Bangalore subscribing on the top of the envelop application for the post of
"___________________" within 15 days from the date of publication of this
advertisement. Application form in the prescribed format is given on the Institute
website : www.ihmbangalore.kar.nic.in to be sent with complete latest bio-data along
with self-attested copies of certitlcates and recent passport size photograph. The
application form without enclosure of self-certified supported documents/
testimonials or incomplete will be rejected. The competent authority reserves the
right to fill or not to fill vacancy or to re-advertise the post. The institute will not be
responsible for postal delay. Candidates must furnish their contact number.
EN 36/32
PRINCIPAL / SECRETARY

EN 36/28
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F.No. 5-12/2019-Mit-I
Government of India

NATIONAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY
NDMA Bhawan, A-1, Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi - 110 029
Tel. No. 26701700, 26701834 (Fax)
Sub: Advertisement for one position of Project Associate (Earthquake) and one position of Project Associate (Landslide) in Mitigation Division of National Disaster
Management Authority (NDMA) on contract basis. NDMA invites applications from persons with qualification and expertise in the country for following positions:SI. Name of Position
No.

Post in
Nature

1.

Contractual

Project Associate
(Earthquake)

Vacancy Salary

Project Associate
(Landslide)

Contractual

Post Qualification Experience

Max. Age
Limit

(i) Minimum of 3 years experience in project/programme management/Implementation
(ii) Experience of 1 year in the domain of disaster management is
desirable.
-Retired Govt. Employee with Grade Pay of Rs. 6600/- and
mentioned qualifications/experience would also be eligible.
For details visit at http://ndma.gov.in

65 Years

1

Consolidated Graduation in Civil
Rs. 35,000/- Engineering/
Per month
Seismology/
Geology/Geography/
Architecture/Urban
Planning

1

Consolidated Graduation in Civil
Retired Govt. Employee with Grade Pay of Rs. 6600/- and
Rs. 35,000/- Engineering/Environmen- mentioned qualifications/experience would also be eligible.
Per month
tal Science/Geology/
For details visit at http://ndma.gov.in
Geography/Hydrology

WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
2.

Educational
Qualification

65 Years

2. The detailed terms and conditions and eligibility criteria (educational qualification, experience etc) for engagement of one position of Project Associate (Earthquake) and one
position of Project Associate (Landslide) in Mitigation Division is indicated in the Term of Reference (ToR) of the above positions and may be seen on NDMA website at
http://ndma.gov.in
3. Interested individuals may send their bio-data in the prescribed proforma available on the NDMA website alongwith certificates establishing educational qualification,
experience to Shri S.S. Rawat, Under Secretary (Mitigation). National Disaster Management Authority, NDMA Bhawan, A-1, Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi-110029. Phone No.
011-26701896 within 30 days from the date of publication of advertisement in the Employment News.
Important note: Separate applications are required to be sent for each discipline (Field). Incomplete application will not be considered.
(Abhishek Biswas)
Under Secretary (Admn.)

EN 36/34

Mahatma Gandhi Antarrashtriya Hindi
Vishwavidyalaya
A Central University Established by Parliament by Act No. 3 of 1997)
Post Hindi Vishwavidyalaya, Gandhi Hills, Wardha-442001(Maharashtra)
Telephone: (07152)230902,255707; Website:www.hindivishwa.org

EMPLOYMENT NOTICE FOR NON-TEACHING AND
ACADEMIC (Non-Vacational) POSTS
No. MGAHV/10/2019, Date: 11.11.2019
Online applications are invited for filling up the following posts:
Post Post Name
Code

Pay Scale

No. of
Posts

Category

(A) Non-Teaching Posts

EN 36/3

01

Assistant Regional Director
(Leave Vacancy)*

7th CPC, Level-10, Rs. 56,100/-

01

UR

02

Section Officer
(Leave Vacancy)*

7th CPC, Level-07, Rs. 44,900/-

01

UR

03

Assistant Engineer $

7th CPC, Level-07, Rs. 44,900/-

01

UR

04

Personal Assistant

7th CPC, Level -06, Rs. 35,400/-

02

UR

05

Professional Assistant

7th CPC, Level -06, Rs. 35,400/-

02

UR

06

Assistant (Leave Vacancy)*

7th CPC, Level -06, Rs. 35,400/-

01

UR

07

Technical Assistant

7th CPC, Level -05, Rs. 29,200/-

01

UR

08

Technical Assistant
(Leave Vacancy)*

7th CPC, Level -05, Rs. 29,200/-

01

UR

09

Technical Assistant
(Computer)

7th CPC, Level -05, Rs. 29,200/-

01

UR

10

Technical Assistant
(Computer) (Leave Vacancy)*

7th CPC, Level -05, Rs . 29,200/-

01

UR

11

Stenographer

7th CPC, Level -04, Rs. 25,500/-

02

UR

12

Laboratory Assistant

7th CPC, Level -04, Rs. 25,500/-

01

UR

13

Library Assistant

7th CPC, Level -03, Rs. 21,700/-

01

UR

14

Hindi Typist

7th CPC, Level -02, Rs. 19,900/-

01

UR

15

Laboratory Attendant

7th CPC, Level -01, Rs. 18,000/-

01

UR

16

Library Attendant

7th CPC, Level -01, Rs. 18,000/-

01

UR

F.No.1/2(2)2019-NCW(A) - Deputation

National Commission
for Women
Plot No. 21, Jasola Institutional Area
New Delhi-110025.
Sub : Filling up of vacant posts in the National Commission
for Women by deputation on 'Foreign service terms' basis.
The National Commission for Women has notified the following
vacant/anticipated vacant posts to be filled up on deputation on
foreign service terms basis, on the website of the Commission.
Details of vacancies are as follows :
SI.
No.

Name of the post

No. of
posts

1.

Private Secretary Level-08

08 (eight)

2. Details of the eligibility criteria, proforma of the application and
check list for providing applications, list of documents, to be
attached may be downloaded from the website of NCW
(ncw.nic.in).
3. Applications may be sent to Ms. Priti Kumar, Under Secretary,
National Commission for Women, Plot No. 21, Jasola
Institutional Area, New Delhi 110025. Last date for receiving
application is 30 days from the date of publication in the
Employment News.
(Priti Kumar)
Under Secretary
011-26944809
Email : priti.kumar@nic.in
EN 36/13

(B) Academic (Non-Vacational) Posts
17

Research Officer

7th CPC, Level -10, Rs. 57,700/-

02

UR

18

Research Officer
(Leave Vacancy) *

7th CPC, Level -10, Rs. 57,700/-

01

OBC

19

Assistant Coordinator

7th CPC, Level -10, Rs. 56,100/-

01

UR

20

Language Associate

7th CPC, Level-06, Rs. 35,400/-

03

2 UR
01 OBC

21

Grammar Associate

7th CPC, Level-06, Rs. 35,400/-

01

OBC

*Leave Vacancy : University employee on seniority basis may be considered for adhoc promotion.
$ On Deputation/Contract Basis
The last date for submission of online application is 21 (Twenty one) days from the date of publication
of the advertisement in the Employment News/Rozgar Samachar. Corrigendum, if any, in this regard
shall be published on the University website only.
Submission of ONLINE Application is essential. Its printed copies along with annexures by fresh
candidates and advance copy by in-service candidates should reach the University by post
(Registered/Speed post only) after 7 days of submission of last date of online application. Please
visit official website of the University.

EN 36/61
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Á◊Á‚‹ ‚¥ÅÿÊ-I-12011/02/2018-DGCD (Estt.)
÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U (Government of India)
ªÎ„U ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ (Ministry of Home Affairs)

◊„UÊÁŸŒ‡ÊÊ‹ÿ-•ÁÇŸ‡Ê◊Ÿ ‚ﬂÊ, ŸÊªÁ⁄U∑§ ‚È⁄UˇÊÊ ∞ﬂ¥ ªÎ„U ⁄UˇÊ∑§
Directorate General Fire Service, Civil Defence & Home Guards
Subject:- Filling up of one post of Professor in National Fire Service College,
Nagpur under the Ministry of Home Affairs on deputation basis.
The Ministry of Home Affairs requires the services of a suitable officer for filling up the
1 post of Professor in National Fire Service College, Nagpur under the Ministry of
Home Affairs on deputation (Including short-term contract).
2. The posts of Professor is General Central Service, Group A, Gazetted, NonMinisterial at Pay Band- 4 (Rs. 37400-67000) with Academic Grade Pay of Rs. 10000
plus usual allowances as admissible. Pay of the officers selected would be fixed as per
the existing instructions of the Government of India.
The eligibility criteria for deputation (including Short-Term Contract) for the post of
Professor is to be governed in accordance with the University Grants Commission
norms as on date. The grades from which deputation (Including short term contract) to
the post of Professor are to be made is as under:(a) Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Union Territories
Administration or public sector undertakings or recognised research Institution or
Universities or Semi Government or Statutory or Autonomous Organisations ;
(i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or
(ii) with three years' regular service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto
on regular basis in the post as Associate Professor in the Pay Band-4, Rs. (3740067000) with Academic Grade Pay of Rs. 9000 in the parent cadre or department;
and
WWW.JOBRIYA.IN
(b) Possessing the following educational qualification and experience:
Essential:
(i) Ph.D. Degree with First Class Bachelor's or Master's Degree in Fire or Civil or
Electrical or Mechanical branch of Engineering and Technology; and
(ii) at least 10 years experience in teaching, research or industry, out of which at least
05 years at the level of Assistant Professor, Reader or equivalent grade.
Desirable:
(i) Teaching, research, industrial or professional experience in a reputed
Organisation.
(ii) Published work, such as research papers, patents filed or obtained, and books or
technical reports.
(iii) Experience of guiding the project work or dissertation of Post Graduate or
Research Students or supervising Research and Development projects in industry.
(iv) Demonstrated leadership in planning and organising academic, research,
industrial or professional activities; and
(v) Capacity to undertake or lead sponsored Research and Development,
consultancy and related activities.
Note 1.- The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion shall not be eligible for consideration of appointment on deputation.
Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for appointment by promotion.
Note 2.- The Period of deputation (including short term contract) including period of
deputation (ISTC) spent in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this
appointment in the same or some other organisation or department of the Central
Government shall ordinarily not to exceed five years. The maximum age limit for

appointment by deputation (ISTC) shall be not exceeding fifty-six years as on the
closing date of receipt of applications.
4. Officers who volunteer and are sponsored by their Ministry/ Department/State
Governments/UTs Administration etc. for the post will not be permitted to withdraw their
names later.
5. The applications of eligible officers (in duplicate) duly countersigned by the
competent authority in the given proforma along with Annual Confidential
Reports/APARs in original or their attested copies duly attested with rubber stamp on
each page by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary for the last five years of
the officer who could be spared immediately in the event of their selection may be sent
to the Directorate General Fire Service, Civil Defence & Home Guards (Fire Cell),
East Block-7, Level-VII, R.K. Puram, New Delhi- 110066 within 60 days from the
date of publication of this advertisement. While forwarding the names, an integrity
certificate and a certificate that no disciplinary action/proceeding vigilance case is
either pending or being contemplated against the officer may also be attached.
6. Application received after the last date or application incomplete in any respect or
those not accompanied by the document/information mentioned in Para 5 above will
not be considered. The cadre Authorities may ascertain that the particulars sent by the
officer are correct as per the service record.
Annexure-I
BIO-DATA-CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA
1. Name of the post Applied for:
2. Name and Address in Block Letters : .....................................................................
3. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : .............................................................................
4. Date of retirement under Central/State Government rules : ..................................
5. Educational Qualifications : ....................................................................................
6. Whether educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied.
(If any qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules,
state the authority for the-same.)
Qualifications/Experience required as mentioned Qualifications/Experience
in the advertisenient/Vacancy Circular
possessed by the Officer
Essential

Essential

(A)

(A)

(B)

(B)

Desirable

Desirable

(A)

(A)

(B)

(B)

7. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the
requisite Essential Qualifications and work experience of the post.
8. Details of Employment, in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet, duly
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/Instt./
Orgn.

Post Held

From

To

Level in the
Pay Matrix

Nature of
Duties

MSME- Technology Centre, Bhiwadi
Plot No. SP3/871(A), 872, RIICO Industrial Area
Pathredi, Bhiwadi-301019
(A Govt. of India Society and Autonomous Body under MSME)
Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises
MSME Technology Centre, Bhiwadi is being set up at Bhiwadi (Rajasthan). The
Technology Centre is a Govt. of India Society registered under Societies Registration
Act and is functioning as autonomous body under MSME.
Applications are invited for the below mentioned posts on Contract Basis.
Sr. Name of the Post & Trade
No.

Pay Matrix

No. of Posts

1. Manager (Design)

Rs. 67700 - 208700, Level-11 1 (UR)

2. Senior Engineer (Training)

Rs. 44,900 -142400, Level-7 1 (UR)

3. Senior Engineer (Maintenance) Rs. 44,900 -142400, Level-7 1 (UR)
4. Senior Engineer (Design)

5. Engineer (Training)

Rs. 44,900 -142400, Level-7 1 (UR)
1 (UR)
Mechanical
1 (UR) & 1 OBC
Rs. 35400- 112400, Level- 6 Electronics/
Electrical

6. Purchase Officer

Rs. 35,400 -112400, Level- 6 1 (UR)

7. Store Officer

Rs. 35,400 -112400, Level- 6 1 (UR)

8. Senior Technician

Rs. 29,200-92,300, Level-5

1 (UR)

9. Senior Technician Maintenance Rs. 29,200 - 92,300, Level-5 1 (UR)
(Elect + Mech.)
For the further details, please visit our website http://www.msmetcbhiwadi.org &
http://www.igtr-aur.org.
Application must reach within 15 days from the date of publication of this
advertisement to The Deputy General Manager, MSME Technology Centre Bhiwadi,
Plot No. SP3 - 871 (A), 872, RIICO Industrial Estate, Pathredi, Bhiwadi -301019
(Rajasthan).
EN 36/9

9. Nature of Present employment i.e. adhoc or temporary or quasi-permanent or
permanent.
10. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state.
(a) The date of initial appointment.
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract.
(c) Name of the parent office/organisation to which you belong.
11. Additional details about present employment. Please state whether working under,
(a) Central Government.
(b) State Government.
(c) Autonomous Organisation.
(d) Government Undertaking.
(e) University.
12. Are you in Revised Scale of pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took
place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.
13. Total emoluments per month now drawn.
14. Additional information, if any which you would like to mention in support of your
suitability for the post. Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient.
15. Whether belongs to SC/ST.
16. Remarks.
Date : .......................................
Signature of the Candidate
Countersigned : .....................
Address : .................................................
(Employer with Seal)
...................................................................
Contact No./Mobile No : ........................

Certificate to be given by Head of Office of the Applicant
1.

Certified that the particulars furnished by Shri/Smt./Ku .....................have been
verified from his/her record and found correct.
2. No vigilance csse is either pending or contemplated against Shri/Smt./Ku
........................ His/her integrity is certified.
3. No major /minor penalty was imposed on Shri/Smt./Ku .................. for the last 10
years as per the records in the ministry/department.
.....................................................................
EN 36/26
Signature of the Head of Office with seal
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EN 36/51

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U

÷Ê.∑Î§.•ŸÈ.¬.-⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ◊Ê¥‚ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ∑¥§Œ˝
ICAR-National Research Centre on Meat

Government of India

πÊŸ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
Ministry of Mines

÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ πÊŸ éÿÍ⁄UÊ
Indian Bureau of Mines
Invites applications for one (01) post of Chief Editor in the Level12 (Rs. 78800-209200) General Central Service, Group 'A',
Gazetted Non-Ministerial, in Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM), on
Promotion/ transfer on deputation (including short-term contract)
basis by composite method from the officers under the Central/
State Government/Public Undertakings/Recognized Research
Institutions/Semi-Government
Statutory
or
Autonomous
Organizations.
The last date of receipt of applications for the post in the
Department is 60 days from the date of publication of this
advertisement in the Employment News. For more details,
please visit to website: http://www.ibm.gov.in.
( Dr. Y.G. Kale)
Regional Controller of Mines &

EN 36/77

Head of Office

ø¥Áªø⁄U‹Ê, «UÊ. «UË. ‚¥. - 19, ’Ê«ÈUå¬Ê‹¬ÊS≈U, „ÒUŒ⁄UÊ’ÊŒ-500092
Chengicherla, P.B. No. -19, Boduppal post, Hyderabad-500092
No.2-180/18/Estt/NRCM-JSR
Dated: 20-11-19

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW
The following position is proposed to be filled under the ICAR-NASF funded Project entitled " Exploiting
encapsulated nanoparticle conjugated phytochemicals to combat antimicrobial resistance in poultry"
through a walk in interview.
Date & Time of the Interview

17-12-2019 at 10.00 AM

Place of the Interview

ICAR- National Research Centre on Meat, Chengicherla,
Hyderabad.

S.No.

Name of the Position

No. of Posts Emoluments

Age Limit

01

Senior Research
Fellow

01

Men : Upto 35 Yrs
Women : Upto
40 Yrs

Rs. 31,000/- + HRA for first
two years and Rs. 35,000/+ HRA for the third year

For more details like Qualifications, other conditions etc., please visit our website: https://
nrcmeat.icar.gov.in/.
Asst. Administrative Officer
EN 36/17
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EN 36/33

EN 36/12

EN 36/47

ARUNACHAL PRADESH
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
ITANAGAR
NO.PSC-R (B)/25/2016

Dated Itanagar, 14th Nov, 2019.
RE-ADVERTISEMENT

Applications in prescribed form are invited from citizens of India for filling up of 1 (one) post of Principal
for the Govt. Law College of Arunachal Pradesh in the Pay Band-4 Rs. 37400-67000 + Academic Grade
Pay (AGP) Rs. 10000/- and Special Allowances of Rs. 2000/- (Pre-revised) per month plus other
allowances as admissible to Arunachal Pradesh Govt. employees from time to time. The lone post is unreserved (open competition). The last date for submission of application is 31st Dec, 2019. For details,
candidate may log on to www.appsconline.in.
EN 36/35

(Taru Talo)
Secretary

EN 36/48
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All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Jodhpur

Government of India

Ministry of Fisheries, Animal
Husbandry & Dairying
Department of Fisheries
Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi
F. No. 9-12/2019-Admn.V

(An autonomous body set-up by Government of India)
Website: https://www.aiimsjodhpur.edu.in
Phone: 0291-2740741; Email: recruitment2@aiimsjodhpur.edu.in
AIIMS-JDH/Admn/RECT/Deputation/02/2019
WWW.JOBRIYA.IN

ADVERTISEMENT

Applications are invited to fill up the post of Chief Executive in the HAG + scale of Rs.
75,500/- (annual increment @ 3%)-80,000/- (pre-revised) Level-16 (Rs. 205400224400/-) (revised), in the National Fisheries Development Board, Hyderabad, an
autonomous body under the Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry & Dairying,
Department of Fisheries is proposed to be filled up on deputation (ISTC) basis from
amongst the officers under the Central Government/State Government/Union
Territories/Agricultural Universities/Indian Council of Agricultural Research/recognised
Research Institutions/Public Sector Undertakings.
(i) holding analogous post on a regular basis; or
(ii) holding post in the Pay Band-4, Rs. 37,400-67,000/- with Grade Pay of Rs.10,000/(pre-revised) Level-14 (Rs. 144200-218200/-) (revised), or equivalent with three years
regular service in the grade; and
(iii) possessing 10 years combined experience in the field of development
administration including fisheries development or research.
Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organization/
Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed 5 years. The
maximum age limit for appointment on deputation shall be not exceeding 56 years as
on the closing date of receipt of applications.
The pay and other term and conditions of the official selected will be governed by the
provisions laid down in the Government of India, DOP&Ts O.M. No.6/8/2009Estt.(Pay.ll) dated 17th June, 2010 as amended from time to time.
The applications from eligible officers may be forwarded, in the given proforma (in
duplicate) through proper channel, addressed to Deputy Secretary (GA), Room No.
154, Department of Fisheries, Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi-110 001 within a period
of 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment
News along with upto date ACRs/APARs for the last five years, duly attested by an
officer of the level of Under Secretary or above, cadre clearance, vigilance clearance
and integrity clearance certificates. It may also be certified whether any major or minor
penalty has been imposed on the officer during the last 10 years of his service.
Applications received after the due date or without CRs or otherwise found incomplete
will not be considered.
A Search-cum-Selection Committee appointed by the Government of India will recommend a panel of names from among the applicants. Besides the applicants, the
Committee may also recommend names of other persons whom it finds suitable for
inclusion in the panel. The Chief Executive will be selected from the panel of names
recommended by the Search-cum-Selection Committee.
BIO DATA PROFORMA
1. Name & Address in Block Letters:
Affix recent
(along with Mobile Number & E-mail address, if any)
passport
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era):
size
3. Date of entry into Govt. Service:
photograph
4. Educational Qualifications :Whether educational and other qualification required for the post are satisfied:
(If any qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules,
state the authority for the same).
Qualification/
experience required

Qualification/experience
possessed by the officer

Essential : (1) (2) (3)
Desirable : (1) (2)
5. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the
requirements for the post:
6. Details of employment, in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet, duly
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/
Instt./
Orgn.

Post held From

1

2

3

To

4

Scale of
Pay

5

Nature of
Nature of
appointment
duties
i.e. whether regular/
ad-hoc/deputation
6

7

Name of post held, substantively, if any, and the scale of pay thereof:
Present pay and date from which it is drawn (scale/pay band & grade pay in which
drawn also to be indicated)
9. Additional details about present employment. Please state whether working
under :
(a) Central Government
(b) State Government
(c) Autonomous Organizations
(d) Government Undertakings
(e) Universities
10. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your
suitability for the post. Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient.
11. Whether the officer satisfies all the conditions prescribed for the post viz.
qualification, experience and service in analogous posts.
12. Remarks if any.
Date ..................................
Signature of the candidate
Countersigned.................
Address............................
(Employer)
CERTIFICATE TO BE RECORDED BY THE EMPLOYER
WHILE FORWARDING THE APPLICATION
Certified
that
the
particulars
filled
by
Shri
...................................
Designation............................. have been verified and found correct. It is also certified
that no vigilance case is pending or contemplated against Shri ...................... and his
integrity is beyond doubt. Character Rolls/APARs of the officer are enclosed.
SIGNATURE OF THE EMPLOYING AUTHORITY
EN 36/23
WITH STAMP AND DATE
7.
8.

AIIMS, Jodhpur invites applications for the following posts on Deputation Basis.
S. Name of the Post
No.

Group

Pay

Total
Post

1.

Financial Advisor

A

Level 13 as per 7th CPC
(Rs. 123100-215900/-)

1

2.

Superintending Engineer

A

Level 13 as per 7th CPC
(Rs. 123100-215900/-)

1

3.

Senior Administrative
Officer

A

Level 11 as per 7th CPC
(Rs. 67700-208700/-)

1

4.

Executive Engineer (Civil)

A

Level 11 as per 7th CPC
(Rs. 67700-208700/-)

1

5.

Executive Engineer
(A/C & R)

A

Level 11 as per 7th CPC
(Rs. 67700-208700/-)

1

6.

Deputy Chief Security
Officer

A

Level 11 as per 7th CPC
(Rs. 67700-208700/-)

1

7.

Sr. Procurement & Stores
Officer

A

Level 11 as per 7th CPC
(Rs. 67700-208700/-)

1

8.

Stores Officer

A

Level 10 as per 7th CPC
(Rs. 56100-177500/-)

2

9.

Security Officer

A

Level 10 as per 7th CPC
(Rs. 56100-177500/-)

1

10.

Administrative Officer

A

Level 10 as per 7th CPC
(Rs. 56100-177500/-)

1

11.

Senior Sanitation Officer

B

Level 7 as per 7th CPC
(Rs. 44900-142400/-)

1

12.

Sanitation Officer

B

Level 6 as per 7th CPC
(Rs. 35400-112400/-)

3

Note:
1. The number of posts is tentative and is liable to be changed based on the
Institute's requirements.
2. Maximum age limit for applying for the aforesaid posts on deputation is 56 years
as on last date of receipt of application.
3. The initial period of deputation shall be 3 years.
4. The Officers, who fulfill the qualifications/eligibility may submit their application
through proper channel to the Deputy Director (Admin), All India Institute of
Medical Sciences, Jodhpur - 342005 (Rajasthan) by speed post/Registered A.D.
The last date of receipt of application in AIIMS, Jodhpur will be 45 days from the
date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News.
The detailed advertisements and online application forms are available on
our website: https://www.aiimsjodhpur.edu.in.
EN 36/22
Deputy Director (Admin.)
Government of India
Ministry of Agriculture

Department of Agriculture & Cooperation
Applications are invited for filling up of the post of Director General in National
Institute of Agricultural Extension Management (MANAGE), Rajendranagar,
Hyderabad, an Autonomous Organization under the Ministry of Agriculture,
Department of Agriculture and Cooperation on deputation basis. Details of the post
and eligibility criteria are given below:1.
Classification
of Post

2.
Pay Level

Non-Central
Level 14 in
Staffing Scheme, Pay Matrix
Group 'A'
(Rs. 1,44,200
to 2,18,200/-)

3.
Eligibility of Applicants
From amongst the officers under the Central
or State Governments or UTs or Universities
or Recognized Research Institutions or Public
Sector Undertakings or Semi-Government or/
Statutory or Autonomous Organizations:
(i) holding a post of Joint Secretary or equivalent
post in the Level 14 of the Pay Matrix (Rs. 144,200/to 2,18,200/-) in parent cadre or department or
organization;
(ii) having excellent academic background with wide
experience profile at senior levels of management
besides hands on experience in managing an
organisation, preferably a training Institution; and
(iii) having a minimum of three years' experience
in the field of agriculture or rural development.

The period of deputation shall ordinarily not exceed five years. The maximum age limit
for appointment by deputation shall be not exceeding 54 years as on the closing date
of the receipt of applications. Full details of the vacancy are available on the
Department's official website http://www.agricoop.nic.in/vacancies.html.
Applications of interested and eligible officers, who could be spared in the event of
their selection, may be sent, through proper channel, so as to reach "Under
Secretary (Extension), Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers'
Welfare, Room No. 17-A, Krishi Bhavan, New Delhi-110001". The last date for
receipt of application (including attested photocopies of APARs of last five years i.e
from 2013-14 to 2017-18 duly attested on each page by an officer not below the rank
of an Under Secretary to the Government of India, Vigilance Clearance Certificate,
Integrity Certificate, Major/Minor Penalty during last ten years) is 60 days from the
date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News/Rojgar
Samachar.
EN 36/21
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Indo-German Tool Room, Aurangabad
(A Govt. of India Society under Ministry of MSME)
An ISO 9001: 2015, ISO 29990:2010, ISO 14001:2004, BS OHSAS 18001:2007, ISO/IEC 17025:2005

Certified Tool Room & Training Centre

ADMISSION NOTICE FOR NSQF COMPLIANT LONG TERM COURSES - JAN 2020
Applications are invited in the prescribed form for admission in the following full time courses commencing from January 2020 at Aurangabad / Nagpur / Pune centre.
COURSE

NSQF
LEVEL

DURATION

REG.
FEES

SECURITY
DEPOSIT

COURSE FEES

POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN TOOL DESIGN & Level 8
CAD/CAM

1 1/2 Years

Rs. 1800/-

Rs. 5000/-

Rs. 105,000/(Rs. 35, 000/- per Sem.)

POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
MECHANICAL PRODUCT DESIGN
(At Aurangabad Only)

Level 8

1 1/2 Years

Rs. 1800/-

Rs. 5000/-

Rs.105,000/(Rs. 35,000/- per Sern.)

(Mech./Prod.)

POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
MECHATRONICS (At Aurangabad Only)

Level 8

1 1/2 Years

Rs. 1800/-

Rs. 5000/-

Rs.105,000/(Rs. 35,000/- per Sem. )

Degree in Engg.
(Elec./ECE/lnst./Mech./Prod.)

POST DIPLOMA IN TOOL DESIGN & CAD/CAM

Level 6

1 Year

Rs. 1200/-

Rs. 5000/-

Rs. 70,000/(Rs. 35,000/- per Sem.)

POST DIPLOMA IN TOOL & DIE
MANUFACTURING (At Aurangabad Only)

Level 6

1 Year

Rs. 1200/-

Rs. 5000/-

Rs. 70,000/(Rs. 35,000/- per Sem. )

POST DIPLOMA IN PRODUCT DESIGN
(At Aurangabad Only)

Level 6

1 Year

Rs. 1200/-

Rs. 5000/-

Rs. 70,000/(Rs. 35,000/- per Sem.)

POST DIPLOMA IN CNC MACHINE
MAINTENANCE (At Aurangabad Only)

Level 6

1 Year

Rs. 1200/-

Rs. 5000/-

Rs. 70,000/(Rs. 35,000/- per Sem.)

POST DIPLOMA IN MECHATRONICS
(At Auranqabad Only)

Level 6

1 Year

Rs. 1200/-

Rs. 5000/-

Rs.70,000/(Rs. 35,000/- per Sem.)

POST DIPLOMA IN INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
& ROBOTICS (At Aurangabad Only)

Level 6

1 Year

Rs. 1200/-

Rs. 5000/-

Rs.70,000/(Rs. 35,000/- per Sem.)

ADVANCE CERTIFICATE COURSE IN
TOOL DESIGN & CAD/CAM

Level 5

1 Year

Rs. 1200/-

Rs. 5000/-

Rs. 70,000/(R. 35,000/- per Sem.)

ADVANCE CERTIFICATE COURSE IN TOOL
& DIE MFG. (At Aurangabad Only)

Level 5

1 Year

Rs. 1200/-

Rs. 5000/-

Rs. 70,000/(Rs. 35,000/- per Sem )

ELIGIBILITY

Degree in Engg.

Diploma in Engg.
(Mech./ Prod.)

Diploma in Engg.
(Elec./ECE/lnst./Mech./Prod.)

I.T.I. (Draughtsman Mech/
Machinist/Turner/Bench Fitter/
Tool & Die Maker)

Registrations for the above courses are under progress.
Commencement of the Courses on: 06th January 2020.
22.5% seats are reserved for SC/ST candidates for whom no tuition fee will be charged.

Contact for further details:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Log on www.igtr-aur.org, www.igtr-aur.gov. in for course details.
INDO GERMAN TOOL ROOM, AURANGABAD, P-31, M.I.D.C. Industrial Area, Chikalthana, AURANGABAD 431 006 M.S. India, Tel. No.: (0240) 2486832, 2482593,
2470541 Fax: (0240) 2484028 E-mail: training@igtr-aur.org, Website: www.igtr.aur.org, www.igtr-aur.gov.in
INDO GERMAN TOOL ROOM, AURANGABAD, EXTENSION CENTRE PUNE at IGTR-MSME Dl CAD/CAM Training Centre, Shankarshet Road, Near PMT Workshop,
Swargate, Pune 411037 M.S. Tel. No.: (020) 24440861, Fax: (020) 24440862, E-Mail: igtr_pune@yahoo.co.in.
INDO GERMAN TOOL ROOM, AURANGABAD, EXTENSION CENTRE PUNE at MAHASAINIK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE (MSIE), Plot No. T-153/1, Pimpri Industrial Area,
Bhosari, PUNE- 411026 Maharashtra, India, Contact no. (020) 27121100, 27121122, e-mail : igtrecmsie@igtr-aur.org.
INDO GERMAN TOOL ROOM, AURANGABAD, EXTENSION CENTRE NAGPUR, Plot no P- 142, MIDC Industrial Area, Hingana, Nagpur 440006 M.S. Tel. No. +91 7104-297136,9075095552 E-Mail: training_ngp@igtr-aur.org.
EN 36/7

DISCLAIMER

Government of India

Ministry of Development of North Eastren Region
North Eastren Council Secretariat
Nongrim Hills::Shillong - 793003
Advertisement No. ADMN-13012/4/2017-ADMN

Dated: Shillong, the
20th November, 2019

The North Eastern Council Secretariat is looking for the services of suitable officers for
filling up 01 (one) post of Draftsman Grade I on deputation basis in the pay scale of
Rs. 4500-125-7000/- (5th CPC)/ PB-1 Rs. 5200-20200/- plus Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/(6th CPC) corresponding to pay scale of Rs. 29200 -92300/- (Level 5) of the Pay Matrix
as per 7th CPC. The details of the post are as under:
1. Method of
: (2nd Method)
Recruitment and
By deputation.
Eligibility Criteria Officers under the Central or State or Union Territories
Government holding analogous post or post in the lower
grade, in the same grade in the scale of Rs. 4000-6000
(5th CPC)/PB-1 Rs. 5,200-20,200/- + GP Rs. 2400/- (6th
CPC) corresponding to pay scale of Rs. 25500 - 81100/(Level 4) of the 7th CPC Pay Matrix with five years’ regular
service in the grade.
2. Period of
deputation

3. Job requirement/
Duties and
Responsibilities
of the post

: Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organisation/department of
the Central Government shall not ordinarily exceed 3 years.
(a) Create technical drawings based on given specifications and calculations.
(b) Make necessary calculations for drawing development.
(c) Transform AUTOCAD drawings into 3D drawings.
(d) Estimating construction costs.
(e) Check plans.
(f) Maintenance of T&C library and records.
(g) Perform other duties and responsibilities as may be
assigned from time to time by the Sectoral Head.

The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the Employment
News are their own. They do not necessarily reflect the views of the government or
the organisations they work for. The contents of the advertisements published in the
Employment News belong to the organisation or their representatives. The
Employment News is in no way responsible for any liability arising out of the
contents/text of these advertisements.
The pay and other terms and conditions of deputation will be regulated in accordance
with DOPT O.M. No. 6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay-II) dated 17.06.2010 as amended from time
to time. Cadre authorities/Head of Departments are requested to forward applications
of eligible and willing candidates whose services can be spared on deputation basis
immediately on selection so as to reach the undersigned within 60 days from the date
of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News. For Curriculum Vitae
(Annexure-I) and other details, the candidates are advised to visit and download from
the NEC website http://necouncil.gov.in.
Note: The candidates applying for the post would not be allowed to withdraw their
candidature subsequently.

List of enclosures to be accompanied with the Application/Certificates
to be given by the Office/Department while forwarding the Application
1. Application in prescribed format-Annexure I duly completed, signed by the
applicant and countersigned by the Cadre/Appointing authority.
2. Attested copies of ACRs/APARs for the last five (5) years duly attested on each
page with seal by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Govt. of
India or equivalent.
3. Integrity Certificate.
4. Vigilance Clearance.
5. Cadre Clearance Certificate
6. Major or minor penalty certificate for the last 10 years of his/her service.
7. A certificate to the effect that the particulars furnished by the applicant have been
verified and found correct as per service records.
(L. Beimopha)
Deputy Secretary (Admn.)
EN 36/44
Ph. No.: 0364-2522647
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Ghani Khan Choudhury Institute of
Engineering and Technology
(A Centrally Funded Technical Institute under MHRD, Government of India)
Narayanpur, Malda - 732 141, West Bengal

Advertisement No.: 02/2019
Applications are invited for following positions in the prescribed format.
S.
No.

Name of the Post/department

Posts & Pay Scale

01

Professor in Agri. Engg./Food
Processing Tech.

01 (Rs. 144200-211800 as per 7th
CPC) Level-14

02

Professor in Electrical Engg.

01 (Rs. 144200-211800 as per 7th CPC)
Level-14

03

Professor in Mechanical Engg.

01 (Rs. 144200-211800 as per 7th CPC)
Level-14

04

Associate Professor in
Mechanical Engg.

01 (Rs. 131400-204700 as per 7th CPC)
Level-13A1

05

Associate Professor in Comp. Sc.
& Engg.

01 (Rs. 131400-204700 as per 7th
CPC)Level-13A1

06

Deputy Registrar

01 (Rs. 78800-209200 as per 7th CPC)
Level-12

07

Assistant Registrar

02* (Rs. 56100-177500 as per 7th CPC)
Level-10

WWW.JOBRIYA.IN

*One post against a permanent vacancy and one post on contractual/deputation
basis for 3 years
Qualifications & eligibility criteria, application format(s) and general information can be
downloaded from institute website (www.gkciet.ac.in). Filled in applications along with
all supporting documents and an application fee of Rs. 1000/- (for general and OBC
candidates only) through a demand draft drawn in favour of Director, GKCIET, Malda
payable at Malda may be sent through Post (Registered/Speed)/Courier only to The
Director, GKCIET, Narayanpur, Malda - 732141, West Bengal so as to reach by
05.00 pm on 13.12.2019 (Friday). SC/ST/PWD candidates are exempted from paying
the application fee. Candidates who have applied for the post of Professor against the
advt. no. 01/2019 dated 03.01.2019 need not apply again, but may submit their latest
information and/or inform their willingness to be considered.
The institute reserves the right to fill up or not to fill up any post(s) without assigning
any reason. Applications which are not in prescribed form or received after the last date
or received without supporting documents will be summarily rejected. Interim enquiry
of any kind will not be entertained.
Date: 18.11.2019
Director, GKCIET
Applications are invited for following positions in the prescribed format.
1. Professor (Group A) in the level - 14 (Rs. 144200 - Rs. 211800) as per 7th Pay
Commission with minimum pay of Rs. 144200/- per month.
2. Associate Professor (Group A) in the level - 13A1 (Rs. 131400 - Rs. 204700) as per
7th Pay Commission with minimum pay of Rs. 131400/- per month.
3. Deputy Registrar (Group A) in the level - 12 (Rs. 78800 - Rs. 209200) as per 7th Pay
Commission with minimum pay of Rs. 78800/- pm.
4. Assistant Registrar (Group A) in the level - 10 (Rs. 56100 - Rs. 177500) as per 7th
Pay Commission with minimum pay of Rs. 56100/- pm.

from a recognised University/Institute.
Experience:
i) At least 9 years experience as Assistant Professor in the AGP
of Rs. 6000/- (Level 10 of the 7th CPC) and above along with 3
years experience in educational administration (Or)
ii) Comparable experience in research establishment/industry
and/or other institutions of higher education (Or)
iii) 5 years of administrative experience as Assistant Registrar
(GP of Rs. 5400/-, level 10 of 7th CPC) or equivalent
Desirable:
i) Qualification in area of Management/Engineering/Law
ii) Experience in computer applications/e-office system
iii) Experience in establishment/academic/financial administration
in academic or research organizations
Age Limit: Not exceeding 50 years as on last date.

Assistant Registrar Essential Qualification:
Masters degree in any discipline with at least 55% marks or its
equivalent grade in the points scale from a recognised University/
Institute. Or Employee of the institute serving as Superintendent
with 8 years of experience in GP of Rs. 4200/-.
Desirable:
i. Qualification in area of Management/Engineering/Law
ii. Experience in computer applications/e-office system
iii. Experience in establishment/academic/financial administration
in academic or research organizations
Age Limit: Not exceeding 35 years as on last date.
Interested candidates need to apply by sending duly filled in application form along with
scanned copies of all certificates/self-attested documents with Photograph and
application fee through Post (Registered/Speed)/Courier only, to the Director,
GKCIET, Narayanpur, Malda - 732141, West Bengal. Candidates who have applied for
the post of Professor against the advt. no. 01/2019 dated 03.01.2019 need not apply
again; but they may submit their latest information and/or inform their willingness to be
considered. Envelope containing the application must be super-scribed with name of
the post and Department. Last date of receiving applications is 13.12.2019 (Friday)
(05.00pm).
II. SERVICE CONDITIONS
¾ The Institute is governed by the rules and regulations approved by MHRD, Govt. of
India on recommendations of the GKCIET Society. The institute is fully financed by
Government of India, Ministry of Human Resource Development, New Delhi.
¾ Appointment to the post(s) will be made on the approved norms. Pay and other
allowance will be admissible as sanctioned by the MHRD, Government of India from
time to time. New Pension Scheme introduced in January, 2004 will be applicable.
Leave Travel Concession, Children education allowance and Medical facilities are also
admissible as per the rules of the Institute in force/ amended from time to time.
III. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Please read carefully these instructions before applying. Failure to comply with any of
the directions given herein may result in the rejection of the application by the Institute.

S.
No.

Name of the Post/department

No. of
Posts

01

Professor in Agricultural Engg./Food Processing Technology

01

02

Professor in Electrical Engineering

01

03

Professor in Mechanical Engineering

01

01. Last Date for receiving application:
13.12.2019 (Friday), 05.00 pm by Post (Registered/Speed)/Courier only.
Applications received after the due date will be summarily rejected

04

Associate Professor in Mechanical Engineering

01

02. Application is to be submitted in Prescribed format only

05

Associate Professor in Computer Science and Engineering

01

06

Deputy Registrar

01

03. Photograph
A latest passport size photograph is to be pasted in the space provided in the
application form.

07

Assistant Registrar

02*

04. Separate applications are required for each post applied for.

*One post against a permanent vacancy and one post on contractual/deputation basis
for 3 years
I. Qualifications and Experience
Post

Qualifications and Experience

Professor
a) Ph. D degree in relevant field and first class or equivalent at
(As per AICTE
either Bachelor's or Master's level in the relevant branch
Gazette Notification
And
dated 01.03.2019) b) Minimum of 10 years of experience in teaching/research/
industry out of which at least 3 years at a post equivalent to that
of an Associate Professor
And
c) At least 6 research publications at the level of Associate
Professor in SCI journals/UGC/AICTE approved list of journals
and at least 2 successful Ph. D guided as Supervisor/Co-supervisor till the date of eligibility of promotion
Or
At least 10 research publications at the level of Associate
Professor in SCI journals/UGC/AICTE approved list of journals
till the date of eligibility of promotion
Associate
Professor
(As per AICTE
Gazette Notification
dated 01.03.2019)

a) Ph. D degree in relevant field and first class or equivalent at
either Bachelor's or Master's level in the relevant branch
And
b) Minimum of 8 years of experience in teaching/research/industry
out of which at least 2 years shall be post - Ph. D experience
And
c) At least 6 research publications in SCI journals/UGC/AICTE
approved list of journals

Deputy Registrar

Essential:
Qualification:
Masters degree in any discipline with at least 55% marks or its
equivalent grade in the CGPA/Grade 'B' in the UGC 7 points scale

05. Application Fee
For General/ OBC category candidates: Rs. 1000/- through Bank Draft in favour
of the Director, GKCIET, Malda payable at Malda; and SC/ST/PWD candidates
are exempted from paying the application fee. Candidates who have applied for
the post of Professor against the advt. no. 01/2019 dated 03.01.2019 need not
apply again, but may submit their latest information and/or inform their willingness to be considered.
06. Persons already in service, permanent or temporary, must apply through proper
channel.
07. Evidence of Date of Birth
Please attach a self-attested copy of your Matric/ Senior Secondary Certificate
Mark sheet as evidence of your date of birth. If the certificate does not contain the
date of birth, you should furnish a self-attested copy of certificate from the High
School/ Senior Secondary School last attended by you showing your date of birth
as recorded on entry or baptismal or birth registration certificate in additional to a
copy of the High/ Senior Secondary School or equivalent certificate.
08. Self-attested copies of certificates
z Educational qualifications: Matric onwards
z Experience: Teaching, Research, Industry, any other from employer from latest
to the earliest.
z Proof for SC/ST/OBC/PWD (Differently abled persons) i.e. Certificate issued by
competent authority (as per Govt. of India guidelines).
Note: Original certificate should not be submitted.
09. Rejection of application form
z Application form not in prescribed format.
z Application form without application fee.
z Application form received after last date. Postal delay, if any, will not be
entertained.
z Application form without copies of relevant documents (proof of age,
qualification, experience, SC/ST/OBC/PWD etc.)

Continued on page 33
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D.III Conferences/programs Organized:

Application containing incorrect information or suppression of information. Even
if found at a later stage also the candidate is liable to be disqualified/dismissed.
z Application not routed through proper channel. In case of delay in routing the
application through proper channel, advance copy may be submitted so as to
reach before the due date.
z

10. Appearing in an interview does not guarantee employment offer.
11. The institute reserves the right
z To cancel the advertisement without any prior notice and without assigning any
reason.
z To either fill up all the posts or some of the posts or none of them without
assigning any reason.
z To issue or not to issue offer of appointment to the selected candidate(s).
z To cancel the process of recruitment at any stage without assigning or clarifying
any reason.
The decision of the institute will be final.
12. No correspondence will be entertained from the applicant at any stage of the
recruitment process.
13. Canvassing in any form will disqualify the applicant.
14. No conditional clause by the candidate is accepted during any stage of the
selection process.
15. The institute reserves the right not to provide any information to anybody on this
whole process including appointment.
16. Candidate(s) applied for Professor/Associate Professor post(s) may be offered a
lower post also, if found otherwise suitable.
17. Reservations shall be implemented as per the Government of India norms as
applicable to CFTIs.
18. Cut off date for determining age limit and experience will be the last date for
receipt of the applications.

S. No. Date (s)

Conference/Program Organized
& Role

Organization/Venue

D.IV Research Projects:
S.
No.

Client/Organization
Name

Nature of
Project

Duration of
Project

Amount of
Grant (Rs.)

9. Consultation:
10. Honours/Awards & Fellowships for Outstanding Work:
11. Have you ever been charge sheeted, arrested or convicted etc., (Yes/No):
(If yes, please furnish the details)
12. Details of Referees (03):
S. No.

Name & Address of the Referee

E-mail

Mobile

13. Any other information not covered above:
14. Declaration:
I hereby declare that all the statements/particulars in this application are true, complete
and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I also declare and fully understand
that in the event of any information furnished being found false or incorrect at any
stage, my application/candidature is liable to be summarily rejected at any stage and if
I am already appointed, my services are liable to be terminated without any notice as
per applicable rules.
Place :
Date :
(Signature of the Applicant)

Ghani Khan Choudhury Institute of
Engineering and Technology

Ghani Khan Choudhury Institute of
Engineering and Technology

(A Centrally Funded Technical Institute under MHRD,
Government of India)
Narayanpur, Malda - 732 141, West Bengal
Advertisement No.: 02/2019

(A Centrally Funded Technical Institute under MHRD,
Government of India)
Narayanpur, Malda - 732 141, West Bengal
Advertisement No.: 02/2019

For Officer Positions

For Faculty Positions
(i) Application for the Post of___________________
(ii) Department of ___________________________
(iii) Details of Application Fee Paid:
Demand draft no:
Date:
Amount:
1. General Information of Applicant

Photo

(i) Application for the Post of___________________
(iii) Details of Application Fee Paid:
Demand draft no:
Date:
Amount:
1. General Information of Applicant

Photo

Name (in capital letters)

Name (in capital letters)

Father's Name

Father's Name

Date of Birth

Date of Birth

Male/Female

Male/Female

Correspondence Address

Correspondence Address

Category (General/SC/ST/OBC/PWD)

Category (General/SC/ST/OBC/PWD)

Email/Phone no.

Email/Phone no.

2. Present Position

2. Present Position

a.

Designation

a.

Designation

b.

Organization

b.

Organization

c.

Pay Scale

c.

Pay Scale

d.

Date of Appointment to the present post

d.

Date of Appointment to the present post

e

Total Experience (in years & months)

e

Total Experience (in years & months)

3.

Educational Qualifications (In chronological order from latest to Class X level)

3.

Educational Qualifications (In chronological order from latest to Class X level)

S. Qualification
No.

S. Qualification
No.
4.
5.

University

Year

Subject(s)/
Topic (s)

% Achieved

Distinction
etc.

Does the award of Ph. D degree fulfil UGC norms of 2009 (Yes/No):
(a) Academic/Teaching Experience (In chronological order from latest to oldest):

S.

Post

Organization

No.

4.

Year

Subject(s)/
Topic (s)

% Achieved

Distinction
etc.

(a) Experience (In chronological order from latest to oldest):

Duration

Experience

S.

From

(Yrs & M)

No.

To

University

Post

Organization

Duration

Experience

From

(Yrs & M)

To

(b) Participation and contribution in relevant areas in higher education:
Activity

Organization

Area of Specialization

(b) Participation and contribution in administration related to higher education:
Activity

6.
7.

Administrative experience & field out reach activities:
International Academic Exposure, if any:

S.

Post/

Organization/

Area of

No.

Assignment

Institute

Assignment

5.
6.

Duration
From

To

Yrs & M
7.

8.
A.

Area of Specialization

Honors/Awards & Fellowships for Outstanding Work
Have you ever been charge sheeted, arrested or convicted etc., (Yes/No):
(If yes, please furnish the details)
Details of Referees:

S. No. Name & Address of the Referee

Research/Scholarly Achievements:
Contribution to Journals and Books:
Activity (Editor, reviewer etc.)

Organization

E-mail

Mobile number

01
Details

02
03

B.
C.
D.
D.I

Research Guidance:
Publications:
Participation and scholarly presentations in conferences:
National:

S. No. Date (s)

Title of Conference or Institution

Title/Subject of presentation

Title of Conference or Institution

Title/Subject of presentation

D.II International:
S. No. Date (s)

8. Any other information, not covered above:
9. Declaration:
I hereby declare that all the statements/particulars in this application are true, complete
and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I also declare and fully understand
that in the event of any information furnished being found false or incorrect at any
stage, my application/candidature is liable to be summarily rejected at any stage and if
I am already appointed, my services are liable to be terminated without any notice as
per applicable rules.
Place :
Date :
(Signature of the Applicant)
EN 36/15
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Department of Posts

«UÊ∑§ Áﬂ÷Êª

Tamilnadu Circle
ÃÁ◊‹ŸÊ«ÈU ¬Á⁄U◊¥«U‹
Chennai-600002
Notification No. REP/2-2/SQ/2019
Dated : 22.11.2019
Recruitment of meritorious Sportspersons to the cadres of
Postal Assistant/ Sorting Assistant, Postman & Multi Tasking
Staff.
Tamilnadu Postal Circle is inviting applications from eligible
meritorious Sportspersons for filling up of vacancies in Postal
Assistant/Sorting Assistant, Postman and Multi Tasking Staff (MTS)
cadres in Postal/ Railway Mail Service (RMS) Divisions/ Units and
other Offices in the following pay bands:
(i) Postal Assistant/Sorting Assistant:- Rs. 25500- 81100 (Level
4 in Pay Matrix)
(ii) Postman :- Rs. 21700-69100 (Level 3 in Pay Matrix)
(iii) Multi Tasking Staff :- Rs. 18000-56900 (Level-1 in Pay Matrix)
2. The candidates shall have to pay Application Fee of Rs. 100/(One Hundred only) in any of the computerized post offices in India
specifying Direct Recruitment of Postal Assistant/Sorting
Assistant/Postman/Multi Tasking Staff (MTS) under sports quota
2019, Tamilnadu Circle and submit the original receipt along with
the application. The National e-biller ID created by this office for
payment of application fee at Post Office is '16426'
Note: Fee once paid shall not be refunded under any
circumstances.
3. Cadre wise number of vacancies/ Age Criteria is furnished below
Cadre

Number of
Vacancies**

Postal Assistant/
Sorting Assistant

89

Postman

65

Multi Tasking Staff

77

Age Criteria*
18 to 27 years as on
31.12.2019
18 to 25 years as on
31.12.2019

*(Age relaxation for SC/ST- Ten years and for others five years)
**Tentative Vacancies. Subject to change.
4. Meritorious Sports Candidates will be selected for appointment
based on the instructions contained in the Department of Personnel
& Training OM No. 14015/1/76-ESTT.(D) dated 04.08.1980 as
amended from time to time .
5. The application form can be downloaded from www.tamilnadu
post.nic.in and www.indiapost.gov.in.
6. Detailed notification with list of sports which qualify for
appointment, preference of selection, list of authorities competent
to award certificates on eligibility for recruitment of Sports persons,
Division-wise/Unit-wise vacancy position, eligibility conditions,
Educational Qualification, method of applying, application format,
Attested certificate copies to be attached etc.. is available in
www.tamilnadupost.nic.in and www.indiapost.gov.in.
7. The last date for payment of application fee at any
computerized Post Office is 28.12.2019 and the last date for
receipt of application is 31.12.2019. Application should be sent
either by Registered Post or Speed Post only, with superscription
as "Application for Sports Quota Recruitment 2019, Tamilnadu
Circle" addressed to the Assistant Director/Recruitment), O/o the
Chief Postmaster General, Tamilnadu Circle, Chennai-600002.
Chief Postmaster General

◊ÈÅÿ ¬ÊS≈U◊ÊS≈U⁄U ¡Ÿ⁄U‹
EN 36/45

Tamilnadu Circle/ÃÁ◊‹ŸÊ«ÈU ¬Á⁄U◊¥«U‹
Chennai 600002/øãŸÒ-600 002

EN 36/56
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Mahatma Gandhi Antarrashtriya Hindi
Vishwavidyalaya

Sainik School Tilaiya
(A fully residential English Medium CBSE school
functioning under the aegis of Sainik Schools Society , MoD)
PO: TILAIYA DAM DIST: KODERMA JHARKHAND- 825 413
1. Applications are invited for the post of Mess Manager (Regular)
ONE post.
Essential Qualifications: (i) Matriculation or equivalent. (ii) At
least five years experience of running a catering organization
independently in the civil, in the Defence Services or in any other
similar organization. (iii) Ability to maintain mess accounts.
Desirable: (i) Diploma / Degree in catering from a recognized
institution. (ii) JCO or equivalent from catering trade or with more
than 5 years catering experience.
2. Age - Should not be below 18 years or above 50 years as on 01
Dec 19.
3. Pay - Rs. 29200/- Level-5 as per VII CPC alongwith DA and other
admissible allowances as per Sainik Schools Society Rules &
Regulations.
4. Allowances and perquisites : In addition to DA, incumbents are
entitled to rent free accommodation,( if available) / HRA, LTC,
Leave encashment, Medical Allowance, Ad hoc-Bonus, New
Pension Scheme, gratuity, subsidised education for two children
and free messing for self alongwith cadets except during vacation.
Sainik Schools Society Rules and Regulations in vogue and as
amended from time to time will be applicable. All India
Transferability Clause is applicable to all posts.
5. Application Procedure : Blank application format can be
downloaded from school website www.sainikschooltilaiya.org
and sent alongwith following :
(a) A/C payee DD of Rs. 400/-(For Gen) & Rs.250/-(for SC/ST)
(Non refundable) drawn in favour of Principal, Sainik School
Tilaiya payable at State Bank of India, Sainik School Tilaiya
Branch (Code 3502). (b) Self attested copies of all testimonials.
(c) Self addressed envelope of size 9"x4" with Rs. 25/- stamp.
6. Last Date : The envelope containing application should be super
scribed "Application for the post of Mess Manager" and sent
within 21 days from the publication of advertisement to
Principal, Sainik School Tilaiya.
7. General : No TA/DA will be paid. Candidates will be subjected to
Written test, Skill Test & Interview. Selected candidate will be
governed by all India transferability clause and Sainik Schools
Society rules & regulations as amended for time to time.
8. The School administration reserves the right to cancel any
vacancy due to nonavailability of suitable candidates or
administrative/policy reasons.
File No. SST/EST/11(a)
Principal
EN 36/43

A Central University Established by Parliament by Act No 3 of 1997)
Post Hindi Vishwavidyalaya, Gandhi Hills, Wardha-442001(Maharashtra)
Telephone: (07152)230902,255707; Website:www.hindivishwa.org

EMPLOYMENT NOTICE FOR NON-TEACHING POSTS
No. MGAHV/09/2019, Date: 07.11.2019
Online applications are invited for filling up the following posts:
Post
Code

Post Name

Pay Scale

Registrar

7th CPC, Level 14, Rs. 144200/-

01

UR

02

Finance Officer

7th CPC, Level 14, Rs. 144200/-

01

UR

03

Controller of Examination

7th CPC, Level 14, Rs. 144200/-

01

UR

04

Regional Director

7thCPC, Level-12, Rs. 78,800/-

01

UR

05

Deputy Finance Officer

7th CPC,Level - 12, Rs. 78,800/-

01

UR

06

Deputy Controller of Examination 7th CPC, Level- 12, Rs. 78,800/-

01

UR

07

Internal Audit Officer #

01

UR

7th CPC, Level -12, Rs.78,800/-

*Leave Vacancy
# On Deputation/Contract
The last date for submission of online application is 21 (Twenty one) days from the date of publication
of the advertisement in the Employment News/Rozgar Samachar. Corrigendum, if any, in this regard
shall be published on the University website only.
Those who have applied earlier in response to Advt. no. MGAHV/05/2019 dated 03.06.2019 need
not apply again. However if any of the applicants wishes to update anything, they may do so in writing
separately.
Submission of ONLINE Application is essential. Its printed copies along with annexures by fresh
candidates and advance copy by in-service candidates should reach the University by post
(Registered/Speed post only) after 7 days of submission of last date of online application. Please
visit official website of the University: www.hindivishwa.org. for details regarding eligibility, experience
and desirable qualifications etc.
EN 36/60
Registrar
Government of India

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U

Telecom Disputes
Settlement &
Appellate Tribunal

Government of India

National Disaster Management Authority

Applications are invited from

Ministry of Home Affairs
Government of India

eligible candidates for filling up

Project Management Unit (PMU), NCRMP invites applications from
eligible and suitable persons for the following one posts each to be
filled on deputation basis or on contract basis by retired employees
of Central Government/ Central PSU/ Central Autonomous Bodies:-

the posts of Principal Private
Secretary

(Level-11),

Librarian (Level-8), Private
Secretary

(Level-8),

Accountant

(Level-8)

and

Personal Assistant/ Steno

πÊŸ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
Ministry of Mines

÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ πÊŸ éÿÍ⁄UÊ
Indian Bureau of Mines
Invites applications for one post of Principal Private Secretary,
Indian Bureau of Mines, in the Pay Level - 10 (Rs. 56100177500) on deputation basis from the officers of Central
Government or State Government or Union Territory
Administration.
The last date of receipt of application for the post in the
Department is 60 days from the date of publication of this
advertisement in the Employment News. For more details,
please visit website: https://www.ibm.gov.in.
(Dr. Y.G. Kale)

Grade 'C' (Level-6) in Telecom
Disputes

Settlement

Regional Controller of Mines &

&

Head of Office

Appellate Tribunal, New Delhi

EN 36/76

on Deputation/ Contract basis.

(a) Consultant (Technical Specialist) : National Multi Hazard Risk Assessment and Risk Profiles to be filled
on contractual basis.

For

(b) With reference to NDMA advertisement in Employment News
dated 07th -13th September, 2019 for the post of Assistant
and Office Assistant [Group - 'B' (non-Gazetted)] (on
deputation basis or contractual basis) in PMU (NCRMP),
NDMA, the last date for receipt of application is hereby
extended up to 30 December, 2019 for the above
mentioned post.

may

eligibility

conditions,

application format and other

The last date of receipt of applications is 45 days from the date of
publication of this advertisement in the Employment News.

details, interested candidates
kindly

website

visit

(Sujit Gangopadhyay)

TDSAT's

www.tdsat.gov.in.

EN 36/80

(c) With reference to NDMA advertisement in Employment News
dated 12- 18 October, 2019 for the post of Accounts/Admin.
Assistant (Section Officer level) [Group - 'B' (Gazetted)]
(on deputation basis or contract basis) in PMU (NCRMP),
NDMA, the last date for receipt of application is hereby
extended up to 30th December, 2019 for the above
mentioned post.
2. Details of the post, eligibility conditions etc. including application
form are available at the NCRMP website www.ncrmp.gov.in and
NDMA's website www.ndma.gov.in.
3. Application to the post (a) may be addressed to The Project
Accountant/ Administrative Officer, National Cyclone Risk
Mitigation Project (NCRMP), National Disaster Management
Authority (NDMA), Government of India, NDMA Bhawan, A-1,
Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi- 110029 by 06th January, 2020.
EN 36/78

Category

01

1-1/2014-PMU (Vol. IV)/ 1575

Wing 14, First Floor, NDMA Bhawan, A-1, Safdarjung Enclave
New Delhi-110 029
Phone : 011-26701744, Fax: 011-26714321

No. of
Posts

Non-Teaching Posts (Group-A)

4th Floor, Room No. 478,
Hotel Samrat, Chanakyapuri
New Delhi-110021

National Cyclone Risk Mitigation
Project (NCRMP)

35

EN 36/79

Administrative Officer

36
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National Institute of Educational
Planning and Administration
(Deemed to be University)
17-B, Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi - 110016

Recruitment for Faculty and Administrative positions
Online applications are invited
from eligible candidates in
prescribed
Proforma
for
appointment to the posts of
Professor (Academic Pay Level
14),
Associate
Professor
(Academic Pay Level-13A),
Registrar (Level-14), Finance
Officer (Level 11) and Hindi
Editor (Level 10) in NIEPA.
1.
Professor (Pay Matrix Academic Level-14)
No. of posts : 04 (UR-01, OBC01, SC-01, EWS-01)
I). Essential Qualifications :
Eligibility (A or B) :

A. (i) An eminent scholar in
Social Sciences preferably with
specialization in education
related areas having a Ph.D.
degree
in
the
concerned/allied/relevant
discipline, and published work of
high quality, actively engaged in
research with evidence of
published work with, a minimum
of 10 research publications in
the peer-reviewed or UGC-listed
journals and a total research
score of 120 as per the criteria
given in the UGC Guidelines,
2018.

N-11013/01/2019/RL

National Rural Livelihoods
Promotion Society

EN 36/83

Ministry of Rural Development
Government of India
7th Floor, NDCC-ll Building
Jai Singh Road, New Delhi-110001
Dated 27th Nov 2019
Notice for extension of Last date for receipt of applications
The closing date for receipt of applications for the posts of Director
(Administration & Finance), Dy Director (Administration) and
Accounts Officer in NRLPS to be filled on deputation basis,
published in Employment News/Rozgar Samachar Edition dated
10th Aug 2019 has further been extended up to 15th December,
2019. All other terms and conditions would remain the same. The
particulars of the posts, eligibility conditions etc. are given in the
website www.aajeevika.gov.in.
(Anita Baghel)
Director (Admin & Fin), NRLPS
EN 36/82

Out of the four posts, one post is
for Director, Centre for Policy
Research in Higher Education
(CPRHE):
(ii) A minimum of ten years of
teaching
experience
in
university/college as Assistant
Professor/Associate
Professor/Professor,
and/or
research
experience
at
equivalent
level
at
the
University/National
Level
Institutions with evidence of
having successfully guided
doctoral candidate. Or
B. An outstanding professional,
having a Ph.D. degree in the
relevant/allied/applied
disciplines, from any academic
institutions (not included in A
above)/industry, who has made
significant contribution to the
knowledge
in
the
concerned/allied/relevant
discipline,
supported
by
documentary evidence provided
he/she
has
ten
years'
experience.
II). Desirable (only for the post
of Director, CPRHE) :
a.) 4-5 years' experience as
Professor or equivalent post.
b.) Academic Administration
experience.
2. Associate Professor (Pay
Matrix - Academic Level-13A)
No. of posts : 03 (UR-02, SC01)
Essential Qualifications :
(i) A good academic record, with
a Ph.D. Degree in the
concerned/allied/relevant
disciplines.
(ii) A Master's Degree with at
least

55%

marks

(or

an

equivalent grade in a pointscale, wherever the grading
system is followed).
(iii) A minimum of eight years of
experience of teaching and/or
research

in

an

academic/research

position

equivalent to that of Assistant
Professor

in

a

University,

College or Accredited Research
Institution/industry

with

a

minimum of seven publications
in the peer-reviewed or UGClisted journals and a total
research score of seventy five
(75) as per the criteria given in
the UGC Guidelines, 2018.
3. Registrar (Pay Matrix Level-14)*
No. of post: 01
Age: Not more than 57 years
(for a tenure of 5 years)
Essential Qualifications :
1) A Master's Degree with at
least 55% of marks or an
equivalent grade in a point scale
wherever grading system is
followed.
EN 36/46
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2) Holding analogous post on
regular basis in the parent
cadre/department, Or
At least fifteen (15) years of
experience
as
Assistant
Professor in the Academic
Level-11 (Pre-revised PB-3: Rs.
15,600-39,100/- plus AGP of Rs.
7,000/-) and above or with 8
years of service in the Academic
Level-12 (Pre-revised PB-3: Rs.
15,600-39,100/- plus AGP of Rs.
8,000/-) and above including as
Associate Professor along with
experience
in
educational
administration. Or
Comparable experience in
research establishment and/or
other institutions of higher
education, Or
Fifteen
(15)
years
of
administrative experience, of
which eight (08) years shall be
as Deputy Registrar or an
equivalent post in Level-12 with
Rationalised Entry Pay of Rs.
78,800/- as per 7th CPC Pay
Matrix (Pre-revised PB-3: Rs.
15,600-39,100/- plus AGP of Rs.
7,600/-)
4. Finance Officer (Pay MatrixLevel 11)
No. of post : 01 (Tenure)
Age limit : Preferably not
more than 55 years (as on the
closing date for the receipt of
application)
Essential Qualifications:
At least a 2nd Class Bachelor's
Degree
with
10
years'
experience in supervisory level
in accounts and finance in a
government organization or an
autonomous body.
5. Hindi Editor (Pay Matrix Level 10)
No. of post : 01
Age : Not more than 35 years
Essential Qualifications:
(i) At least 2nd class postgraduate in Hindi, (ii) Should
have studied English up to
Degree level (iii) At least five
years' experience in writing,
editing,
compiling,
proof
reading,
translation
and
publication of journals, books,
monographs,
etc.,
in
a
government organization or
private organization of repute.
* Those who submitted online
applications with reference to
earlier indicative advertisement
appeared in January, 2019 need
not apply. However, he/she can
update information by sending
hard copy.
For further details regarding
qualifications, eligibility criteria
etc.
kindly visit Institute's
website: www.niepa.ac.in.
The online portal will remain
open
till
28.12.2019.
Applications received without
online registration will be
summarily rejected.
REGISTRAR (I/C)
EN 36/73
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 60 questions from Mathematics &
Science OR Social Studies.
Minimum

Qualifying

Marks
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Hindi Language

question papers is the best way to

Last year, this section was of moderate

increase your accuracy and speed in

 Most of the competitive exams are

difficulty level. It did not have a passage

the exam. It helps you get familiar with

available in online or CBT (Computer

last year.

the type of questions asked in the

Based Test) mode. Those who are

exam.

used to the CBT pattern might find the

English Language
for

UPTET 2019
UPTET cut off marks to qualify the
exam are:
 60% for General category students

This section did not have a passage last

 You can start your UPTET preparation

year and was seen as 'tough'. Most

with the NCERT books. These books

questions were based on basic grammar

are available for free on the official

and vocabulary.

website of the NCERT in English and

Environmental Studies

Hindi.

(which means candidates need to

It was an easy section. One could easily

score at least 90 marks out of a total of

score 20-22 marks in this section by going

150 marks), and

through it once.

 55% for SC, ST, and OBC category

Social Studies (from Paper II)

students (which means candidates

22 out of 60 questions in this section

need to score at least 83 marks out of

were based on Pedagogy. 11 questions

a total of 150 marks).

were from History and 10 each from

The actual UPTET cutoffs depend on
the number of vacancies and the number
of candidates applying for the exam. In

Geography and Polity. 8 questions were
from General Awareness. It was an 'easy'
section'.

 The best part is that many times,
questions get repeated in the UPTET

Mathematics (from Paper II)

around 95 as a General category aspirant

10 out of 30 questions in Math section

pen-and-paper mode cumbersome.
There are a few things you should
keep in mind while filling up the
Optical Mark Recognition (OMR)
sheet in the UPTET exam:
 Only use a black ballpoint pen to

exam. If you have already solved

colour the circle of the right answer.

previous year papers or have gone

Since you cannot delete an answer,

through solved past year papers for

make sure you fill-up the circle in the

the exam, you will definitely be able to

right column. Overwriting or filling up

score a few easy points in the exam.

more than one circle in an answer will

 You can also search for repeated
questions of the UPTET exam online.
Many YouTubers talk about the most

2019, it is expected that if you score

given to students in any case.

common questions asked in the

automatically

disqualify

it

assessment purposes.
 Be sure to write the numbers of
questions you've solved in the given

or 85 marks as a reserved category

were based on Advanced Mathematics. 6

UPTET and CTET exam which might

aspirant, you should be able to clear the

questions

be helpful to you.

exam easily.

Pedagogy and Geometry & Mensuration.

 Since there is no negative marking in

UPTET 2018 Paper Analysis

2 questions each were asked from

the exam, it does not make any sense

Solving previous years' question papers

Number

related

to leave a question unanswered.

is always recommended as a practice run

questions, and HCF & LCM. 1 question

Remember, you cannot change your

 Roll Number,

for any competitive exam. The UPTET

each was asked from Pie Chart and

answer later. Hence, first mark the

 Number of the Question Booklet,

2018 paper analysis can help you:

Probability.

answers for the questions you are

 Series of the Question Booklet,

each

were

System,

asked

Interest

from

space in words and numerics.
 Make

sure

you

fill

up

all

sheet, such as:

Science (from Paper II)

sure about and then, start with the

 The language you opt for,

 identify the important topics, and

This section was a bit difficult last year.

guesswork. Smart guessing can help

 The subject you choose in Part IV.

exam.

10 questions were asked from Biology, 9
from Chemistry, and 7 from Physics. 4

In 2018, both UPTET Paper I and Paper

questions were based on Pedagogy.

Colour the right circles too. Incomplete

you net a few bonus points too.
 Pedagogy is the most important
section in each subject. Prepare it on

II question papers had a moderate

UPTET & CTET ENVIRONMENTAL

difficulty level. But they were a tad difficult

Studies Knowledge Bank contains 29

the 2017 UPTET exam. Most candidates

solved papers from different teacher

last year also believed that the UPTET

a priority basis. Then, move on to
other topics in the syllabus.
 When

If you want to clear any of the Teacher
Eligibility Tests or TETs in India, you will
find several videos online to help you with

elimination method. In this method,

exam was modelled on the NCERT

 CTET,

it. These videos cover each section of the

you strike out the options that are

pattern.

 UP TET (Uttar Pradesh TET),

exam in detail. Many of them also offer

definitely wrong. When you are

tips to prepare for the exam easily.

familiar with the subject, it is easy to

Rruchi Shrimalli is a career counsellor

guess which options do not fit at all. If

e-mail: rruchi shrimalli@gmail.com.

Most candidates pegged the English

 MP TET (Madhya Pradesh TET),

Language section of the paper as the

 B TET (Bihar TET),

toughest and the EVS section as the

 R TET (Rajasthan TET),

easiest one. Mathematics questions were

 P TET (Punjab TET), and

moderate to tough. All the other sections

 H TET (Haryana TET).

options for the question, you increase

UPTET study material and notes

The questions in the Social Studies

online. These include:

pedagogy of the subject. As in Paper I,
the English Language section was
claimed to be the toughest section. All the
other sections had moderate difficulty
levels.
UPTET 2018

 https://www.hindihelpguru.com/
uptet-study-material-book-notespdf-free/
 https://www.mycareerstudy.com/
10/up-tet-study-material-

answers with 'minutes' or 'hours' will
automatically be incorrect.

Pedagogy was undoubtedly the most

 Remember, objective-type MCQs are

important aspect of this section. 18

easier than essay-type questions. If

questions were asked from this part of the

you get an answer wrong, you only

syllabus. 3 questions were asked from the

lose

Influence of Heredity & Environment. 2

questions are based directly on facts

one

be more efficient to simply fit in the
given values in the options in the
question to see if they are correct. It

books-pdf.html
Maximize Your Score

mark. About

40%

of

and definitions and are easy to crack.
But since MCQs in a test cover almost
all parts of the syllabus, you need to

relationship with Learning.

the answer. If the question asks you to

 In calculation-type questions, it might

Child Development and Pedagogy

 Concept of Development and its

 In Physics, one quick way to narrow

calculate time in 'seconds', any

study-material/

UPTET Exam Preparation Tips to

questions each were asked from:

answer from 25% to 50%!
down options is to look at the 'units' of

 https://ctetstudymaterial.in/uptet-

2018/

Section-by-section Paper Analysis of

V.K. Meena

and calculate in reverse to see if it is

General Manager

correct or not.

Hasan Zia, Senior Editor

UPTET 2019 Exam Day Tips

Shikha Baraily, Editor

 Sunglasses, calculators, electronic
devices,

and

all

papers

and

documents are prohibited inside the
exam

venue

campus

on

the

examination day. You can only carry
the admit card, ID card with your

study each and every topic thoroughly.

 Personality, and

UPTET exam requires both accuracy

photo,

 Development.

and speed. So, study well and

qualifying marksheets on the day of

practice as much as possible.

the exam.

question

was

asked

from

and

photocopy

of

your

 The competition for the UPTET exam

 You need to reach the examination

is high but it is definitely easier than

venue 45 minutes before the exam

command over learning and teaching

the

PO

starts. Students will not be allowed to

habits. You just need to read through this

(Probationary

exam.

enter the test centre 10 minutes after

section to score well.

Practising previous years' UPTET

the exam starts. No extra time will be

Intelligence.
It is a scoring section. It assesses your

UPSC

or

the

Bank

Officer)

Employment News

means that you put the answers first

 Child Psychology.

One

Views expressed are personal.
Image Courtesy : Google

your chances of getting the correct

UPTET 2018 Paper II Analysis
section revolved mostly around the

use

you are able to strike out two wrong

Some websites are offering free

had moderate difficulty levels.

stuck,

sheet automatically.

eligibility tests (TETs) in India, including:

 UK TET (Uttarakhand TET),

are

information can disqualify your answer

the

UPTET 2018 Paper I Analysis

you

the

information asked for in the OMR

 judge the difficulty level of the paper.
 know what to expect on the day of the

for
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Classification (NIC), 2008, are 11.10

Continued from page 1

crore.

The service delivery of MSMEs and

Under the Prime Minister’s Employment

WWW.JOBRIYA.IN

Start up should not only be customer

Generation Programme (PMEGP,) the

centric and focused on quality. The

estimated

success factor of MSME lies in such

(number of persons) in micro enterprises

determined business resolution and result

during the years 2014-15, 2015-16, 2016-

orientation.

17, 2017-18 and 2018-19 are 3.58 lakhs,

The entrepreneur needs to achieve

employment

generated

3.23 lakhs, 4.08 lakhs, 3.87 lakhs and

these aspects by creating the customer

5.87 lakhs, respectively.

focused work culture , imbibe it as the

MSME sector remains the highest job

way of working with zero dilution and with

creator in our economy and a dedicated

the determination of self as well as with

focus on MSMEs can create huge

involvement of the limited number of

employment

employees. One should remember that

less

E-mail: Dattatraya.ambulakr@gmail.

commitment at workplace in such units.

com

Moreover, all the critical aspects related

stakeholders of the sector. For the over

MSME employing around 11 Crore

MSME should be measureable and

75 lakh MSMEs currently registered, this

persons. The government has a plan to

should be timely monitored.

will provide a platform where they can

raise the employment potential to 14

In order to make every MSME and Start

interact globally to fulfil their requirements

Crores and raise the current rate of 29%

up customer-centric, customer - focused

for funding, knowledge, technology,

GDP to 50 % in next 5 years span.

and service driven, quality based work

skilling and

marketing, making them

As per the 73rd Round of National

culture is always helpful. The limited

more competitive and integrated with the

Sample Survey (NSS), conducted by

number of employees and the small size

global value chain. There is need to

National Sample Survey Office, Ministry

of such units plays vital role in making this

enhance manufacturing competitiveness

of

happen. Most of the MSMEs are directly

of entrepreneurs, the process is on for

Implementation during the period 2015-

driven by the

entrepreneurs or owners

opening new 135 new Tool Rooms &

16, the estimated number of workers in

and their direct involvement is also found

Technology centres to develop the skill of

unincorporated non-agriculture MSMEs in

supportive to create and implement such

the entrepreneurs.

the country engaged in different economic

Statistics

&

Views expressed are personal
Image Courtesy: Google

Programme

While addressing the Global MSME

activities excluding the MSMEs registered

Conference, 2019 held in Delhi in June

under (a) Sections 2m(i) and 2m(ii) of the

The government is in the process of

this year, the Union Minister of MSME Mr

Factories Act, 1948, (b) Companies Act,

developing a digital MSME portal which

Nitin Gadkari in his speech, mentioned

1956 and (c) Construction activities falling

will work as a virtual meeting place for all

that the country has got about 6 Crores

under Section F of National Industrial

the success factor.

with

capital.

there is no substitute to determination and

requisite work culture and it can become

opportunities

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/Government of India

Ministry of Health &
Family Welfare
«UÊÚ. ⁄UÊ◊ ◊ŸÊ„U⁄U ‹ÊÁ„UÿÊ •S¬ÃÊ‹
Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹ËU
Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi
File No. 18-9/2004-RMLH (HA-I) 7378
Dated: 21/11/2019

Circular
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DISCLAIMER
The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the Employment News are their own. They do
not necessarily reflect the views of the government or the organisations they work for. The contents of the
advertisements published in the Employment News belong to the organisation or their representatives. The
Employment News is in no way responsible for any liability arising out of the contents/text of these
advertisements.

Sub:- Filling up the two (02) post of Administrative Officer
(Group ‘B’ Gazetted, Ministerial) in Dr. RML Hospital, New
Delhi on Deputation basis.
Two posts of Administrative Officer (Group ‘B’ Gazetted,
Ministerial) in the Pay Level 8 of Pay scale Rs. 47600Rs. 15100, is proposed to be filled in Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia
Hospital, New Delhi on deputation basis. The eligibility for the
post is given in Annexure-I. The pay of the selected candidates
will be regulated in accordance with Department of Personnel &
Training O.M No. 6/08/2009-Esst. (Pay II) dated 17.06.2010 as
amended from time to time. Period of deputation shall ordinarily
not exceed 3 years.
It is requested that application of suitable candidates who are
eligible, willing and can be spared immediately, may be
forwarded to the undersigned within 30 days from the date of
advertisement in the prescribed pro-forma (Annexure-II) through
concerned Cadre Controlling Authority. The Cadre Controlling
Authority should carefully check the applications and ensure that
the particulars mentioned there in are correct. The application
must be supported with the vigilance clearance and
authenticated copies of APAR's dossier for last 5 years
containing last given year i.e. up to 31.03.2018. Applications
received after the last date and without vigilance clearance and
up to date ACR Dossier will not be considered.
Details are available on Hospitals web-site http://rmlh.nic.in

davp 17147/11/0018/1920

[Pankaj Kumar Sinha]
Deputy Director (Admin.)
EN 36/39
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News Digest
NATIONAL
 The government has asserted that
India will not compromise on data
sovereignty and it is committed to
ensure safety and security of messaging on platforms like Whats
App. Electronics and IT Minister,
Ravi Shankar Prasad informed the
Parliament that not a single FIR
has been lodged and so far, his
ministry has received no complaint in this matter. He said, there are adequate provisions in IT act to ensure safety and security of messaging on various platforms.
On the snooping issue, the Minister informed that CERT-IN had sent a notice to
Israel based company NSO on 26th November of this month seeking details about
the malware and its impact on Indian users. Responding to opposition queries on
data protection bill, Mr. Prasad said, work is in progress in that direction and the
legislation will be robust in nature.
 Women and Child Welfare Minister Smriti Irani, while quoting data of National
Crime Record Bureau in a written reply in Rajya Sabha said that incidents of the
child marriages have continuously increased in the country during 2013-2017.
She informed that 222 cases of child marriages were registered in the year 2013
while it was 280 in 2014, 293 in 2015, 326 in 2016. In the year 2017, 395 cases
of child marriages were registered in several parts of the country. Maximum
numbers of 65 cases were registered in Karnataka in 2017 followed by 58 in
Assam, 55 in Tamil Nadu and 49 in West Bengal. However, no cases of child marriages have been reported in 11 States and Union Territories of the country during
2013-2017. It includes Arunachal Pradesh, Goa, Jammu & Kashmir, Manipur,
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim, Dadar and Nagar Haveli, Daman and
Diu and Lakshadweep.
 On November 27, Indian Space Research
Organisation, ISRO successfully launched
the country's latest earth observation satellite
Cartosat-3 in a copybook style mission. The
workhorse rocket PSLV-C47 injected it in a
polar orbit, along with 13 nano-satellites of a
US customer organization. PSLV-C47 liftedoff at 09.28 am from the Second Launch Pad
of Satish Dhawan Space Centre, Sriharikota
in Andhra Pradesh and in just 17 minutes and 38 seconds into its flight, Cartosat3 was separated placed at a height of 509 km. The 13 nano-satellites were later
fed into their intended orbits one after the other.
 Lok Sabha has passed the Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu (Merger
of Union Territories) Bill, 2019. The Bill provides for the merger of Union Territories of Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu. It provides for better delivery of services to citizens of both the UTs by improving efficiency and reduction in
paperwork and administrative expenditure. It will also bring uniformity in policy
and schemes. Both the UTs are located in the western region of the country.
Dadra and Nagar Haveli has just one district while Daman and Diu has two. The
country currently has nine UTs after the creation of the UTs of Jammu and
Kashmir, and Ladakh. However, with the merger of Daman and Diu, and Dadra
and Nagar Haveli, the number of UTs will come down to eight.

ECONOMY
 The 15th Finance Commission
Chairman N K Singh has called
for major changes in the GST
structure, including reducing
the complicated procedures
and also doing away with frequent rate changes, to improve
collection. He also pitched for
rationalization of Centrallysponsored schemes. Speaking
at an event in RBI headquarters
in Mumbai, Singh said the commission has visited nearly all the states in the runup to the preparation of its report and that many of them have complained that the
fiscal autonomy has been circumscribed by GST.
 Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman has said there is no proposal to bring out a
White Paper on Economy. In a written reply in Lok Sabha, the Minister said, government has initiated several structural reforms in recent years. She added that
introduction of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code is a significant step towards
cleaning and strengthening the financial system of the country. The Minister said,
implementation of GST stands out as the most important measure for improving
ease of doing business in the country. Make in India programme is a major initiative towards increasing the indigenous capacity of the country to produce world

class goods and services. Ms Sitharaman also stated that demonetization was a
necessary step that had to be undertaken to weed out black money from the
economy, widen the tax base and increase formalization for inclusive growth.
 Reliance Communications Chairman Anil Ambani along with four directors have
resigned from the company, which is going through the insolvency process.
According to a regulatory filing, Manikantan V, the chief financial officer of the
debt-ridden company has also resigned. The development comes after RCom
posted a consolidated loss of Rs 30,142 crore for July-September 2019 due to
provisioning for liabilities after the Supreme Court ruling on statutory dues. This
was the second-highest loss posted by any Indian corporate till date.

INTERNATIONAL
 US

President
Donald Trump said
that United States
has resumed talks
with Taliban as he
made an unannounced trip to
Afghanistan to celebrate the Thanksgiving holiday with US
troops. In his first
trip to the site of
America's longest war, Trump thanked the troops and met Afghan President
Ashraf Ghani. He told reporters that the Taliban wants to make a deal, and they
are meeting with them. President Trump said, he has restarted peace negotiations
with Taliban after it was scuttled in September. US President reaffirmed his desire
to reduce the American troop presence in Afghanistan to 8,600 down from about
13,000.
 Pakistan's Supreme Court has suspended the decision to grant a three-year term
extension to Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa. The move came just ahead
of 59-year-old Bajwa's retirement on November 29. Prime Minister Imran Khan
had approved an extension to the tenure of General Bajwa for another three
years, citing the regional security environment. The petition against Bajwa's
extension was filed by a person named Raiz Rahi, who later filed an application
to withdraw it. However, Chief Justice Asif Saeed Khosa rejected the withdrawal
bid and took up the petition as public interest litigation under Article 184. Justice
Khosa said that only the president of Pakistan can extend the tenure of the Army
Chief. He also observed that when the matter was discussed in the Cabinet, only
11 out of 25 members approved the extension.

SPORTS
 Sports Ministry has constituted a 13-member expert committee to review the Draft
National Sports Code and to suggest measures to make the Sports Code acceptable to all the stakeholders. It will try to strike a balance between the autonomy of
National Sports Federations vis-a-vis need for transparency and autonomy.The
expert committee will be headed by former Supreme Court judge Justice Mukundakam Sharma. Former sports persons Gagan Narang, Bhaichung Bhutia, Anju
Bobby George and national badminton coach Pulella Gopichand are part of the
panel. Boxing Federation president Ajay Singh, Kho Kho Federation president
Sudhanshu Mittal, Athletics Federation president Adille Sumariwala and Weightlifting Federation president B P Baishya have been included in the committee. The
panel will also feature a representative from the Indian Olympic Association.
Director General Sports Authority of India or his representative and Dr A Jayathilak, Principal Secretary Sports in Government of Kerala will be the other members
of the panel. Joint Secretary (Sports) will be the coordinator in the committee.
 Deepika Kumari won gold while
Ankita Bhakat bagged silver
medal in the women's individual
recurve event of the 21st Asian
Championships in Bangkok, in
the process earning India's
second 2020 Olympics quota in
archery. Three Olympic quotas
for Tokyo 2020 were on offer at
this event - which went to India,
Bhutan and Vietnam. This is
India's second Olympic quota
place in archery after the men's recurve team of Tarundeep Rai, Atanu Das and
Pravin Jadhav had secured their place through their showing in the World Championships earlier this year. The Indian archers competed in the tournament as
neutral athletes under the World Archery flag due to the suspension of the national federation, Archery Association of India, AAI.
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